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From the Editor
Xin He
On behalf of the ICSA Bulletin editorial staﬀ and
contributors, I would like to welcome you to the January 2016 issue of the Bulletin.
This issue features three articles in the column
"Conversations with a Distinguished Statistician".
The ﬁrst one highlights Professor Tze Leung Lai,
the ﬁrst Chinese to have received the Committee
of Presidents of Statistical Societies Award (COPPS
President's Award), at Stanford University. He
was also the recipient of the ICSA Distinguished
Achievement Award in 2005. A series of interviews
were conducted in 2015 by his former Ph.D. students Drs. Milan Shen, Ka Wai Tsang and Samuel
Po-Shing Wong, during conferences honoring Professor Lai's 70th birthday in recognition of his seminal contributions to statistical methodology and applications. This article provides a comprehensive
coverage of Professor Lai's signiﬁcant academic and
societal impact.
The second conversation article, written by Dr.
Naitee Ting, summarizes his interview with Professor Karl E. Peace at Georgia Southern University, who has made remarkable contributions to the
growth of ICSA since the very beginning. Professor Peace shared some of his childhood stories,
career path, memories about Professor Jiann-Ping
Hsu along with their active involvement and contributions to ICSA, and advice for young statisticians.
His view of the similarities and diﬀerences between
academic and industry careers is inspirational.
The third article in the conversation column features Professor Michael S. Waterman at University
of Southern California. He is an elected member of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1995),
the National Academy of Sciences (2001) and the
National Academy of Engineering (2012). This article presents some of the interesting and stimulating conversations between Professor Waterman and
students from Xiamen University during his summer trip to Xiamen in 2015.
In the column "Hints from Hans", Professor
Künsch gives us his wisdom and advice on how to
improve scientiﬁc writing in English. He also provides a collection of useful online resources for general and academic writing. This article is a must
read for all statistical professionals.
Starting from this issue, we are glad to have the
permission to reprint the column "Terence's Stuﬀ"
from IMS Bulletin by Professor Terry Speed, Wal-
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ter & Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia. Professor Speed was the President of the
Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 2004 and an
elected Fellow of the Royal Society in 2013. His
inaugural article for the column is an authorized
reprint from a memorial tribute to "the greatest
mathematical statistician to come from China", Professor Pao-Lu Hsu, published in the IMS Bulletin in
June 2008.
On ICSA business, this issue of the Bulletin
includes messages from the 2016 ICSA President
Mei-Ling Ting Lee, the 2015 ICSA President Wei
Shen and the Executive Director Zhezhen Jin; results of the 2015 ICSA election; announcement
of the 2015 ICSA Awards; the 2016 ICSA executives and members of committees; news on ICSA
members becoming new Fellows of IMS; Statistica
Sinica co-editors' report; highlights of the second
ICSA-Canada Chapter Symposium, the 2015 ICSAMidwest Chapter Meeting, the 2015 ICSA Chinese
Statistics Conference, and the ICSA sessions and annual banquet at JSM 2015; announcement of ICSA
sessions for JSM 2016; news from the ICSA-Canada
Chapter; reports from the Program Committee, the
Oﬃce of ICSA, and the ICSA Treasurer. Three upcoming ICSA sponsored symposiums/conferences
and six ICSA co-sponsored meetings in 2016 have
been announced.
Finally, I would like to thank all the editorial
staﬀ, the ICSA executive and committee members,
and all the contributors for their hard work and
dedication. In particular, I owe my sincere gratitude to the former editor Professor Jun Yan for his
encouragement and continuing support. I am also
grateful to Professor Bin Yu for her initial idea and
help in acquiring Professor Waterman's permission
for his conversation article and in reprinting the column "Terence's Stuﬀ".
Best wishes for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year of the Monkey in 2016!

Xin He, Ph.D.
Editor-in-Chief, ICSA Bulletin
Assistant Professor
Department of Epidemiology and
Biostatistics
University of Maryland, College
Park

© www.icsa.org
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From the ICSA Executives

From the 2016 President, ICSA
Mei-Ling Ting Lee
Happy New Year! ICSA was
oﬃcially founded at the Joint
Statistical Meetings in San
Francisco in 1987.
It has
grown over the years and become a well-established international statistical society. I
am honored by the opportunity to serve and lead the ICSA
development in 2016.
I like to start by thanking the 2014 President
Ying Lu, the 2015 President Wei Shen, Executive Director Zhezhen Jin, Finance Chair Linda Yau, and
IT Chair Jun Yan, as I have learned a lot from them
about ICSA's business and ﬁnancial matters.
I am glad to report that important progress has
been made by the IT Committee. Since Chengsheng
Jiang joined ICSA six months ago, he has taken the
lead to develop a state-of-the-art ICSA database and
served as the ICSA Webmaster. With help from
Jun, Zhezhen and his own experience, Chengsheng
has been re-constructing our database infrastructure and re-designing and re-coding the website to
adapt to updated internet technology. Also, thanks
to great eﬀorts from Don Sun, Simon Gao and Jun
Yan, the ICSA server has moved smoothly from
Georgia Southern University to Amazon for cloud
storage.
We thank Xihong Lin for her contributions to
Statistics in Biosciences (SIB) in the past few years.
Replacing Xihong, Mei-Cheng Wang will be coediting SIB with Hongyu Zhao. With Hsin-Cheng
Huang, Ruey Tsay and Zhiliang Ying as co-editors
of Statistica Sinica, two special issues are currently
under development. Yi-Ching Yao will Chair the
2016 ICSA Publication Committee and lead discussions of publication-related matters. Xin He has assumed the Editor-in-Chief position for ICSA Bulletin since June 2015. He will develop the Bulletin
with interesting and informational articles.
Jianguo Sun will Chair the ICSA 2016 Membership Committee. We hope that he and the committee will develop a membership drive that will increase participation by industry, government, and
academia. Also, we would like to recruit more student members as they will be the future of ICSA.
Compared to other established societies, ICSA's
membership fee is relatively low, at only $40/year
for a regular member, $10/year for a student member, and $600 for a permanent member. ICSA rev© www.icsa.org

enue from membership fees barely covers its operational costs. Hence, please renew your membership
and distribute this information to your colleagues,
friends and students, and encourage them to join
ICSA. Also, we would like to encourage permanent
members to make donations to support ICSA. I will
work with our IT team and Treasurer to create a link
on the ICSA website to accept donations online and
will test it with my own donation.
With the growth of the ICSA community, the
ICSA-Canada Chapter, the ICSA-New England
Chapter, the ICSA-Midwest Chapter, and the ICSAShanghai Committee have been established in recent years. It is encouraging that, under the leadership of Chao A. Hsiung, a proposal for the ICSA Taiwan Chapter is currently under development. We
look forward to it.
Looking forward, the ICSA 2016 Applied Statistics Symposium will be held in June in Atlanta, GA.
Led by Yichuan Zhao, the Symposium Chair, this
ICSA annual symposium is expected to have about
100 invited and contributed sessions with "Challenge of Big Data and Applications of Statistics" as
the main theme. Tony Cai, ICSA 2016 PresidentElect, is organizing an ICSA conference on Data Science in Yunnan, China, in July 2016. Please join
us at the ICSA meetings and dinner at JSM 2016
in Chicago. Thanks to Co-Chairs Ming-Hui Chen,
Zhi Geng and Gang Li, the ICSA 2016 International
Conference will be held at Shanghai Jiao Tong University in December with over 160 invited sessions.
Also, we are co-sponsoring several international
statistical meetings to promote ICSA in the global
statistical community. To celebrate the ICSA's 30th
Anniversary, we would like to plan some meetings
in 2017.
I have been heartened by many enthusiastic
members who have expressed their willingness to
help ICSA. To my disappointment, however, I have
found few openings on ICSA 2016 committees for
these volunteers. To all ICSA members, whether
you are currently on a committee or not, your help,
suggestions, and support will be greatly appreciated. Together we can serve our ICSA community
better. Thank you very much and I wish you a
happy, healthy, and productive 2016.
Mei-Ling Ting Lee, Ph.D.
2016 President, ICSA
Professor
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics
University of Maryland, College Park
3
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From the 2015 President, ICSA
Wei Shen
Dear ICSA Members and
Friends,
Happy New Year!
Thank you for giving me
the opportunity to serve as the
2015 ICSA president. This has
been a fabulous learning and
rewarding experience.
At the beginning of 2015, I
introduced ICSA Vision 2020: a set of objectives that
we aspired to achieve by the end of this decade. To
achieve Vision 2020, we have chosen to focus on four
major elements: Community, Scientiﬁc Excellence,
Leadership, and Global Inﬂuence. With your strong
support, we have made great progress in each of the
above elements. 2015 was truly a remarkable year
for ICSA.
Our signature event, the 24th ICSA applied
statistics symposium, was held in Fort Collins, Colorado, June 2015. Continuing the trend from the
last two years, we partnered with Colorado State
University and joined our symposium with their
Graybill conference. This led to the largest international statistical conference in the Fort Collins areas
with 450 attendees.
ICSA was highly visible during JSM 2015 in Seattle. ICSA organized 10 scientiﬁc sessions, and our
members were engaged in hundreds of sessions and
activities. We carried out a very successful membership campaign during JSM, adding 40 new members. As social network is changing our life and
the way we connect and communicate, a WECHAT
group was created during JSM for ICSA members
and friends, which drew 300 members and friends
on the day of its inception.
Our chapter model has been in its third year of
operation, and has been eﬀective in growing our
membership, engaging our members, and establishing our presence at the local and regional level.
ICSA Midwest Chapter was established in January
2015, and held its inaugural chapter meeting in October 2015 in Mettawa, Illinois. Over 100 statistical
professionals, faculty members, and students from
22 organizations and six Midwest states attended
the meeting. The 2015 ICSA China Statistics Conference, organized by ICSA Shanghai Committee
and Fudan University, took place in July 2015 in
Shanghai. This conference, only in its second year,
drew 250 participants and many leading statisticians from China and the world. In addition, the
4

2015 ICSA-Canada Chapter Statistics and Data Science Symposium was held successfully in August
2015 at Calgary, Canada.
ICSA journals and publications continued to
grow their scientiﬁc reputation and excellence in
2015. Three books from the ICSA Springer book series were published in 2015: "Applied Statistics in
Biomedicine and Clinical Trials Design"; "Innovative Statistical Methods for Public Health Data"; and
"Modeling Binary Correlated Responses using SAS,
SPSS and R".
In order to meet the current and future demands
of ICSA, a major IT infrastructure modernization
project has been under-taken, led by IT committee
chair Jun Yan. Many have contributed to this complex project in 2015, and we have made substantial
progress. The new IT system with improved functionalities, including a revamped ICSA website will
be available in early 2016.
My sincere appreciation goes to all ICSA leaders and volunteers for their strong dedication, commitment, and hard work. In particular, I am very
thankful to the 2015 ICSA executive committee:
Ying Lu, ICSA 2014 President; Mei-Ling Ting Lee,
ICSA 2016 President; Zhezhen Jin, ICSA Executive
Director (2014-2016); and Linda Yau, ICSA Treasurer (2013-2015); for their leadership, service, and
teamwork. Ying Lu and Linda Yau have been
critical to the success of ICSA over many years.
As they complete their terms on the ICSA executive committee, we will certainly miss their presence and experience. Meanwhile, we welcome two
new members to the executive committee: T Tony
Cai, ICSA 2016 President-Elect; and Hongliang Shi,
ICSA Treasurer (2016-2018). Both have been highly
involved with ICSA, and we look forward to their
further contributions.
The success of ICSA is highly dependent on our
dedicated members, eﬀective communications and
partnership, scientiﬁc excellence, an inclusive culture, and leadership. For ICSA, we are fortunate to
have all of these elements to enable our growth and
success in the future. Thank you for making ICSA
one of the most engaging and fastest growing statistical associations. Best wishes to all of you in 2016.
Wei Shen, Ph.D.
2015 President, ICSA
Senior Director
Global Statistical Sciences
Eli Lilly and Company
© www.icsa.org
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From the Executive Director
Zhezhen Jin
Dear ICSA members,
Happy New Year! Looking back, ICSA had a fruitful
year in 2015, with great support from many volunteers
and active participation from
our more than 1300 members.
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all and particularly to the 2015 ICSA executive members, board
of directors, various committee members and oﬃce
staﬀ.
In 2015, we held another successful Annual
Applied Statistics Symposium joint with Graybill
conference at Colorado State University and established the Midwest Chapter. Our Chapters had several activities: the Canada Chapter had a symposium on August 4-6, 2015 at University of Calgary
in Canada; the Midwest Chapter had its ﬁrst meeting on October 25-26, 2015 at Abbvie Campus in
Mettawa, IL; the China-Shanghai committee had a
conference on July 6-7, 2015 at Fudan University in
China. In addition, we co-sponsored several conferences and meetings with other statistical organizations and societies.
We continued monthly executive teleconferences and had three board meetings to discuss ICSA
operation and development. The investment ad hoc
committee chaired by Dr. Linda Yau developed and
implemented an investment plan. There have been
several changes under development on ICSA website/IT. The ICSA server was transferred to Ama-

zon cloud from the Georgia Southern University
in the summer of 2015. A development of a new
ICSA website is near completion and will be available soon. In addition, the ICSA book series has
published three books.
The 2015 ICSA election of oﬃcers was held in
July of 2015. We have our newly elected PresidentElect (Tony T. Cai) and six Board of Directors (Sheng
Luo, Alan Chiang, Yanyuan Ma, Lu Tian, Bo Yang,
and Hao Helen Zhang). Six members of ICSA Board
of Directors have completed their term. They are
Yuan-Chin Ivan Chang, Haoda Fu, Wenbin Lu, MeiCheng Wang, Ming-Dauh Wang, Zhengjun Zhang.
I would like to thank their service to ICSA. Dr. MeiLing Ting Lee, the current ICSA president, has appointed and re-appointed chairs and members of
various ICSA committees. I look forward to working with them.
In 2016, we are going to have plenty ICSA events,
including ICSA annual symposium in Atlanta, GA,
ICSA conference on Data Science in Dali, China,
ICSA-China conference in Qingdao, China, and
ICSA international conference in Shanghai, China.
I hope you will ﬁnd time to attend and take advantage of these events.
I wish you all a healthy and prosperous 2016.
Please let me know if you have any ideas and suggestions to ICSA.
Zhezhen Jin, Ph.D.
ICSA Executive Director (2014-2016)
Professor of Biostatistics
Department of Biostatistics
Columbia University

Results of 2015 ICSA Election
2016 President-Elect
Cai, T. Tony (University of Pennsylvania)

Directors of ICSA Board (2016-2018)
(alphabetical order)

2016 Biometrics Section Chair
Luo, Sheng (University of Texas Health Science
Center at Houston)
© www.icsa.org

•
•
•
•
•

Chiang, Alan Y. (Eli Lilly and Company)
Ma, Yanyuan (University of South Carolina)
Tian, Lu (Stanford University)
Yang, Bo (AbbVie)
Zhang, Hao Helen (University of Arizona)
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2015 ICSA Awards
Pao-Lu Hsu Award
Presented every three years, usually at an ICSA conference, to an individual under the age of 50, who makes
inﬂuential and fundamental contributions to any ﬁeld
of statistics and probability, and exempliﬁes Hsu's deep
involvement in developing statistics and probability research with signiﬁcant impact on education.
Jun S. Liu
University

Ph.D., Professor of Statistics, Harvard

For fundamental and pioneering contributions
to Monte Carlo methods and Bayesian computation;
for successful development of the Gibbs motif sampler for understanding gene regulation; for highly
inﬂuential contribution in reconstruction of haplotypes from single nucleotide polymorphism data
and the inference of epistatic interaction; and for the
advancement of statistics in China.
Dr. Jun Liu is Professor of Statistics at Harvard
University, with a joint appointment in the Harvard School of Public Health. He was a Changjiang
Scholar at Peking University, and also Guest Professor at Tsinghua University. Dr. Liu received his BS
degree in mathematics in 1985 from Peking University and Ph.D. in statistics in 1991 from the University of Chicago. He held Assistant, Associate, and
full professor positions at Stanford University from
1994 to 2003. Dr. Liu won the NSF CAREER Award
and the Stanford Terman fellowship in 1995, won
6

the Mitchell Award for the best statistics application
paper in 2000. He was a Medallion Lecturer of the
Institute of Mathematical Statistics (IMS) in 2002, a
Bernoulli Lecturer in 2004, and a Kuwait Lecturer
of Cambridge University in 2008. He was elected to
Fellow of the IMS in 2004 and Fellow of the American Statistical Association in 2005. He served on
numerous grant review panels of the NSF and NIH
and editorial boards of numerous leading statistical journals. He was a co-editor of the Journal of
the American Statistical Association.
In 2002, he received the prestigious COPSS Presidents' Award (given annually and jointly by ﬁve
leading statistical associations to one individual under age 40). In 2010, he was awarded the Morningside Gold Medal in Applied Mathematics (honored
once every 3 years to an individual of Chinese descent under age 45). In 2012, he was honored with
the Outstanding Achievement Award by the International Chinese Statistical Association.
Dr. Liu and his collaborators introduced the
statistical missing data formulation and Gibbs sampling strategies for biological sequence analysis in
early 1990s. The resulting algorithms for protein sequence analysis, gene regulation analysis, and genetic studies have been adopted by many research
groups and become standard tools for computational biologists. Dr. Liu has made fundamental
contributions to statistical computing and Bayesian
modeling. He pioneered sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) methods invented a few novel Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. His studies of
SMC and MCMC algorithms have had a broad impact on both theoretical understandings and practical applications. Dr. Liu has also pioneered novel
Bayesian modeling techniques for discovering subtle interactions and nonlinear relationships in highdimensional data. Dr. Liu has published one research monograph and more than 200 research articles in leading scientiﬁc journals, and is one of the
ISI Highly Cited mathematicians.

Distinguished
Award

Achievement

In recognition of the distinguished achievement in statistical research and unselﬁsh support of the association.
© www.icsa.org
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Xuming He Ph.D., H.C. Carver Professor of Statistics, University of Michigan

Dr. Xuming He is H. C. Carver Professor of
Statistics, Department of Statistics, University of
Michigan. He received his BS in Mathematics
from Fudan University from Shanghai in 1984, and
Ph.D. in Statistics from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in 1989. He was senior fellow
(1997-1998) and lecturer (1989-1993) in Mathematics Department of National University of Singapore,
and Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and
Professor in 1993-2011 at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. He serves as the program
director of statistics at National Science Foundation
in 2003-2005.
Dr. He has published over 130 scientiﬁc papers
which cover a wide range of research areas including robust statistics, quantile regression, nonparametric statistics, model selection, low rank approximation for genetic applications, and computational
methods. Many of Dr. He's works are fundamental
and inﬂuential, and are published in leading statistics journals. In particular, Dr. He's works on robust statistics and quantile regression are very profound. For example, the breakdown function (1990
and 1991) proposed by Dr. He and his co-authors
is now a widely adopted robust statistics measure,
and the conditional growth charts paper based on
quantile regression (2006) is selected as a discussion
paper for Annals of Statistics.
Dr. He is Co-Editor of Jourral of the American Statistical Association, Theory & Methods in
2011-2014, Editor of the IMS Bulletin (2007-2010),
Associate Editor of Journal of the American Statistical Association (2004-2010), Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society: Series B (2010-present), Statistica Sinica (1996-2002, 2005-2011), Annals of Statistics (2004-2011) and other statistical journals. He is
© www.icsa.org
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an Elected Fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), American Statistical Association (ASA), Institute of Mathematical Statistics (IMS) and International Statistical Institute (ISI). He is also an IMS Medallion Lecturer
of Joint Statistical Meetings (2007).
Dr. He is a well-recognized leader in statistical community. Among many prominent leadership appointments, he served as a President of the
International Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA)
(2010), board member of ICSA (2003-2004) and the
Chair of the ICSA Nomination Committee (2005,
2006). In addition to his outstanding service to
the ICSA, he is the Chair of the ASA Committee
on Meetings (2012-2016), was IMS council member (2004-2007), Editor of IMS Bulletin (2007-2010),
Chair of the IMS Nomination Committee (20052006), ASA Committee on Noether Awards (20052011), and Search Committee for the ASA Executive
Director (2007). Dr. He was also the Program Chair
for 2010 Joint Statistical Meetings in Vancouver.
The ICSA is honored to present the Distinguished Achievement Award to Dr. Xuming He, for
his leadership and scholarship in statistical and international statistics communities including ICSA,
ASA, and IMS; for his outstanding advocacy of
statistics to the society in the importance of statistics
and his signiﬁcant contributions in robust statistics,
quantile regression and statistics applications.
Danyu Lin Ph.D., Dennis Gillings Distinguished
Professor of Biostatistics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

7
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Dr. Danyu Lin is Dennis Gillings Distinguished
Professor, Department of Biostatistics, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He received his BS
from East China Normal University from Shanghai
in 1983, MS and Ph.D. in Biostatistics from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 1986 and 1989,
respectively. He received his post-doctoral training
in the Department of Biostatistics, Harvard University between 1989-1990. Since 1990, he was assistant, associate, and full professor, in the Department of Biostatistics, University of Washington until 2000 when he moved to UNC for the current position.
Professor Lin has published over 188 scientiﬁc
papers and 2 books which cover a wide range
of research areas including statistical genetics, genetic epidemiology, bioinformatics, survival analysis, longitudinal data analysis, designs and analysis
of medical studies, and health economics. Most of
his works are fundamental and inﬂuential, and are
published in leading statistics and biomedical sciences journals. His contributions to statistical sciences are very profound and won him many distinguished honors, including Mortimer Spiegelman
Award by the American Public Health Association
in 1999, Myrto Lefkopoulou Distinguished Lecturer
by Harvard University in 2002, Odoroﬀ Memorial Lecturer by the University of Rochester, 2003,
NIH MERIT Award, 2005-2015, Keynote Speaker of
the ICSA 2011 Applied Statistical Symposium, Fellow of IMS (1999), ASA (2000), JASA-Theory and
Methods Discussion papers in 2000 and 2006, and
JRSS(B) discussion paper in 2007. Professor Lin
was the highly cited researcher in mathematics by
Thomson ISI, 2003.
Professor Lin is an Associate Editor of JASA
Applications and Case Studies since 2012, Associate Editor of Biometrika since 1999. He served as
an Associate Editor for Statistica Sinica from 19992009, Scandinavian Journal of Statistics, 2006-2009,
Biometrics, 1997-2000, and Probability and Statistics Letters, 1998-2001. Professor Lin is a wellrecognized leader in statistical community and has
served the community in many other capacities including being a member of multiple NIH Study
Sections, organizer and chair invited sessions for
ICSA, ASA, IMS, and IBC, etc., a member of Program Committees for the ICSA Statistical Conferences, IMS, ENAR, and advisory panels for FDA,
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, etc. He
chaired the Program Committee and co-chaired the
Organizing Committee for the ICSA 16th Applied
Statistics Symposium in 2006-2007.
Professor Lin is an outstanding teacher and has
8
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advised or been advising a total of 18 Ph.D. students, most of whom have secured academic jobs.
Professor Lin gave 25 seminars in top universities
and many invited talks in major conferences. He
has also oﬀered popular short courses on survival
analysis around US, which were well received and
inﬂuenced statistical practice in the ﬁelds.
The ICSA is honored to present the Distinguished Achievement Award to Professor Danyu
Lin, for his outstanding scholarship and leadership
in statistical and international statistics communities including the ICSA, and other societies; for his
scientiﬁc contributions in survival analysis, longitudinal data analysis, and statistical genetics, which
have profound impact in biomedical sciences, and
excellent teaching and mentoring young statisticians.

Outstanding Service Award
In recognition and with sincere appreciation for the dedicated eﬀort, unselﬁsh support and outstanding service.
Naisyn Wang Ph.D., Professor of Statistics, University of Michigan
In recognition with a sincere
appreciation for her dedicated work as
2011 ICSA President and as a coeditor of Statistica Sinica 20112014.

Qiwei Yao Ph.D., Professor of Statistics, London
School of Economics and Political Science
In recognition for his dedicated service as
a co-editor of
Statistica Sinica
2011-2014.

© www.icsa.org
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President's Citation
In grateful appreciation of the generosity, dedication and
devoted eﬀort for ICSA.
Ouhong Wang Ph.D., Director Biostatistics, Amgen Inc.
In recognition of his
decade-long outstanding service to ICSA and
his broad leadership
and impact across ICSA
board and committees.

Fang Yu Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biostatistics, University of Nebraska Medical Center
In recognition of
her outstanding service as ICSA Bulletin
Editor (2008-2011) and
as a member of 2015
ICSA/Graybill
joint
conference organizing
committee.

ICSA 2016 Executives and Members of
the Committees
EXECUTIVES

STANDING COMMITTEES

President: Mei-Ling Ting Lee (2016)
Past President: Wei Shen (2015)
President-elect: T. Tony Cai (2017)
Executive Director: Zhezhen Jin (2014-2016)
ICSA Treasurer: Hongliang Shi (2016-2018)
Oﬃce of ICSA: Lili Yu, Congjian Liu, Ruth Whitworth, Karl Peace, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of
Public Health, Georgia Southern University, icsaweb2014@gmail.com, Phone: (912) 478-1277.

Program Committee

BOARD of DIRECTORS
Sheng Luo (2016, Biometrics Section Representative), Cong Chen (2014-2016), Zhen Chen (20142016), Chuhsing Kate Hsiao (2014-2016), Bingyi
Jing (2014-2016), Mengling Liu (2014-2016), Ying
Zhang (2014-2016), Shuangge Ma (2015-2017), Dejun Tang (2015-2017), Lilly Yue (2015-2017), Ying
Yuan (2015-2017), Tian Zheng (2015-2017), Alan
Chiang (2016-2018), Yanyuan Ma (2016-2018), Lu
Tian (2016-2018), Bo Yang (2016-2018), Hao Helen
Zhang (2016-2018).
© www.icsa.org

Gang Li (Chair, 2016, gli@its.jnj.com)
Naitee Ting (2014-2016), Dejun Tang (2014-2016),
Faming Liang (2014-2016), Yichuan Zhao (20152017), Ying Zhang (2015-2017), Ming-Hui Chen
(2015-2017), Yi Li (2016-2018), Lanju Zhang (20162018), Hongmei Jiang (2016-2018).
Term of reference: (1) Recommend conference
and symposium sites, including candidates for their
Chairs. (2) Recommend general policy for all meetings, subject to approval by the Board of Directors.
(3) Represent ICSA in the JSM Program Committee
and coordinate ICSA activities at the JSM.

Finance Committee
Hongliang Shi (Chair 2016-2018)
Linda Yau (2016-2018), Rochelle Fu (2015-2017),
Zhezhen Jin (Ex-Oﬃcio, 2014-2016).
Term of reference: (1) Manage three ICSA bank
accounts (H. Shi, ICSA main account; R. Fu, ICSA
Applied Statistics Symposium account; L. Yau,
ICSA J. P. Hsu Memorial Scholarship Fund account). (2) Oversee the budget, recommend long9
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term ﬁnancial planning, and invest the Association's assets, subject to approval by the Board of Directors. (3) Manage ICSA PayPal account for online
credit card payment.

Nomination and Election Committee
Mei-Cheng Wang (Chair, 2016, mcwang@jhu.edu)
Joanna Shih (2016-2018), Tsai-Hung Fan (20162018), Bing-Shun Wang (2014-2016), Cong Chen
(2015-2016), Ying Wei (2015-2016), Haoda Fu (20152017), Yuan Ji (2015-2017), Li-Shan Huang (20152017), Xuewen Lu (2015-2017).
Term of reference: Nominate the candidates for
President-elect and members of the Board of Directors.

Publication Committee
Yi-Ching Yao (Chair, 2016, yao@stat.sinica.
edu.tw)
Chunming Zhang (2015-2017), Kelly Zou (20152017), Xin He (Editor of Bulletin), Mei-Cheng Wang
(Co-Editor of SIB), Hongyu Zhao (Co-Editor of SIB),
Hsin-Cheng Huang (Co-Editor of S. Sinica), Ruey
Tsay (Co-Editor of S. Sinica), Zhiliang Ying (CoEditor of S. Sinica), Zhezhen Jin (Ex-Oﬃcio), Jiahua
Chen (Editor of ICSA book series), Din Chen (CoEditor of ICSA book series).
Term of reference: Oversee the publication policy of the Association and make recommendations
to the Board of Directors.
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IT Committee
Jun Yan (Chair, 2016, jun.yan@uconn.edu)
Chengsheng Jiang, Lixin (Simon) Gao, Don Sun,
Ruth Whitworth, Hongtu Zhu, Zhezhen Jin (ExOﬃcio).
Term of reference: Maintain ICSA web-site and
its functionality.

Archive Committee
Lili Yu (Chair, 2016, lyu@georgiasouthern.edu)
Smiley Cheng, Shein-Chung Chow, Nancy Lo.
Term of reference: Plan and implement electronic archive for the Association.

Lingzi Lu Award Committee (ASA/ICSA)
Ivan Chan (Chair, 2014-2016, ICSA, ivan_chan@
merck.com)
Gang Li (2014-2016, ICSA), Haonan Wang (20162017, ICSA), Eric Kolaczyk (2015, ASA), Victoria
Romberg (2014-2016, ASA).

ICSA Representative to JSM Program
Committee
Yi Li (2017, yili@umich.edu), Ying Zhang (2016,
yz73@iu.edu).
Term of reference: Represent ICSA in the JSM
Program Committee, coordinate ICSA sponsored
and co-sponsored sessions at JSM.

Membership Committee

10
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Tony Jianguo Sun (Chair, 2016, sunj@missouri.
edu)
Jiajuan Liang (2016-2018), Samuel Wu (2016-2018),
Bo Fu (2016-2018), Caixia Li (2014-2016), Jianxin Pan
(2014-2016), Zhigen Zhao (2015-2017), Lanju Zhang
(2015-2017).
Term of reference: Recruit new members and
contact interested potential individuals and organizations.

Yichuan Zhao (Chair, yichuan@gsu.edu).
Term of reference: Organize the 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium, Sunday, June 12 to
Wednesday, June 15, 2016 at Atlanta, GA.

Awards Committee

2016 JSM Local Committee

hepHeping Zhang (Chair,
2014-2016,
ing.zhang@yale.edu)
Mei-Chiung Shih (2014-2016), Shu-Yen Ho (20152017), Aiyi Liu (2015-2017), Ming Yen Cheng (20162018), Tsung-Chi Cheng (2016-2018).
Term of reference: Accept, evaluate, and recommend nominations for ICSA various awards.

Min Yang (Chair, minyang.stat@gmail.com,
myang2@uic.edu).
Term of reference: Plan, coordinate and arrange
the August annual meeting in the 2016 Joint Statistical Meetings, July 30 to August 4, 2016, at McCormick Place, 2301 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,
IL.

2016 Applied Statistics Symposium Committee

© www.icsa.org
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Investment Ad Hoc Committee
Linda Yau (Chair, 2016, yau.linda@gene.com)
Rochelle Fu, Fang Chen, Hongliang Shi, MingDauh Wang, Mingxiu Hu, Zhezhen Jin (Ex-Oﬃcio).
Term of reference: Develop policy and standard
operation procedure related to ICSA asset management and investment.

BIOMETRICS SECTION
Sheng Luo (Chair, 2016,sheng.t.luo@uth.tmc.
edu).

CHAPTERS/COMMITTEES
ICSA-Canada Chapter
Changbao Wu (Chair, cbwu@uwaterloo.ca)
Wendy Lou (Treasurer/Secretary, wendy.lou@uto
ronto.ca).

ICSA-New England Chapter
Huyuan Yang (Chair, Huyuan.Yang@takeda.com).

ICSA-Midwest Chapter
Lanju Zhang (Chair, Lanju.zhang@abbvie.com).

ICSA Business
ICSA Shanghai Committee (Term 10/2013
to 10/2016)
Dejun Tang (Chair, Novartis, China, dejun.tang@novartis.com)
Zhi Geng (Peking University), Chen Yao (Peking
University), Wei Yuan (Renmin University of
China), Qihua Wang (Chinese Academy of Sciences), Guohua Zou (Chinese Academy of Sciences), Hengjian Cui (Capital Normal University),
Zhaojun Wang (Nankai University), Xiaolong Pu
(East China Normal University), Ming Zheng (Fudan University), Naiqing Zhao (Fudan University),
Yong Zhou (Shanghai University of Finance and
Economic), Dong Han (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Huazhen Lin (Southwestern University
of Finance and Economics,), Xueqin Wang (Sun
Yat-Sen University), Feng Chen (Nanjing Medical
University), Jielai Xia (The Fourth Military Medical
University), Roger Qu (Pﬁzer, China), Wei Zhang
(Boehringer-Ingelheim, China), Jie Chen (Merck
Serono (Beijing) Pharmaceutical R&D Co., Ltd.),
Bill Wang (Merck, China), Yanping Wang (Eli Lilly
and Company, China), Ouhong Wang (Amgen,
China), Jun Shao (University of Wisconsin/East
China Normal University), Dongchu Sun (University of Missouri/ East China Normal University),
Zhezhen Jin (Ex-Oﬃcio), Wei Shen (Ex-Oﬃcio),
Mei-Ling Ting Lee (Ex-Oﬃcio).
Term of reference: Initiate and coordinate ICSA
activities in Mainland China.

New Fellows of IMS
Ji Zhu, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor

Hui Zou, University of Minnesota

For outstanding research accomplishments on statistical learning.

For fundamental contributions to high-dimensional
statistics, machine learning and statistical computing and for excellent editorial service.

© www.icsa.org
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Statistica Sinica Co-Editors' Report
Hsin-Cheng Huang, Ruey S. Tsay and Zhiliang Ying

Submissions and Acceptance Statistics
In the past year (August 2014 to July 2015), 409 manuscripts were submitted to Statistica Sinica. Table 1
presents the number of manuscripts submitted and accepted for the past three years. The number of submissions reached an all-time high in the period of 2013-2014. Table 2 shows the review status for the past
three years.

Table 1: Submissions and acceptances for the past 3 years
Aug 2012 – Jul 2013
Acceptance
Submission

Aug 2013 - Jul 2014

104
365

Aug 2014 - Jul 2015

95
439

76
409

Table 2: Review status for the past 3 years
Aug 2012 – Jul 2013

Aug 2013 - Jul 2014

Rejected without external reviews
Rejected with external reviews
Rejected with revision allowed
Major/minor revision
First submission under review
Revision under review
Withdrawn
Accepted

177
85

48.5%
23.3%

224
99

51.0%
22.6%

14
0
2
3
84

3.8%
0.0%
0.54%
0.8%
23.0%

21
0
5
2
88

4.8%
0.0%
1.1%
0.5%
20.0%

Total

365

439

Aug 2014 - Jul 2015
180
69
68
31
23
12
1
25

44.0%
16.9%
16.6%
7.5%
5.6%
2.9%
0.2%
6.1%

409

Table 3 shows the geographic distribution of submissions for the past three years. The countries with at
least one submission are listed below.
1. Northern America: Canada, United States;
2. Eastern, Northeastern and Southeastern Asia: China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Macau, Malaysia,
Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Viet Nam;
3. Africa: Algeria, Egypt, Nigeria, Tunisia, Ghana;
4. Europe: Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany , Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom;
5. Southern Asia: India, Pakistan, United Arab Emirates;
6. Australia & New Zealand;
7. Middle East: Iran, Iraq, Israel, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Turkey;
8. Other Area: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Russian Federation, Trinidad and Tobago.
12
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Table 3: Distribution of submissions by region for the past three years
Region

Aug 2012 - July 2013

(1) Northern America

Aug 2013 - July 2014

Aug 2014 - July 2015

129

35.3%

153

34.8%

130

31.7%

(2) Eastern, Northeastern &
Southeastern Asia

99

27.1%

139

31.6%

125

30.5%

(3) Europe
(4) Southern Asia

74
25

20.3%
6.9%

79
27

17.9%
6.1%

65
34

15.8%
8.3%

(5) Africa
(6) Australia & New Zealand

11
10

3.0%
2.7%

14
11

3.1%
2.5%

17
13

4.1%
3.1%

(7) Middle East

12

3.3%

11

2.5%

16

3.9%

(8) Other Area

5

1.4%

5

1.1%

9

2.2%

Total

365

439

409

The majority of submissions come from Northern America and Eastern (including northeastern and
southeastern) Asia, followed by Europe. The top 10 countries with the highest submissions for the past
three years are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Top ten countries with the highest submissions in the past 3 years
Rank

Aug 2012 - July 2013

1
2

USA
China

117 (32.1%)
65 (17.8%)

3

India

21

4

France

5
6

(5.8%)

Aug 2013 - July 2014
USA
China

127 (28.9%)
79 (18.0%)

Aug 2014 - July 2015
USA
China

119 (29.0%)
75 (18.3%)

India

19

(4.3%)

India

29

(7.0%)

11 (3.0%)

Taiwan

18

(4.1%)

Taiwan

18

(4.4%)

Italy

11 (3.0%)

Canada

16

(3.6%)

Italy

13

(3.1%)

Taiwan

11 (3.0%)

UK

14

(3.2%)

Australia

12

(2.9%)

7
8

Singapore
Germany

10
7

(2.7%)
(1.9%)

Korea
France

13 (3.0%)
11 (2.5%)

Canada
Spain

11
11

(2.6%)
(2.6%)

9
10

Norway
Spain/UK

7
6

(1.9%)
(1.6%)

Australia
Italy

10
10

UK
Japan

11 (2.6%)
10 (2.4%)

(2.3%)
(2.3%)

Manuscript Processing Time
Table 5 shows the turnaround statistics of initial decisions for the past two years, with the decision times
censored on October 31, 2015. All 2013-2014 submissions had ﬁrst decisions made by that date, but 23
manuscripts submitted during 2014-2015 are still waiting for initial decisions. About 75% of the editorial
decisions during 2014-2015 take less than 104 days, but 5% take over 167 days.

© www.icsa.org
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Table 5: Percentiles of review time for initial decisions in days over the past two years
Period

5th

25th

50th

75th

95th

Aug 2013 – July 2014

2

5

20

110

190

Aug 2014 – July 2015 (exclude censored data)

2

8

25

104

167

Rankings and Impact Factors
Table 6 shows the ranks of Statistica Sinica in terms of the 2-Year Impact Factor and the 5-Year Impact Factor
provided by the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) in the area of Statistics and Probability from 2007 to 2014.
Table 7 shows the ranks of Statistica Sinica in Scimago Journal Rankings among all journals of Statistics and
Probability in the Scopus database from 2007-2014. The ranking is performed using the algorithm Google
PageRankTM . It shows a steadily improving trend.

Table 6: JCR Rankings for recent eight years
Year

Number of Journals

Ranking (2-Year Impact Factor)

Ranking (5-Year Impact Factor)

2014

122

44

(1.158)

36

(1.591)

2013
2012
2011
2010

119
117
116
110

37
25
49
54

(1.226)
(1.440)
(1.017)
(0.956)

44
41
51
59

(1.365)
(1.418)
(1.167)
(1.020)

2009
2008
2007

100
92
91

50
65
58

(0.945)
(0.699)
(0.603)

41
40
23

(1.291)
(1.158)
(1.524)

Table 7: SCImago Journal Rankings for recent 8 years
Year

Total Number of Journal

Journal Rank

Quartile

2014
2013
2012
2011
2010

171
178
175
162
160

12
13
19
22
35

Q1
Q1
Q1
Q1
Q1

2009
2008
2007

158
146
134

38
27
30

Q2
Q1
Q1

Special Issue and Discussion Paper
We are organizing two special issues. The ﬁrst one is on Computer Experiments and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation with the guest editors, Robert Gramacy (rbgramacy@chicagobooth.edu), Ying Hung (yhung@stat.
rutgers.edu) and Jeﬀ Wu (jeffwu@isye.gatech.edu). The submission deadline is March 31, 2016.
14
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The other one is on Data Missing Not At Random with the guest editor, Jae-Kwang Kim (jkim@iastate.edu).
The submission deadline is June 30, 2016.
We have accepted a paper titled "Dissecting Multiple Imputation from a Multi-Phase Inference Perspective: What Happens When God's, Imputer's and Analyst's Models are Uncongenial?" by Xianchao Xie (Harvard) and Xiao-Li Meng (Harvard) as a discussion paper in Statistica Sinica. The paper will be presented by
Xiao-Li Meng in an invited session of the 2016 ENAR 2016 Spring Meeting, followed by three discussants,
Trivellore Raghunathan (University of Michigan), Tony Desmond (University of Guelph), and Jerry Reiter
(Duke Univeristy).

Hsin-Cheng Huang, Ph.D.
Co-Editor, Statistica Sinica
Research Fellow
Institute of Statistical Science
Academia Sinica
Ruey S. Tsay, Ph.D.
Co-Editor, Statistica Sinica
H.G.B. Alexander Professor
Econometrics and Statistics
Booth School of Business
University of Chicago

of

Zhiliang Ying, Ph.D.
Co-Editor, Statistica Sinica
Professor of Statistics
Department of Statistics
Columbia University

Call for Nominations for 2016 ICSA
Awards
Heping Zhang
ICSA Award Committee is seeking nominations
for "Distinguished Achievement Award" and "Outstanding Service Award". "Distinguished Achievement Award" is in recognition of the distinguished
achievement in statistical research and unselﬁsh
support of the association; and "Outstanding Service Award" is in recognition and with sincere appreciation for the dedicated eﬀort, unselﬁsh support and outstanding service. The nomination
should include nominee's current CV and a cover
letter stating the basis for the nomination. The
length of the cover letter should not exceed 2 pages.
The materials should be emailed to Award Commit© www.icsa.org

tee Chair, Professor Heping Zhang, via email to the
ICSA oﬃce icsaweb2014@gmail.com with the
subject entitled "ICSA Award Nomination" by April
15, 2016.

Heping Zhang, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA Award Committee
(2014-2016)
Susan Dwight Bliss Professor of
Public Health (Biostatistics) and
Professor in the Child Study Center
Yale University
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Report of the ICSA Annual Banquet at
JSM 2015
Ying Qing Chen
The ICSA Annual Banquet at JSM 2015 was held
in the China Harbor Restaurant (海 景 大 酒 樓) in
Seattle, Washington, following the annual membership meeting on August 12, 2015. About 150 meeting participants took pre-arranged buses, or walked
to the restaurant, located at the west side of Lake
Union with a beautiful lake view.
The banquet menu was chosen from the restaurant's 2015 Business Class Banquet Menu. It has
prix ﬁxe ten-course dishes, plus wine and soft
drinks. Dishes were served for ten participants
per table, including appetizer, soup, honey walnut
prawn, broccoli beef, steamed ﬁsh, mixed vegetables, and fruits.
Each meal ticket was priced at $45, $15 for age
6-12, and free for age less than 6. Ticket sale was
used to cover meals, taxes and tips. Transportation
by pre-arranged buses was paid by the ICSA general

fund.
Planning of the banquet received a full support
from the ICSA oﬃcers Zhezhen Jin, Wei Shen and
Linda Yau. Special acknowledgment goes to Sharon
Stockton, Cindy Zhang and Jingyang Zhang of Fred
Hutch, and to graduate students Jessica Cai of Georgia Southern University, and Kehao Zhu, Xia Fan,
Shizhe Chen, Anqi Cheng of University of Washington, for their great volunteering work. Selected
pictures of the ICSA events at JSM 2015 are printed
in the inside cover of this Bulletin.
Ying Qing Chen, Ph.D.
2015 JSM Local Chair, ICSA
Full Member
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center
Aﬃliate Professor
Department of Biostatistics
University of Washington

Report on the 2015 ICSA-Midwest
Chapter Meeting
Lanju Zhang
The 2015 ICSA Midwest Chapter Meeting took
place October 25-26 in Abbvie Campus at Mettawa,
IL, USA. It was the ﬁrst meeting by ICSA Midwest Chapter since it was founded in January 2015.
About 100 statistical professionals, faculty members, and students from 22 organizations in 6 states
attended the meeting. The meeting started with a
half-day short course "An introduction to Statistical Learning and Data Mining" oﬀered by Professor Ji Zhu from Department of Statistics, University of Michigan on October 25. The main program of the meeting on October 26 started with
two keynote addresses on leadership skills within
and outside one's organization, delivered respectively by Dr. Walt Oﬀen, Distinguished Research
Fellow and Global Head of Statistical Innovation
and Safety Statistics of AbbVie Inc, and Dr. Wei
16

Shen (Eli Lilly, USA), the 2015 President of ICSA. In
addition to 6 parallel sessions with over 20 speakers,
the meeting also featured a student poster competition with 13 participants from 7 universities. The
meeting culminated and ended with a poster award
presentation. It accomplished the Chapter mission
of providing opportunities for the participants to
learn, share and network among academic and industry professionals and students.

Lanju Zhang, Ph.D.
Chair, Executive Committee of the
2015 ICSA-Midwest Chapter Meeting
Director, Statistics
Data and Statistical Sciences
AbbVie

© www.icsa.org
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Report on the 2nd ICSA-Canada Chapter
Symposium
Xuewen Lu
The 2nd Symposium of the ICSA-CANADA Chapter was successfully held at the Math Science Building and Dining Centre, Hotel Alma, the University
of Calgary in Calgary on Aug. 4-6, 2015. This Symposium aimed to promote the exchange of ideas
among researchers in statistics and data science in
the modern world. It was open to everyone regardless of his/her background but interested in
statistical research and application. This Symposium was very successful. All the talks were interesting and the involved scientiﬁc researches were
upfront. The Symposium was well attended by
104 delegates from Canada, China, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and US. Among them, 2 speakers gave
two plenary lectures; 59 speakers gave invited talks
in 16 sessions; 9 speakers gave contributed talks
in 3 sessions. Besides the talks, this Symposium
provided two short courses to graduate students,
which brought great educational beneﬁts to future
statisticians. The Symposium reached its scientiﬁc
objective of embracing "challenges and opportunities of statistics and data science in the modern
world". Diverse themes were covered, and they included challenges and strategies in statistical analysis of administrative data, methods for survival data
analysis, missing data analysis, high dimensional
and genetic data analysis, longitudinal and functional data analysis, design and analysis of studies
with response-dependent and multi-phase designs,
time series and robust statistics, and statistical inference based on likelihood, empirical likelihood and
estimating functions, etc. The Symposium will have
a huge impact on the research of statistics in those
theme areas, particularly, the area of big data.
We would like to thank our sponsors, CANSSI,
PIMS Calgary Site, and the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Calgary
for their ﬁnancial support. We also owe big thanks
to the volunteers and the staﬀ members at the University of Calgary for their assistance at the Symposium.
The Organizing Committee of the Symposium
had members from the ICSA-Canada Chapter and
various universities across Canada. The Executive Director of the ICSA Zhezhen Jin gave a great
help in organizing and budgeting the Symposium.
The Committee members were Gemai Chen, Jiahua
© www.icsa.org

Chen, Joan Hu, Wendy Lou, Xuewen Lu (Chair),
Chao Qiu, Cindy (Bingrui) Sun, Jingjing Wu, Grace
Yi and Ying Zhang.

A Glimpse of the Symposium
On August 4th, a one day workshop with two short
courses kicked oﬀ the Symposium. In the morning,
Linglong Kong from U of Alberta taught "Mathematical and Statistical Challenges for Neuroimaging Data Analysis", and in the afternoon, Grace Yi
from U of Waterloo taught "How Measurement Error Can Distort Statistical Analysis - An Introduction to Measurement Error Models". 28 graduate
students and 3 faculty members attended these two
courses. Imaging data analysis and measurement
error models are less researched in Canada. The
two courses stimulated a great interest of young
statisticians in research in these areas and trained
them methodologies for conducting research. They
will have a long-term impact on training high quality future statisticians in Canada. Dr. Grace Yi
handed out a feedback sheet to collect the participants' comments on her course. The feedback was
quite positive: The short course was very well received; the participants liked a lot this short course;
and they found it interesting and useful.
On the second day, August 5th, after some introduction and welcoming remarks given by Clifton
Cunningham (PIMS Calgary Site Director), Jim Stallard (Acting Head of the Department of Math and
Stats, U of Calgary), Wendy Lou, Grace Yi and
Xuewen Lu, the whole day was divided into two
periods. The ﬁrst period held two 50-minutes plenary lectures, which were given by Jianwen Cai
from the University of North Carolina and Jiashun
Jin from the Carnegie Mellon University. Grace
Yi and Gemai Chen chaired the two lectures respectively. Dr. Cai delivered a lecture titled "Statistical Issues for Case-Cohort Studies". Dr. Jin
talked about "Important Feature PCA for Highdimensional Clustering". The second period begun after the morning coﬀee break and the group
photo with eight 100-minutes invited sessions and
one contributed session; three concurrent sessions
were arranged for each 100-minutes. Invited Session 1 was organized by Joan Hu and had the theme
of "Challenges and Strategies in Statistical Analysis of Administrative Data", and had the speak17
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ers of Zhezhen Jin (Columbia), Yi Li (Michigan),
and Tony (Jianguo) Sun (Missouri). Invited Session 2 was organized by Jingjing Wu (Calgary) and
focused on "Robust Statistics in Big Data Analysis", and was presented by Shujie Ma (UC Reverside), Hangxiang Peng (IUPUI), and Weixin Yao
(UC Reverside). Invited Session 3 was organized
by Cindy Sun (Calgary) and had four speakers giving talks on "Mathematics and Statistics Education",
they were Michael Cavers (Calgary), Joseph Ling
(Calgary), Jim Stallard (Calgary) and Shawn Liu
(Mount Royal). Invited Session 4 was organized
by Ying Zhang (Acadia) and had four speakers to
address "New Developments in Model Diagnostics
Checking and Nonparametric Methods in Time Series Analysis". Its speakers were Gemai Chen (Calgary), Guodong Li (Hong Kong), Wei-Yann Tsai
(Columbia), and Hao Yu (Western). Invited Session 5 was organized by Yang Zhao (Regina) and
featured a theme of "Theory and Application in
the Analysis of Survival and Longitudinal Data",
and had the speakers of Bingshu Chen (Queen's),
Wenyu Jiang (Queen's), Yanqing Sun (UNC at Charlotte), and Fei Tan (IUPUI). Invited Session 6 was
organized by Xuewen Lu (Calgary) and concerned
"Analysis of High-dimensional Survival Data", the
speakers were Longlong Huang (Calgary), Xuewen
Lu (Calgary), Bin Nan (Michigan), Xingqiu Zhao
(Hong Kong Polytechnic), and Yichuan Zhao (Geor18
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gia State). Invited Session 7 organized by Grace Yi
(Waterloo) covered the theme on "Missing Data and
Measurement Error Models" and hosted the speakers of Wenqing He (Western), Yanyuan Ma (Texas
A& M) and Haibo Zhou (UNC). Invited Session 8
was organized by Changchun Xie (Cincinati) and
scrutinized "Statistical Methods in Clinical Trials",
its speakers were Jianan Peng (Acadia), Changchun
Xie (Cincinnati), Yanqing Yi (Memorial), and Nanhua Zhang (Cincinnati). Concurrently with the last
two invited sessions, Contributed Session 1 chaired
by Chuen Seng Tan (National Singapore) probed
"Data Science and Issues in Clinical Trials" and had
the speaker of Depeng Jiang (Manitoba), Yilin Ning
(National Singapore), and Chuen Seng Tan (National Singapore).
The third day, August 6th, begun in the morning
with three concurrent sessions again. Invited Session 9 was organized by Pengfei Li (Waterloo) and
had the theme of "Recent Developments in Empirical Likelihood and High-dimensional Data". Four
speakers gave talks in this session. They were Song
Cai (Carleton), Yuejiao (Cindy) Fu (York), Abbas
Khalili (McGill), and Yingli Qin (Waterloo). Invited Session 10 was organized by Yingwei (Paul)
Peng (Queen's) and carried the theme of "Survival Models", the speakers in this session were
Yi Niu (Dalian Technology), Yingwei (Paul) Peng
(Queen's), Hui Song (Dalian Technology), and Gu© www.icsa.org
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osheng Yin (Hong Kong). Invited Session 11 was organized by Yingli Qin (Waterloo) with the theme titled "Advances in High-Dimensional and Complex
Data" and hosted the speakers of Liqun Diao (Waterloo), Pengfei Li (Waterloo), Kun Liang (Waterloo), and Xiaojian Xu (Brock). Invited Session 12
was organized by Xianping Guo (Sun Yat-Sen) and
concentrated on "Applied Probability", the speakers were Jianhai Bao (Central South China), Xianping Guo (Sun Yat-Sen), Yonghui Huang (Sun YatSen), and Xikui Wang (Manitoba). Contributed Sessions 2 and 3 took place in the morning concurrently with the above invited sessions. Contributed
Session 2 was chaired by Dengdeng Yu (Alberta)
and examined "High-dimensional Data and Regression Methods", its speakers were Menglu Che (Alberta), Lai Jiang (Saskatchewan) and Dengdeng Yu
(Alberta). Contributed Session 3 was chaired by
Arfan Afzal (Calgary) and investigated "Survival
Analysis, Tests and Robust Estimation", its speakers were Dongdong Li (Simon Fraser), Ryan Sun
(Harvard) and Wei Tu (Alberta). Two concurrent
invited sessions ran in the afternoon. Invited Session 13 was organized by Yuehua (Amy) Wu (York)
and conveyed the theme of "Recent Developments
in the Analysis of Dependent Data", the speakers were Cindy Feng (Saskatchewan), Liqun Wang
(Manitoba) and Yuehua (Amy) Wu (York). Invited
Session 14 was organized by Peisong Han (Water-

loo) and devoted its theme to "Some New Methods in Biostatistical Studies", the speakers were Bei
Jiang (Alberta), Leilei Zeng (Waterloo), and Yeying
Zhu (Waterloo). Invited Session 15 was organized
by Liqun Wang (Manitoba) and dealt with "Computation Intensive Methods for Design, Inference
and Feature Selection", the speakers were Longhai
Li (Saskatchewan), Po Yang (Manitoba) and Yang
Zhao (Regina). Invited Session 16 was organized
by Ying Yan (Calgary) and explored "Contributions
to Biostatistics and Sampling", the speakers were
Peisong Han (Waterloo), Linglong Kong (Alberta),
Haocheng Li (Calgary), and Ying Yan (Calgary).
After one day of short courses and two long days
of scientiﬁc sessions, the Symposium was packed
up with the closing remarks given by Zhezhen Jin,
Grace Yi, Wendy Lou and Xuewen Lu.

Xuewen Lu, Ph.D.
Chair, Organization Committee of
the ICSA-Canada Chapter 2015
Symposium
Professor in Biostatistics
Department of Mathematics and
Statistics
University of Calgary

ICSA Sessions for JSM 2015
Faming Liang
If you attended the Joint Statistical Meeting (JSM)
2015 at Seattle, you must be impressed by the visibility of ICSA, especially by the number of sessions
sponsored or co-sponsored by ICSA. The call for invited session proposals received extremely hot responses from ICSA members. By September 4th
of 2014, the deadline of invited session proposals, we received around 40 proposals. Many of
the proposals have a strong speaker team and/or
cover emerging research areas, such as big data and
precision medicine. Finally, ICSA selected three
of them to sponsor, which are "Statistical Innovations for Genetic Association Studies" organized
by Professor Yi-Juan Hu at Emory University, "Big
Data Issues in Biosciences" organized by Professor
Charmaine Dean at University of Western Ontario,
and "Non- and Semiparametric Models for Complex High-Dimensional Data" organized by Profes© www.icsa.org

sor Ming-Yen Cheng at National Taiwan University. All the three invited sessions received very
good attendance rates at the meeting. In addition,
ICSA sponsored four topic-contributed sessions,
two contributed sessions, and three contributed
poster sessions as the primary sponsor. ICSA also
co-sponsored about 50 other JSM sessions. As the
ICSA representative to JSM 2015, I would like to express my sincere gratitude and appreciation to all
the support received from ICSA members and wish
everyone a successful 2016.

Faming Liang, Ph.D.
ICSA Representative, JSM 2015
Professor
Department of Biostatistics
University of Florida
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News from the ICSA-Canada Chapter
Grace Y. Yi
I am delighted to report recent news from the ICSACanada Chapter. The second symposium of the
ICSA-Canada Chapter has been successfully held at
the University of Calgary on August 4-6, 2015. The
Chapter was established three years ago. If we take
the ﬁrst symposium in 2013 as a celebration for the
Chapter being an infant, this symposium at Calgary
could then be taken as a milestone of the Chapter
becoming a toddler. We were very pleased to have
over a hundred participants coming from various
corners, including US, Singapore, Hongkong, mainland China, and of course mostly from Canada. For
details, please read the report from the program
chair, Xuewen Lu.
At the symposium, we were very pleased to welcome Professor Changbao Wu, who was elected to
be Chair-Elect of the ICSA-Canada Chapter, eﬀective on Jan. 1, 2016. Changbao is Professor of Statistics at the University of Waterloo. He obtained his
PhD in Statistics at Simon Fraser University in 1999,
and has been a faculty member at Waterloo since
then. His research focuses on survey methodology,
with special interests in empirical likelihood methods, resampling techniques and missing data problems.
Changbao is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association, an Elected Member of International Statistical Institute, and a recipient of CRMSSC Prize in Statistics in 2012. He is currently Associate Editor of Survey Methodology, Biometrika and

Journal of Nonparametric Statistics; he was former Associate Editor and Guest Editor of the Canadian Journal of Statistics and Australian and New Zealand Journal of Statistics.
Changbao was President of the Survey Methods
Section of SSC (2005), and Program Chair of the SSC
2014 Annual Meeting. He is currently the Meetings
Coordinator and Chair of Program Committee of
SSC. He is also a member of Statistics Canada's Advisory Committee on Statistical Methods.
With Changbao's joining the ICSA-Canada
Chapter, I believe the ICSA-Canada will continue
to grow in a healthy and steady manner.
Finally, I'd like to take this note to draw your attention to The Canadian Journal of Statistics (CJS). I
was appointed to be CJS Editor for the 2016-2018
term. I encourage you all to consider CJS as a venue
to publish your ﬁne research. CJS was established in
1973. It is the only scientiﬁc journal of the Statistical
Society of Canada (SSC), and operated by Wiley. CJS
publishes original work in the theory and applications of statistics. The journal seeks papers making
broad points of interest to a wide range of readers.
Happy Holidays!
Grace Y. Yi, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA-Canada Chapter
Professor of Statistics
University Research Chair
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science
University of Waterloo

Report on the 2015 ICSA Chinese
Statistics Conference
Xiling Wang, Yankun Gong and Dejun Tang
The 2015 ICSA Chinese Statistics Conference took
place on July 6-7, 2015, at Jianguo Hotal, Shanghai, China. The Conference was organized by the
Committee of ICSA Shanghai and hosted by School
of Public Health, Fudan University. The sponsors of the Conference included Chinese Society
of Probability and Statistics, Biostatistics Branch of
Chinese Preventive Medicine Association, Interna20

tional Society for Biopharmaceutical Statistics, Chinese Health Information Association, and several
other major statistical academic organizations. All
members in the ICSA Shanghai Committee served
as the Program Committee of the Conference and
several faculty members in School of Public Health,
Fudan University contributed as the Organizing
Committee.
The Conference brought together distinguished
scientists, researchers, and scholars from various
© www.icsa.org
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Figure 1: From left to right: Guoyou Qin, Qihua Wang, Zhezhen Jin, Feng Chen, Wen Chen, Wei Shen,
Gregory Campbell, Dejun Tang, Naiqing Zhao, Pingyan Chen, Huazhen Lin
ﬁelds of statistics including mathematical statistics,
applied statistics, biostatistics, bioinformatics, and
statistics in ﬁnance and economics, to exchange and
share their experiences and research ﬁndings from
all aspects of statistics. The Conference attracted
about 250 outstanding statistical professionals from
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the United
States, Canada, Japan, Korea, India, and some European countries to present their latest research work.

Figure 2: Opening remark by Professor Naiqing
Zhao
Professor Guoyou Qin, Head of Department of
© www.icsa.org

Biostatistics, School of Public Health, Fudan University, hosted the opening ceremony on July 6,
2015. Professor Wen Chen, Dean of School of Public Health, Fudan University, delivered the opening speech to start the Conference. Dr. Wei Shen
(Eli Lilly), the 2015 President of ICSA, and Professor Naiqing Zhao, Department of Biostatistics, Fudan University, gave their speeches at the opening
ceremony and expressed their warm welcome to
all the attendees. Dr. Gregory Campbell (Director, Division of Biostatistics, Oﬃce of Surveillance
and Biometrics CDRH, FDA, U.S.) gave a keynote
speech titled "Bayesian Statistics in Clinical Trials:
Great Progress and Some Challenges"; Professor
Huazhen Lin (Southwestern University of Finance
and Economics) gave another keynote speech with
the title of "Combination and regression analysis for
multiple outcomes data."
In the remaining one and a half days of the
Conference, there were 40 sessions in 5 parallel series and 140 invited presentations were delivered
by experts from diﬀerent ﬁelds of Statistics. The
topics of these presentation include statistical research on clinical trials of new drugs, application
of Bayesian method in big data, theory and applications for complex data analysis, recent advances
21
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in high-dimensional statistics in theory and applications, statistical methods for genomics and epigenomics data analysis, recent development in empirical likelihood and it's applications, recent developments in design and analysis of biological data,
recent advance in bioinformatics analysis, the most
recent studies in methodologies for prognostic oncology studies, survival analysis and longitudinal
data analysis, recent advance in statistical design,
risk analysis and prediction, challenges in multiplicity adjustment, economic research, theoretical
research, etc.

Figure 3: Keynote lecture by Dr. Gregory Campbell
A separate session for teaching biostatistics in
China was also organized to discuss biostatistics
education programs from the national and international perspectives. The purpose of this session

ICSA Bulletin January 2016 Vol.28/1

was to promote the development of biostatistics
programs in China. Two panel discussions, "Statistical Consensus in Conducting Clinical Trials of
New drugs" chaired by Professor Feng Chen from
Nanjing Medical University, and "Collaborations
among regulators, academia, and industry to promote biostatistics research"� chaired by Dr. Dejun
Tang from Novartis China, also attracted much attention from the attendees and led to elevated discussions among the panelists and the audience.
The excellence of scientiﬁc research presentations, high level of the engagements from the audience, the variety of the latest statistical topics, and
the good organizing of the conference were all very
well received. Last but not least, the Program Committee and Local Organizing Committee of the Conference would like to express our sincere appreciation to the volunteers at Fudan University for their
hard work and dedications to make it a very successful conference.

Dejun Tang, Ph.D.
Chair, ICSA Shanghai Committee
Site Head
Biometrics & Statistical Sciences
and Methodology
Integrated Information Sciences
Novartis Pharma, China

Report from OICSA
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Lili Yu

Please visit the website frequently to obtain more
information about the joint meeting.

Dear ICSA members,
Happy New Year! I would like to take this opportunity to report some important oﬃce work and
functions during the past six months.
The website for the 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium has been established on the ICSA
web, http://www.icsa.org/meetings/symp
osia/index.html.
The 2016 ICSA Applied
Statistics Symposium will be held from Sunday,
June 12 to Wednesday, June 15, 2016 at the Hyatt
Regency Atlanta in Atlanta, Georgia. The Keynote
Speakers and Banquet Speakers are shown on the
website as well as the announcement of the Invited Sessions, Short Courses and Student Awards.

The oﬃce maintains the ICSA website www.ics
a.org. The staﬀs in the oﬃce group try their best to
provide timely, accurate, informative webpages for
all members. As ICSA grows and more and more
information is available, we will design the webpages more clear, so that you can easily ﬁnd the
information you are looking for. We welcome any
comments and suggestions you may have on the design or wordings related to the ICSA webpages.
In order to better enjoy your beneﬁts as members of ICSA, we remind you to update your information in a timely fashion on the ICSA website.
To update your information, please go to the Members Only Area http://icsa.org/a/member/
© www.icsa.org
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m_login.jsp. Then use your registered email address to login to your account. Follow the tab there
if you forgot your password. If you forgot your registered email address, please contact us to obtain.
In addition to updating the information, you can access two ICSA journals - Statistica Sinica and Statistics in Biosciences after you login. We hope all members provide us their correct information, so you
can be better served.
To provide excellent service to all members, the
oﬃce of ICSA would like to hear any suggestions
or ideas on improving the work and functionality
of the oﬃce. Please feel free to contact and discuss

with us any issues you may have related to the oﬃce
work and functions.

Lili Yu, Ph.D.
OICSA
Associate Professor
Department of Biostatistics
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public
Health
Georgia Southern University

NEW

Professional Master’s
Program in Biostatistics

l
This exciting new program wil
r
focus on practical, sought-afte
skills in health-related ields,
including pharmaceutical
sciences and genomics.
Students will undergo rigorous
training on the theory and
application of statistical
science to solve problems in
areas such as public health,
health services, health
policy, biomedical research,
environmental health, and
ecology.

© www.icsa.org

Students will acqu
ire
expertise in:
• Statistical infe
rence
• Design and anal
ysis
of clinical trials an
d
epidemiological
studies
• Programming
in
SAS and R
• Consulting

Department of Statistics
University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT, USA

For more information visit
http://stat.uconn.edu/m-s-inbiostatistics/ or
call 1-860-486-3413
Apply at http://grad.uconn.edu

stat.uconn.edu
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ICSA Financial Report: July 1 through
December 31, 2015
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ICSA Sponsored Symposiums and Conferences in 2016
1. ICSA 2016 Applied Statistical Symposium
will be held at Hyatt Regency Atlanta on
June 11-15, 2016, in Atlanta, GA. Professor
Yichuan Zhao at Georgia State University
(yichuan@gsu.edu) is the Chair of the Organization Committee. The three keynote
speakers are Dr. Bin Yu, Chancellor's Professor in University of California, Berkeley, Fellow of American Academy of Arts and Sciences and member of National Academy of
Science; Dr. David Madigan, Executive Vice
25
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President and Dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, Columbia University; and Dr. Paul
Albert, Senior investigator and Branch chief
of DESPR's Biostatistics and Bioinformatics
Branch, National Institute of Health.
2. The ICSA Conference on Data Science will
be held in the beautiful city of Dali in Yunnan, China on July 2-4, 2016. The conference will cover a wide range of topics in data
science and related ﬁelds. It also provides
an excellent venue for scientiﬁc exchanges
and possible research collaborations. The
conference website and details will be available soon. If you have any questions on the
conference, please contact Dr. Zhezhen Jin
(zj7@cumc.columbia.edu).
3. The 10th ICSA International Conference will
take place in Shanghai, China, on December 19-22, 2016 (Monday-Thursday). Professor Ming-Hui Chen, University of Connecticut (ming-hui.chen@uconn.edu) and
Professor Gang Li, University of California at Los Angeles (vli@ucla.edu) will be
the program committee co-chairs. Website
is: http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/co
nference/2016icsa/.

ICSA Co-sponsored Meetings in 2016
1. Big Statistics and Data Science, co-sponsored
by ICSA, will be held on May 27-29, 2016 at
Renmin University of China, Beijing, China.
2. The 2016 China Statistics Conference, cosponsored by the Committee of ICSA Shanghai, Qingdao CDC, and University of Qingdao, will be held on June 24-25, 2016 on the
campus of University of Qingdao, Qingdao, a
beautiful coastal city in northern China.
3. The 4th Institute of Mathematical Statistics Asia Paciﬁc Rim Meeting is schedule
on June 27-30, 2016 at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China.
Please check http://ims-aprm2016.sta
.cuhk.edu.hk/ for more information.
4. The RSS (Royal Statistical Society) 2016 International Conference, co-sponsored by ICSA,
will be held on September 5-8, 2016 at University of Manchester. The information can be
found at http://www.statslife.org.u
k/events/events-calendar/eventdet
ail/480/-/rss-2016-international
-conference.
5. The 2nd International Conference on Statistical Distributions and Applications (ICOSDA
2016) will be held on October 14-16, 2016, at
26
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Crowne Plaza, Niagara Falls, Canada. For additional information and updates, please visit
the conference website at http://people
.cst.cmich.edu/lee1c/icosda2016/
index.htm.
6. The 1st Eastern Asia meeting on Bayesian
Statistics, co-sponsored by the International
Society for Bayesian Analysis (ISBA) and
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, is scheduled on December 18, 2016 at Shanghai Jiao
Tong University (SJTU). Contact: Dong Han,
donghan@sjtu.edu.cn.

ICSA Sponsored Symposiums in 2017
and beyond
1. ICSA 2017 Applied Statistical Symposium will be held on June 24-27 at
Hilton Chicago, Illinois.
Dr.
Lanju
Zhang
(lanju.zhang@abbvie.com)
and Dr.
Hongmei Jiang (hongmei@northwestern.edu) will be the CoChairs of organization committee.
2. ICSA 2018 Applied Statistical Symposium will be held in New Jersey.
Professor Minge Xie at Rutgers University
(mxie@stat.rutgers.edu) will be the
Chair of organization committee. If you
would like to have ICSA co-sponsorship
for statistical conferences and meetings,
please use the website http://www.ics
a.org/meetings/co-sponsorship/ind
ex.html to submit your application for cosponsorship.
3. ICSA 2019 Applied Statistical Symposium
will be held on June 9-12 at the Raleigh
Convention Center in Raleigh, NC. Professor
Wenbin Lu at North Carolina State University (lu@stat.ncsu.edu) will be the Chair
of the organization committee.
If you have comments and suggestions on ICSA
programs, please send your inputs to Dr. Gang Li
(GLi@its.jnj.com).
Gang Li, Ph.D.,
Chair, ICSA Program Committee
(2016)
Director, Integrative Healthcare Informatics
Janssen Research & Development,
LLC
Johnson & Johnson

© www.icsa.org
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ICSA Sessions for JSM 2016
Ying Zhang
Overview The 2016 Joint Statistical Meetings
(JSM) will be held from July 30 to August 4 at McCormic Place, 2301 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60616. This meeting is anticipated to have 6,000+
attendees from more than 52 countries including
more than 1,000 student attendees. It will include
more than 600 sessions for invited, contributed and
poster presentations. In addition, it will have more
than 90 exhibitors and 75 potentials employers hiring for more than 200 positions. The theme for
the 2016 meetings as announced by the president
of 2016 American Statistical Association (ASA), Jessica Utts, is "The Extraordinary Power of Statistics". This theme, as explained by Jeﬀ Morris,
the JSM 2016 program chair, "emphasizes the opportunity presented by the JSM program to highlight and promote the power of our method, as
well as to illustrate how powerful statistical results can inform and beneﬁt society." The JSM 2016
website, http://www.amstat.org/meetings/
jsm/2016/index.cfm, has contained much information about the meetings, and will be updated
frequently to reﬂect the work progress of JSM Program Committee. As the ICSA representative to
2016 JSM Program Committee, I summarize ICSA
invited sessions for JSM 2016 and would also like
to encourage the members to submit an abstract for
the contributed sessions.
Invited Session Invited Session is the ﬁrst important topic that the JSM 2016 Program committees work on. ICSA has been allocated two invited
sessions at JSM according to the pre-agreements
among the ten societies that hold the JSM with
one reserved for Statistica Sinica. During the submission period from July 18 to September 5, 2015,
ICSA received 12 excellent proposals listed as follows ordered by submission date: "Advanced Statistical Methods for Analyzing Epigenomics Data",
"Advances in Statistical Methods for Systems Biology", "Analysis of Omics Data in Structured Populations", "Complex and High Dimensional Data Analysis: New Advances" (submitted to ICSA, ENAR
and IMS), "Dynamic Prediction using Joint Modeling", "New Frontier in Modern Survival Analysis"
(submitted to ICSA, Biometrics, and ENAR), "Recent Advances and Challenges of Big Data Inference with Complex Structures", "Recent Advances
in the Methodology and Application of Instrumen© www.icsa.org

tal Variable Approach", "Statistical Analysis with
High Dimensional Data", "Statistical Methods for
the Integrative Analysis of the Omics Data", "Statistics for Human Well Beings and Health Management", and "Recent Developments in Factor Models and Stochastic Regressions of Multivariate Time
Series" (submitted by Statistica Sinica). Choosing
one from 11 competitive proposals (one slot is reserved for Statistica Sinica) is an extremely challenging task, particularly when other sections received
more proposals than they were actually allowed to
handle, which did not permit ICSA to have any
room for more than two proposals to be accepted
for JSM 2016. Finally, the proposal "Recent Advances and Challenges of Big Data Inferences with
Complex Structures" (organized and chaired by Dr.
Zhao Ren, University of Pittsburgh) was chosen for
the invited session sponsored by ICSA. This session
features four distinguished researchers, Professors
Tony Cai of University of Pennsylvania, Jianqing
Fan of Princeton University, Andrea Montanari of
Standard University, and Harrison Zhou of Yale
University to entertain JSM attendees with their
leading expertise in recent methodological and theoretical advances on big data inference with complex structures. The proposal submitted by Statistica Sinica for the reserved slot "Recent Developments in Factor Models and Stochastic Regressions of Multivariate Time Series" (organized by
Dr. Hsin-Cheng Huang, Institute of Statistical Science, Academia Sinica and chaired by Dr Zhiliang
Ying, Columbia University) includes three leading
researchers in the ﬁeld of high-dimensional time series, Professors Daniel Pena of University of Carlo
de III, Spain, Tze-Leung Lai of Stanford University,
Rong Chen of Rutgers University and a discussant,
Professor Ruey Tsay of University of Chicago, who
will highlight the recent developments in this challenging and important area of statistical research
and its applications.
Topic-contributed (TC) Sessions A TC session is
organized under a common theme and can be in the
form of papers, panels or posters. A paper based
session consists of ﬁve participants, made up of at
least three presenters and at most two discussants;
a panel based session consists of three to six participants providing commentary or their perspective
on a panel topic; the poster based session needs to
have three to six participants with posters addressing a common topic. The advantages of TC session
27
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over regular contributed sessions include more presentation time (20 minutes vs. 15 minutes), more
cohesive and visible, and larger audiences. ICSA
is allocated one slot for TC session for JSM 2016.
ICSA members are encouraged to submit idea of
topic-contributed session online between December
1, 2015, and January 14, 2016. The organizer needs
to ensure all presenters submit individual abstracts
between December 1, 2015, and February 1, 2016.
All presenters will be required to register for JSM
prior to abstract submission. To submit a topiccontributed session proposal, you will need to provide the following information:
1. Session Type (Topic-Contributed)
2. Session Sub Type (Paper, Panel or Poster)
3. Primary Sponsor (ICSA). A pull-down screen
with a pre-approved list is provided online.
4. Session Title
5. Session Description including of session focus; content, timelines, and appeal; list of
speakers/panelists; tentative title for each
presentation; session format (e.g.
chair,
speakers, and discussant)
6. Session Chair, including aﬃliation, address,
telephone number and email address
7. Discussant (if any), including aﬃliation, address, telephone number and email address
Other Contributed Sessions Contributed sessions include papers, posters, and SPEED presen-
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tations. Members need to submit an abstract online from early December to early February. I refer readers to http://www.amstat.org/meeti
ngs/jsm/2016/participate.cfm for more information on how to participate in these sessions.
ICSA is the sponsor for the following tracks of
contributed paper sessions: "Analysis of Complex
Data", "Design and Sampling", "Nonparametric and
Semiparametric Methods", "Statistical Computing",
"Statistics and its Interface", and "Miscellaneous".
ICSA does not participate in the SPEED sessions on
JSM 2016, but please be aware of this new trend
starting from 2013 and if you could, attend some the
SPEED sessions, so ICSA can organize SPEED sessions in the future for the beneﬁts of our members.
If you have any questions or comments about
JSM 2016, please feel free to contact me at
yz73@iu.edu. I will be looking forward to seeing
you at Chicago for this spectacular event.

Ying Zhang, Ph.D.
ICSA Representative, JSM 2016
Professor
Department of Biostatistics
Indiana
University
Fairbanks
School of Public Health and School
of Medicine

Professional Opportunity at AMSS
Assistant Professor at Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Beijing,
China
Department of Statistical Science at Institute of Systems Science, Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences invites
applications for an assistant professor position in
the area of Statistics. Applicants must have a Ph.D.
degree in statistics, biostatistics, or related ﬁelds
and demonstrate excellence or potential in research.
Proﬁciency in Chinese language is required. The
position is subject to the outcome of interviews (or
electronic interviews) from Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science.
Department of Statistical Science has a group
of eleven faculties conducting research in statis28

tical theory, industrial statistics, biostatistics and
econometrics. As a traditional participant for national and huge tasks, Department of Statistical
Science undertakes various projects that relate to
aeronautics, aviation, nanoscience and other ﬁelds.
New faculty members are encouraged to participate in these projects. Unlike in most universities, teaching activities are optional to faculty members. Our website is http://www.statsci.ams
s.ac.cn/.
Applicants should send a detailed curriculum
vitae, representative research papers (unpublished
ones are ﬁne too), a research statement and ﬁve
names of potential referees to both of
Jian Shi: jshi@iss.ac.cn
and
Jianjun Shi: jianjun.shi@isye.gatech.edu.
© www.icsa.org
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Conversations with Tze Leung Lai
Milan Shen, Ka Wai Tsang and Samuel Po-Shing Wong

Editorial: The authors were former Ph.D. students
of Professor Tze Leung Lai at Stanford University.
From June to December 2015, several interviews were
conducted during conferences honoring Professor Lai’s
70th birthday.

Two conversations took place in 2015 that marks
Professor Tze Leung Lai's 70th birthday. The
ﬁrst conversation was conducted by Milan Shen at
Columbia University, during the Fifth International
Workshop on Sequential Methodologies on June 2224, 2015 (https://sites.google.com/site/
iwsm2015/). The second conversation was conducted by Sam Wong and Ka Wai Tsang at The
University of Hong Kong during the HKU-CUHKHKUST-Stanford Conference in Quantitative Finance (http://www.saasweb.hku.hk/confer
ence/lai70/), December 11-12, 2015. As indicated by the websites, both conferences used the
occasion to honor Professor Lai's seminal contributions to these ﬁelds. There was also another
workshop at the Shanghai Institute of Mathematics, December 4-5, 2015, honoring Professor Lai's
birthday in recognition of his seminal contributions
to statistical methodology and biomedical applications (http://stat.columbia.edu/~yunxiao
/Workshop.html), which Ka Wai Tsang's conversation mainly focused on. We preface both conversations by a December 3, 2015 newspaper article about Professor Lai, written by one of us (Sam
Wong) for Hong Kong Economic Journal, a newspaper
on commerce and economics in Hong Kong. The
article, which is published in Chinese and is translated into English, gives some background behind
these conversations. We conclude by sharing with
readers some photos and speeches at the conference
banquet, held at Hong Kong Jockey Club, on December 11, 2015. For further details about Professor
Lai's life and work, we refer readers to an article on
his scientiﬁc contributions by Ling Chen and Feng
Zhang in Accomplishments of Well-Known Chinese Scientists in the Twentieth Century (2012, Science Press
of China, in Chinese) and a forthcoming article ("A
Conversation with Tze Leung Lai") by Ching-Kang
Ing, Dylan Small and Zhiliang Ying in Statistical Science. The conversations we conducted have tried to
avoid repetitions with these two articles.
© www.icsa.org

Figure 1: Professor Lai lecturing at Yunnan University in 2013

Professor Tze Leung Lai: An International Leader in Statistics
Sam Wong wrote in Hong Kong Economic Journal on
December 3, 2015:
"Next week, there will be a quantitative ﬁnance conference jointly held by University of Hong
Kong (HKU), the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(CUHK), Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST) and Stanford University to
honor Professor Lai's seminal contribution to the
ﬁeld. Being supervised by Professor Lam and Professor Lai in my pursuit of MPhil and PhD, respectively, I felt so privileged to write this article to
express my sincere gratitude when Professor Kin
Lam, editor of this column, invited me to contribute
an article about Professor Lai. However, as Professor Lai's academic achievement is truly remarkable,
my limited ability in delivering a comprehensive
summary is quite apparent. Nevertheless, I hope
that I can present at least some aspects of his significant academic and societal impact and of his impressive working style.
"Besides being Professor of Statistics at Stanford
University, Professor Lai also holds leading positions in various research institutes at Stanford and
advises many academic departments around the
world. Since the book he coauthored with Professor Haipeng Xing is widely adopted as a standard textbook by many quantitative ﬁnance master programs, Professor Lai is well known in the
ﬁeld of Finance as Director of the Financial and Risk
Modeling Institute at Stanford. In addition, he is
29
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also the Co-director of the Biostatistics Core of the
Stanford Cancer Institute and the Co-director of the
Center for Innovative Study Design in the School of
Medicine. Since the scientiﬁc collaboration between
Medicine and Data Science has been accelerating
for quite some time now, the practice of Personalized or Precision Medicine will become the norm in
the near future. How to create synergy between Finance / Insurance and Medicine / Healthcare in the
current Big Data Era is an important recent development in many countries, and Professor Lai's groups
at Stanford, National University of Singapore, and
elsewhere appear to be well positioned to take up
the challenge. Therefore, even though Professor Lai
just reached 70 this year, he is still widely sought
by many think tanks for governments, pharmaceutical companies, biotech companies, high-tech companies and hedge funds.
"Professor Lai fulﬁlls the above job duties not
only by brainstorming meetings but also through
hands-on operations. He usually starts his day with
a substantial breakfast and reading news, which is
then followed by a series of back-to-back meetings,
lectures and discussions that cover a wide spectrum of academic disciplines. His research has fundamental impact in probability theory, theoretical
and applied statistics, clinical trials and drug development, pharmacokinetics & pharmacodynamics,
bioinformatics, quantitative ﬁnance and risk management. He is also interested in many engineering applications and has invented useful methodologies to artiﬁcial intelligence, machine learning,
robotic navigation and control engineering. Besides, he is heavily involved in advising various academic departments and research institutes around
the globe. Hence, it is easy to understand the tightness of his daily timetable and his disciplined lifestyle. To him, leaving his oﬃce before 11:00 p.m. is
considered as early departure. Working after midnight is his standard routine. He usually spends
less than 30 minutes to enjoy a small sandwich, fruit
and vegetable servings for dinner. Many students
who spent time in the Math Library at Stanford
spotted him dashing back to his oﬃce almost every day when the library closed at 9 p.m. In fact,
9 p.m. was just the beginning of his phone discussions with collaborators in Asia.
"Professor Lai's vast research interest is possibly
associated with his extraordinary learning experience in high school. He was educated at Queen's
College, one of the most prestigious high schools
in Hong Kong. He was ﬁrst trained in the Science
Stream and learned Mathematics and other science
subjects. After the Hong Kong Certiﬁcate of Edu30
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cation Examination (the open public exam in Hong
Kong in those days), he switched to the Arts Stream
and studied English Literature as well as other liberal arts subjects. Then, he was admitted by the Faculty of Arts at University of Hong Kong (HKU) and
majored in Economics. After his freshman year, he
made a pivotal switch as he decided to study Mathematics. He graduated at the top of his class in 1967
and was awarded the ﬁrst class honors degree and
the Chan Kai Ming Prize and Walter Brown Memorial Prize. After graduation, he stayed with the Department of Mathematics at HKU for one year as
demonstrator and taught tutorial sessions for the
undergraduates. One of his most outstanding tutees was Jasper Tsang Yok-sing who is the current
Hong Kong Legislative Council President and who
still skillfully applies mathematics to his analysis of
political events and legislative problems.

Figure 2: Graduate students Man Keung Siu and
Tze Leung Lai at Columbia University in 1968
"Professor Lai left Hong Kong and began his
graduate study in the Department of Statistics at
Columbia University in New York in 1968. He completed his PhD study in only 3 years. Several esteemed universities oﬀered him faculty positions
when he started his job search. Yet he decided to
stay with his alma mater and taught there for 16
years. He started as an assistant professor and became a tenured full professor in just 6 years. In
1983, he received the Committee of Presidents of
Statistical Societies Award (COPSS award), which is
known as the Nobel Prize in Statistics because the
recipient typically has made remarkable contributions to the ﬁeld of Statistics under the age of 40.
He is the ﬁrst Chinese to have received such prestigious award and is literally a pioneer among Chinese statisticians. Professor Lai moved to Stanford
University in 1987 and was the Chairman of the De© www.icsa.org
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partment of Statistics from 2001 to 2004. His distinguished management skills were clearly manifested
in those four years and earned him praises from his
dean and colleagues.

Figure 3: Professor Lai working at Uris Library of
Columbia Business School in 1973

Figure 4: Professor Lai working at his studio apartment in Butler Hall, Columbia University, in 1973
"Professor Lai is always generous towards his
students. Even when he encountered unteachable
students like me, he still oﬀers patient guidance
and encouragement. He trains students to perform
research independently and pushes them to tackle
challenging problems. Many of his students said
that they ﬁrst learned how to solve real-world problems using mathematics and statistics from Professor Lai. He has supervised 71 PhD students and
many of them have excelled in academia. His academic graduates include Professor Zhiliang Ying
(Professor and former Co-chair in the Department
of Statistics at Columbia University, Chair Professor at Shanghai Center for Mathematical Sciences
and recipient of many awards), Professor Minggao Gu at the Chinese University of Hong Kong
who is a leading expert in the theory and prac© www.icsa.org
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tice of horse-race betting, Professor Dylan Small
at Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, Professor Yuguo Chen at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Professor Farid AitSahlia in the University of Florida, Professor Hock
Peng Chan who is the Head of the Department of
Statistics and Applied Probability of the National
University of Singapore, Professor Tiong Wee Lim
who is a Deputy Head in the same department as
Hock Peng, Professor Johan Lim in Seoul National
University, Professor Jinho Park in Inha University,
Professor Haipeng Xing at State University of New
York at Stony Brook, Professor Hongsong Yuan who
recently joined Shanghai University of Finance and
Economics after working for a hedge fund in London for a few years, Professor Ka Wai Tsang who
is now with the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(Shenzhen), and many others. A much bigger cohort of Professor Lai's graduates is working in various technological and ﬁnancial ﬁrms and many take
leading positions in pharmaceutical companies, investment banks, hedge funds and even in the US
Department of Veterans Aﬀairs. The list of his students keeps growing and the most recent graduate just joined Airbnb. Among his former students,
Chin Shan Chuang deserves special mention because he received his Stanford PhD when he was
only 21 years old. Chin Shan's achievement is always signiﬁcant, irrespective of whether he is in
academia, or in investment banking or working in
hedge funds. His joint work with Professor Lai was
used by physicists to search for the Higgs Boson that
is known as God's particle. The discovery of Higgs
Boson brought Peter Higgs and Francois Englert the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 2013. When students seek
career advice from Professor Lai, he is always positive and encourages them to proceed according to
their own interests and long-term career goals. All
of his students are grateful to his generous guidance.
"Professor Lai always mentions that he was a
beneﬁciary of the excellent education he received in
Hong Kong and would like to actively help local developments in Mathematics and Statistics. In fact,
one of the local events that Professor Lai has been
organizing is the biennial Conference in Quantitative Finance that he started in 2008. Such conferences are usually in the form of a joint event between the local universities and the Master of Financial Mathematics program at Stanford University in which Professor Lai was the program director. The following remark came from Professor
Man Keung Siu in the Department of Mathematics
of HKU, who was Professor Lai's roommate for two
31
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summers when they were both graduate students
at Columbia. Professor Siu still remembers vividly
that Professor Lai went back to his graduate student oﬃce at Columbia to work at 8:00 p.m. and
came back to their apartment around 5:00 a.m. He
then just slept for a few hours and started his daily
routine again, preparing meals with his roommates
and working in his department. Such pattern holds
for EVERY SINGLE DAY. When I heard how Professor Lai started his hard working style at such a
young age, I was in speechless awe."

From Columbia to Stanford
Wong: In the interview article in Statistical Science,
Zhiliang Ying asked you about the period of your
life from 1945 to 1987 that you spent in Hong Kong
and New York. In January 1987, you began your
appointment as Professor of Statistics at Stanford.
Can you describe the changes in your research and
family life when you moved from Columbia as Higgins Professor of Mathematical Statistics and settled
down at Stanford?
Lai: At Columbia my major methodological research was in the areas of sequential analysis, probability theory, time series and stochastic adaptive
control. A uniﬁed tool for this research was martingale theory, a historical account of which I published in Lai (2009, special issue on history of martingales in History of Probability and Statistics). In applications I focused mainly on sleep physiology and
cardiorespiratory development and maturation in
infants, as the biostatistical and modeling director
of the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) program project of the Department of Pediatrics in the
medical school. The project progressed very well
and a book was being planned with Dr. Gabriel
Haddad on the statistical analysis of apneas and abnormal breathing and heart rate patterns in infants
during sleep and their physiological implications.
Dr. Haddad was a rising star in the Sleep Physiology Laboratory at that time and I was very fortunate to have worked with him; I will return to
that later. Another project, which was also supposed to lead to a book, began in 1984 and ended in
1987 with my move to Stanford. It was a universityindustry project funded by the NSF, with me and
Dr. Dan Anbar of Abbott Laboratories as the PIs,
for the development of group sequential methods
in clinical trials. The Beta Blocker Heart Attack
Trial (BHAT), which was sponsored by the NIH and
stopped early in 1981 by the Data and Safety Mon32
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itoring Board (DSMB) during the penultimate interim analysis in favor of the new drug propranolol,
immediately caught the attention of the pharmaceutical industry and Abbott Laboratories in particular. Dan approached Butch Tsiatis, who was at
Harvard at that time and whose Biometrika paper in
1981 was used in the statistical analysis of the trial
published in JAMA 1982, and invited him to join our
team; see Chapter 6 of the monograph by Bartroﬀ,
Lai and Shih (2013, Springer). I approached Gordon Lan, who received his Ph.D. from Columbia
a few years after me and was involved in the ﬁnal
stages of BHAT, to visit Columbia for a semester
and collaborate in the project. We had productive
monthly meetings and held a number of workshops
at Columbia featuring speakers from both academia
and industry. I also involved my Ph.D. students
Zukang Zheng, Minggao Gu and Zhiliang Ying in
the project. Holding the Higgins chair at Columbia
also helped me to attract students and consultations
from pharmaceutical companies in the New YorkNew Jersey area.
When I moved to Stanford in 1987, I encountered
a very diﬀerent environment. The famous biotechnology company Gilead Sciences was just founded
during that year in Foster City, eleven years after
the founding of Genentech in South San Francisco.
The vast bioteachnology industry today was still in
its infancy then. There was a medium-sized pharmaceutical company in Palo Alto, Syntex Corporation, which was a takeover candidate and was ﬁnally acquired by Roche in 1994. Since Dan Anbar
was also leaving Abbott for Schering-Plough while
Gordon Lan was in the process of moving from
NIH to George Washington University, the book on
group sequential trials that we had planned to write
was put oﬀ indeﬁnitely, and lost its value in ﬁlling a void after the appearance of the monograph
by Jennison and Turnbull (2000, Chapman & Hall/CRC). Unlike Columbia's medical center that is
also running a large Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York City, the medical school at Stanford
is associated with a much smaller Stanford Hospital and focuses on basic science research. Since
my medical collaborator Gabriel Haddad was leaving Columbia for Yale University at that time, the
envisioned book with him also never materialized.
We eventually lost contact until about ten years
ago when he called me, telling me that he had just
moved to UC San Diego to chair the Pediatrics Department there and inviting me to visit him. I ﬂew
down in 2008 to visit him after 20 years (I last met
with him at Yale in 1988) and had a very nice visit.
His research focus has shifted to neuroscience and
© www.icsa.org
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cognitive development. He also brought me to meet
with his collaborator in bioengineering, Professor
Shu Chien, whom we used to know at Columbia
and with whom I met periodically in academician
meetings in Taipei. It is likely that we will renew
our collaboration within the next few years as I have
been thinking of spending a quarter at his lab on
sabbatical leave from Stanford.
Because of the new environment, I decided
to put oﬀ the biomedical projects and focus on
methodological research when I moved to Stanford. Bootstrap was a hot topic in those days and
I picked it up by attending seminars given by Peter Hall (who was visiting Stanford at that time)
and Tom DiCiccio (who joined the faculty at the
same time and had been working closely with Brad
Efron). I also ﬁnished my series of papers with
Minggao Gu and Zhiliang Ying on the analysis of
censored and truncated data. Combining these two
areas led to my papers with Qizhi Wang, who was
my ﬁrst Ph.D. student at Stanford, and with Shula
Gross, who visited Berkeley and Stanford in 1993
(Lai and Wang, 1993, Stat. Sinica; Gross and Lai,
1996, JASA and Stat. Sinica). Bootstrap appeared
to be a natural idea to construct valid conﬁdence intervals following sequential tests. I gave your classmate Chin-shan Chuang this research topic to explore for his thesis. His investigation led to mixed
results. First, for fully sequential tests, the bootstrap indeed yields valid conﬁdence intervals if one
takes the discreteness of the stopping time into consideration. On the other hand, for group sequential tests, the bootstrap fails and addressing the root
cause of its failure led to the hybrid resampling
method of Chuang and Lai (1998 Biometrika, 2000
Stat. Sinica). Another new area that I picked up
during my second year at Stanford was nonlinear
/ generalized linear mixed models and their applications to population pharmacokinetics / pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) and to longitudinal data.
I gave a course on stochastic adaptive control and
in the audience was Lewis Sheiner, a visiting professor in clinical pharmacology from UCSF. Professor Sheiner told me about his work in population PK/PD and his intuitions about how stochastic control ideas could be used in this area. Because his visit to Stanford ended that quarter, we
did not have the chance to collaborate. However,
because I brought my Ph.D. student Ray Zhu to
those meetings, Ray got to know Sheiner, and later
when Ray worked at Schering-Plough and took a
professional course taught by Sheiner on population PK/PD, he connected with Sheiner and learned
the state of the art and in particular the commer© www.icsa.org
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cial software NONMEM developed by Sheiner and
Beal. This is the background of the Ph.D. thesis of
your classmate, Mei-Chiung Shih, and of Lai and
Shih (2003 Biometrika) and the subsequent papers
with you (Lai, Shih and Wong, 2006 Biometrics, J.PKPD).
Concerning family life, Stanford oﬀered me
an excellent environment to raise a family. At
Columbia I lived in the suburbs - Westchester
County, to be precise, and drove to school and back
home after rush hours. Therefore I seldom saw my
sons on weekdays; the elder son was attending primary school while the younger one was born in
1986. My wife was also working in the city. After moving to Stanford, we have been living in our
house on campus. It was convenient for me to move
back and forth between home and oﬃce. Therefore,
even though my wife still had a long commute to
work in San Francisco, I could take care of the children. It also has excellent schools and both of my
sons grew up happily at Stanford, from elementary
school through college.
Wong: I understand from Mei-Chiung that you
eventually moved back to group sequential trials
and even published a book with her and your former postdoctoral fellow Jay Bartroﬀ. Please explain
how that happened.
Lai: Again Ray Zhu had something to do with this.
In 1999, Ray was an associate director of biostatistics
at Rhone-Poulenc Pharmaceuticals, which merged
with Aventis during that year. He was involved in
the development of antimicrobial drugs at that time
and came to Stanford to consult me about the possibility of a more eﬃcient design for conﬁrmatory
testing of a new drug that the company was planning to develop; see Lai, Shih and Zhu (2006, Stat.
Med.) for details of an adaptive design that we developed. This rekindled my interest in group sequential trials and I also asked Mei-Chiung, who
just came back to Stanford to ﬁnish her Ph.D. thesis
after working for nearly three years in the pharmaceutical industry, to join this research. After MeiChiung left for Harvard that oﬀered her an assistant
professor position, Werner Brannath came to Stanford as visiting postdoctoral fellow from the Medical University of Vienna, and later Jay Bartroﬀ came
on an NSF postdoctoral fellowship, thus continuing the work on adaptive designs. In 2004, Stanford's medical school planned a Cancer Center application to the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and
asked me to be an interim director of the biostatistics core, based on my work on innovative clinical
designs and my previous contacts with the clini33
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cal pharmacology group on PK/PD research. After receiving the Cancer Center award, the medical school recruited Professor Philip Lavori to be
the Director of the Biostatistics Shared Resource in
2005. Phil asked me to stay on as Co-director, and
we collaborated to develop a number of novel designs. There were many exciting projects in the past
ten years. After a very favorable review earlier this
year, the NCI will grant the "comprehensive" status
to the (renamed) Stanford Comprehensive Cancer
Institute.

Financial Mathematics, Trilogy in
Statistical Finance, and FARM
Wong: I understand that beginning 2005, you were
also Director of the Financial Mathematics program
at Stanford. Please tell us about that program
and how you have managed to be director and codirector of two very diﬀerent programs and still be
productive in research and eﬀective in mentoring
Ph.D. advisees.
Lai: The Financial Mathematics program at Stanford was established in 1999 as an interdisciplinary
M.S. program in the School of Humanities and Sciences, with core faculty from Mathematics, Statistics, Economics and from MS&E (Management Science and Engineering) and Electrical Engineering from the School of Engineering, and Finance
from the Graduate of Business. The program was
jointly proposed by George Papanicolaou representing Mathematics and me representing Statistics. During my hiatus from biomedical research in
the 1990s, I picked up quantitative ﬁnance as a new
applied area to work in. I always had an interest in
Economics, dating back to my declared undergraduate major at The University of Hong Kong before
I switched to majoring Mathematics in my second
year. In addition, whereas most Ph.D. graduates in
Statistics who pursued careers in industry used to
work for pharmaceutical companies prior to 1990,
the 1990s opened up new and attractive career paths
at ﬁnancial institutions. This generated a surge of
interest in newly developed masters-level programs
in ﬁnancial mathematics, or ﬁnancial engineering
or computational ﬁnance. In particular, the interest among students at Stanford led George and me
to develop such a program, following earlier examples at Carnegie-Mellon, Columbia, NYU, Chicago
and UC Berkeley. George was the founding director
and served his three-year term. When he decided
to step down, I was chair of the Statistics Depart34
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ment and could not assume additional administrative duties, so we persuaded Amir Dembo to succeed him, with the understanding that I would succeed Amir after he ﬁnished his term in 2005 when I
would no longer the department chair. I did not anticipate that I would be co-director of the Biostatistics Shared Resource of the Cancer Center when I
promised Amir to be his successor. This answers
your question why I have assumed director and codirector positions for two very diﬀerent programs
since 2005. Because my applied research interests
have evolved to cover both ﬁelds and my Ph.D. advisees are interested in either ﬁeld or in methodology development, these duties had no adverse effects on my research and mentoring.
Tsang: I was a Ph.D. student in ICME (Institute
of Computational and Mathematical Engineering)
and received my M.S. in Financial Mathematics
as an additional degree, following the example of
many Ph.D. students in the Engineering School. If I
remember correctly, I was among the last two generations (with each graduation year representing a
generation) of FinMath graduates and the program
has transitioned to ICME as the Mathematical and
Computational Finance (MCF) track of its M.S. program. Can you explain how this happened?
Lai: The formal transition happened in 2014 after
I served three consecutive 3-year terms as Director of FinMath, although we already started transitioning in the fall quarter of 2013 when FinMath
stopped admitting new students. The reason why
I could not ﬁnd my successor to the Director position was that my colleagues found the position taking too much time in advising students. Indeed the
advising duties have kept me from taking sabbatical leaves since 2005. It is important for the Director
to build networks with industry and alumni and to
give students good career advice, and I realized the
need for an executive director with industry experience soon after I became program director. I tried
to convince the Dean of H&S (Humanities and Sciences) to create such a position, but ﬁnally understood his diﬃculties because H&S focuses mainly
on undergraduate education and training of Ph.D.
students and does not have a budget for such appointments. One way to circumvent these diﬃculties was to establish a center that could raise
its own funding. This was the direction in which
I proceeded with George and other colleagues on
the Steering Committee. There was considerable
progress, but then came the Financial Crisis and
the eﬀorts were put on hold. They were resumed
in 2011, leading to the establishment of the Finan© www.icsa.org
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cial and Risk Modeling Institute (FARM) in May,
2012. FARM is an inter-school and interdisciplinary
research institute, with me as Director, and Darrell Duﬃe, Peter Glynn and George Papanicolaou as
Co-directors representing GSB (Graduate School of
Business), SoE (School of Engineering) and H&S, respectively. Since FARM's focus is on research rather
than teaching, it does not help in funding an executive director position. On the other hand, the interschool nature of FARM opened up the possibility of
funding a new home for FinMath in SoE. Moving to
ICME was also natural because most of the Steering
Committee members of FinMath also had appointments at ICME. Therefore, basically the Steering
Committee of FinMath moved over to ICME, with
me and Kay Giesecke serving as co-chairs. ICME
also has funding for an executive director. Hence,
my wish all those years as Director of FinMath ﬁnally came true.
Tsang: Please tell us more about your plans and
projects for FARM and MCF now that your visions
have materialized.
Lai: Let me start with MCF. This name change from
FinMath came from George and me, and reﬂects
the shifted emphasis of the program from a branch
of the mathematical sciences (Financial Mathematics) to the core subject of Finance, which is treated
with state-of-the-art mathematical and computational methods (permuting C and M in ICME).
The director of ICME, Margot Gerritsen whom you
know well, liked this name change and emphasized enriching the FinMath program by adding
new courses on data analytics and advanced programming. The program now requires six (instead
of four) quarters to complete, and is one of the two
"professional" tracks of the M.S. program at ICME,
the other being Data Science. In 2013, I had also
helped Margot build the Data Science track in collaboration with the Statistics Department. Beginning in the fall quarter of 2013-14, both Statistics and
ICME have included a Data Science track in their
respective M.S. programs. This collaboration has
resulted in balanced course oﬀerings, with ICME
giving courses in high-performance computing and
advanced programming, numerical linear algebra
and optimization, and Statistics oﬀering courses in
modern applied statistics, statistical learning and
software. MCF has beneﬁtted from these state-ofthe-art course oﬀerings that prospective employers
of our graduates ﬁnd attractive. In addition, in response to new trends in ﬁnancial markets following the Financial Crisis, I have developed two new
courses for the program. One is Stats 243 (Financial
© www.icsa.org
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Models and Statistical Methods in Active Risk Management) and the other is Stats 244 (Data Analytics and Execution Algorithms in Quantitative Trading). Concerning FARM, my colleagues and I have
been exploring some collaborative research projects
with other research centers in government (such
as Oﬃce of Financial Research, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Oﬃce of the Comptroller
of the Currency, and European Central Bank) and
academia. One of the projects that we have been
considering in this connection is systemic risk and
ﬁnancial network surveillance. Anyway FARM and
MCF should have many opportunities and challenges with the emergence of the big data era in ﬁnancial markets.
Wong: Although I graduated from Stanford before
the days of FinMath and MCF, I have seen from
your books and courses that you have worked hard
to instill a strong feeling for and background in statistical thinking and methodology in the FinMath
or MCF students, diﬀerentiating the program from
those that focus mainly on mathematical techniques
(aka stochastic diﬀerential and HJB equations) for
engineering ﬁnancial instruments (such as derivatives). In particular, your "trilogy" in statistical ﬁnance is expected to be completed by next year in
time for the Joint Statistical Meeting (JSM) when
the publishers would like to showcase these books.
Please tell us what you have in mind about your
book projects.
Lai: It took me eight years to ﬁnish the Springer
book Statistical Models and Methods for Financial Markets that was published in 2008 and coauthored with
Haipeng Xing. The initial contract was signed with
John Kimmel in 2000 shortly after he convinced me
to write a book. Haipeng and I signed a contract
with Chapman & Hall/CRC, where John is currently working, in 2011 for a second book Active Risk
Management: Financial Models and Statistical Methods
that I have been using for the course Stats 243. Although we have a draft that I covered in the course
by the due date in 2013, new trends such as P2P
lending and SME loans kept us continually updating the book, but the end is now sight. The contract for the third book, Quantitative Trading: Algorithms, Analytics, Data, Models and Optimization, was
signed with John by you, Xin Guo of UC Berkeley, Howard Shek of Tower Research Capital, and
me last July. Since you and the other coauthors
have been very disciplined concerning the timetable
speciﬁed in the contract, I am optimistic that we can
meet John's expectation for its publication prior to
next year's JSM.
35
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Figure 5: Professor Dylan Small, Dr. Milan Shen, Professor Lai, Professor Zhiliang Ying and Professor
Ching-Kang Ing (from left to right) at Columbia University, June 23, 2015. The photos on the wall are those
of Abraham Wald, Howard Levene, Herbert Robbins, and Chris Heyde.

Anecdotes, Data Science, Decision
Analytics, and Study Design
Shen: Both Ka Wai and I have been inspired by
your article on data science and its ﬁnancial and
health care applications (Lai, 2013, ICCM Bulletin)
and chose our thesis topics related to your research in these areas. I was fascinated by ﬁnancial core-periphery networks and systemic risk and
tried to make use of the methods you developed
in your seminal papers on fault detection and diagnosis (Lai 1995, JRSSB, 2000, IEEE-IT) to address
surveillance problems for systemic risk and coreperiphery networks. These problems turned out to
be very complex and I was frustrated that I could
not make signiﬁcant progress towards a thesis. You
guided me to work on fault detection and diagnosis for multistage manufacturing processes (MMPs)
instead, telling me that they might provide important insights for the problems I had focused on. To
get me started, you involved me in your project with
Professor Ching-Kang Ing's group on fault diagno36

sis in semiconductor fabrication. You also asked
Ka Wai to help me fully understand your paper
with Ing in order to get my research up to speed
quickly. However, even with all this help, the problem still booked like a massive multi-year project
that might require an extension of the period allowed for Ph.D. candidacy at Stanford. Last year,
when I received the job oﬀer from Airbnb and went
to ask you whether I should accept it because the
oﬀer was contingent on my start date at the end of
this August, you told me to accept because I should
be able to ﬁnish my thesis on time as you expected
to ﬁnish that project within a year. Both Ka Wai and
I have been amazed by, and grateful for, your boldness and self-conﬁdence, which was a big boost to
us struggling with what to do next when we got
stuck (repeatedly). With hindsight, I guess that a
source of such conﬁdence is that your previous papers already contained the key ideas that could help
us break the logjam but needed re-interpretation
and further work. Am I right? You kept saying, to
assure me, that you always worked best under se-
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vere time pressure and asked me to trust you and
myself. Since I indeed ﬁnished my thesis just in
time, I am no longer skeptical, but how did you
manage to do it and be so sure that it could be done
despite the obvious odds against it?
Lai: Let me begin by sharing with you an early experience that had helped me to function well under very stressful conditions. In May 1970, I was
supposed to take the Ph.D. Qualifying Exam at
Columbia. It was in the form of an oral exam with
ﬁve examiners who had met with me and suggested
a reading list about which they would ask me questions. I planned to study for the exam ten days before the exam date so that the material would still
be fresh in my mind at exam time. All my books
were in the graduate student oﬃce in the basement
of the Mathematics Building. This plan did not anticipate President Nixon sending troops to Cambodia on May 1 that resulted in a large student
demonstration closing down the Columbia campus.
All buildings, including Mathematics, were barricaded. Therefore, instead of studying for the exam,
I spent the time listening to the radio for updates of
events in Cambodia and Vietnam. There was nothing else I could do in my small dormitory room,
and going to the campus only exposed me to large
crowds of demonstrators who were shouting antiwar slogans. On the day of the exam, the buildings
were still barricaded and I was quite sure that it had
to be postponed. On the other hand, to play safe I
picked up the phone and called the department ofﬁce, expecting no answer from the other end. To
my dismay, I heard "Hello" from the department administrator Helen Bellows, and I replied by asking
if there would still be an exam because the building
was barricaded. She said, "Please come now. Everyone is waiting for you, and I'll stand near the entrance to let you in." Thus I went to the exam in complete shock, totally unprepared and trying to ﬁgure
out how to plead for mercy. It was even more scary
when I entered the exam room. Instead of the ﬁve
examiners, Professor Herbert Robbins, chair of the
exam committee, invited all other faculty who happened to be in the building to come and ask questions because their classes were cancelled. When I
told him that I had not studied after the buildings
were barricaded, he replied, "If you didn't know it
last week, you won't know it today." Therefore all I
could do was to take a deep breath and calm myself
down, trying to do the best with the questions that
I could answer and asking for hints for those that
I knew vaguely about. This strategy turned out to
work and I did very well in the exam, which might
have paved the way for my eventual appointment as
© www.icsa.org
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assistant professor when I ﬁnished my thesis a year
later. I always remembered this experience when I
was put under stress; the moral of the story was to
have a ﬁrm grasp of one's constraints and to optimize subject to the constraints. Of course the constraints are often time-varying, and that is why you
had found me repeatedly ignoring the date you had
to show up at Airbnb until late July when I began
to take it seriously. In other words, I do not want
to restrict creativity by these constraints until they
become real. This is also consistent with my philosophy of adaptation in study design, statistical analysis and dynamic optimization.
I will now return to your question about the
source of my conﬁdence. Yes, I depend a lot on insights from past works that I have thought deeply
about. Only those methods and results that are related to the published papers have appeared, but
there are many other ideas and techniques not in
print that I need to reconstruct and modify for the
new problems. This is why I asked you for patience
in waiting a couple of weeks when you were desperate for answers in preparing for your oral exams and
writing up your thesis. Of course, for those parts
that were completely new and did not involve my
previous works, I did not tell you to wait but instead
asked you to explore potentially fruitful directions
and report to me as soon as you had some results.
Shen: I want to follow up on your story about student demonstrations at Columbia. First, thank you
for inviting me to attend your interview with Professors Ying, Small and Ing at Columbia. During
that interview you mentioned that when you came
to Columbia in 1968, it was shortly after a student
riot that forced the president of the university to resign and that resulted in subsequent suspension of
classes. Being a foreign student who had never left
Hong Kong before, were you shocked by these interruptions of your study and concerned about the
uncertainties in your education?
Lai: As you have heard from that interview, the
main reason why I went overseas to study for a
Ph.D. degree was related to riots. In May 1967, two
days after I ﬁnished my ﬁnal exams for my undergraduate degree at The University of Hong Kong,
there were widespread strikes against fare increases
of the ferry, and the strikes quickly deteriorated into
riots against the colonial government. With hindsight, it was the time when the inﬂuence of the Cultural Revolution in China had spread to the Portuguese and British colonies Macau (in April) and
Hong Kong (in May). The riots even involved ﬁrebombs and were very scary. In comparison, the stu37
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dent riot at Columbia was much calmer. However,
Columbia was one of the two hubs of student activism and protests against the Vietnam War, social
injustice, and draft for military service, the other
hub being UC Berkeley on the west coast. While
the riots and tumults basically died out and there
was return to normalcy in Hong Kong by the time I
left for U.S. in 1968, the U.S. was entering a tumultuous period following the assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy, coupled
with the Vietnam War and the anti-war protests.
Although a natural response was depression and
concern because of the uncertainties as you pointed
out, I did not have those worries as people in New
York City were leading their usual lives. When I
look back now, I feel very fortunate to have lived
through that historic period of the U.S. in New York
City, and at Columbia University in particular.

Figure 6: Dr. Ka Wai Tsang with Professor Lai at
Activity Center, Academia Sinica, Taipei, December
19, 2015
Tsang: I want to follow up on Milan's conversation
with you about data science, which I also chose to
work on for my thesis. You guided me to explore
multivariate high-dimensional regression models
and their applications to macroeconomic time series. I liked that topic very much because it combined numerical linear algebra and optimization,
which was what I had focused on in my ICME
courses, with ﬁnancial time series that I had learned
from your courses in FinMath, and with macroeconomics and monetary policy which you told me
to learn by reading the seminal papers of Sims,
Bernanke, Stock and Watson. You said earlier in
your response to my question that FARM should
have many opportunities and challenges with the
emergence of the big data era. Do you envision
macroeconomic modeling and monetary policies as
one of the projects of FARM in this era?
Lai: Yes, certainly, and thank you for bringing this
up. In fact, monetary policies of central banks (e.g.,
38
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the announcements and meeting minutes of the
Federal Open Market Committee in the U.S. concerning the federal funds target rate) are closely
watched by investors and have impacts on stock and
bond markets. Moreover, my vision for FARM is not
limited to Finance and Risk but also includes advances in related ﬁelds such as micro-, macro-, and
behavioral economics, insurance and actuarial science, information technology and data science, accounting and law that are central to ﬁnancial statements and regulation.
Tsang: I understand that having an Executive Director of MCF at ICME to take care of students in
the program, you are now able to take your longoverdue sabbatical leave. Why have you chosen the
National University of Singapore (NUS) to spend
your sabbatical? Of course I am happy that we will
be in the same time zone as I have joined CUHKSZ,
but Singapore is a small country and there is not
much to visit.
Lai: Actually I have accumulated so many sabbatical and paid leave credits that I can take them in
consecutive years. Since NUS approached me with
a project that would take multiple years to build, it
came at the right time, besides being the right place
as I could be in the same time zone with other centers in the region with which I had started collaborative projects. More importantly, it also oﬀered me
the right ﬁeld. Speciﬁcally, the incoming Vice President of Research at NUS asked me last December
to help him launch a data-driven decision science
initiative at NUS when I visited the university for
a week. He oﬀered me a very attractive faculty position, but I replied immediately that I could be at
NUS to launch the initiative without taking that position because of my accumulated sabbatical leaves.
Anyway I still have to teach the new courses that I
developed for MCF and therefore have to be at Stanford when those courses are taught. In addition, I
have Ph.D. advisees and ongoing projects at FARM
and the medical school. I suggested that he could
spend the salary for that position on research scientists whom I would bring in to work full time on the
initiative. I look forward to getting it set up there
and then passing it to local researchers at NUS,
some of whom are Stanford alumni and even my
former Ph.D. students. "Big data" in a small country like Singapore looked particularly attractive because they can be used to make data-driven decisions in government policies and development of
health care, transportation and environment, which
are the primary objectives of the initiative. Thus, in
the next three years, I will be focusing on data sci© www.icsa.org
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ence and decision analytics when I am at NUS.
Tsang: Besides the FARM project we just talked
about, I want to thank you for getting me involved
in projects at the Center for Innovative Study Design (CISD) and in particular for connecting me directly to Professor Philip Lavori. That collaboration
has already led to a paper (Lai, Lavori and Tsang,
Contemp. Clin. Trials 2015) and there are several
more in the pipeline. Please tell me more about
CISD and your and Lavori's future plans for it.
Lai: Phil and I proposed the Center to the School
of Medicine (SoM) in 2009 and it was approved
quickly. Because he and I were swamped with
projects at the Cancer Center and other units of
SoM, we did not have time to develop CISD until Professor Ying Lu joined Stanford, initially taking Phil's former position as Director of the Veterans Administration Cooperative Studies Program,
Palo Alto Healthcare System, and recently joining CISD and the Stanford Cancer Institute's Biostatistics Shared Resource as another co-director.
With Ying coming over to join us, we now have
enough manpower to launch exciting projects at
CISD. We are in the process of building a new website through SPECTRUM (Stanford Center for Clinical and Translational Research and Education), of
which CISD is one of the units. Ongoing projects
in which you are involved include seamless Phase
II-III designs, adaptive design of Phase III oncology trials that have survival endpoints and allow
biomarker-guided patient subgroup selection, related software development, and analysis of postmarketing drug safety data.

Figure 7: At the conference banquet on Dec 11, 2015,
sitting at the table (counter-clockwise) are Professors Ngai Hang Chan (CUHK), Alain Bensoussan
(HK City U and Univ Texas), Kwok L. Tsui (HK City
U), Philip Yam (CUHK) and Fugee Tsung (HKUST).
Standing nearby is Dr. Sam Wong.
© www.icsa.org
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Photos and Conversations at Conference Banquet on December 11,
2015
Sam Wong was the master of ceremonies in the banquet immediately following the ﬁrst day's conference at CUHK. He started by showing a collection
of photos about diﬀerent stages of Professor Lai's
life, some of which are shown earlier together with
several photos taken at the banquet.

Figure 8: Professor and Mrs. Lai with Professor
Michael Powers of Tsinghua University and Professor Qiman Shao of CUHK

Figure 9: Professor and Mrs. Lai with Professor and
Mrs. Zhiming Ma of Chinese Academy of Sciences
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and Stanford who had contributed signiﬁcantly to
many of his projects, and (d) outstanding collaborators from diﬀerent ﬁelds that made research exciting and enjoyable for such a long time, and hopefully continuing for more years if his health and creativity do not deteriorate with aging, as the ﬁeld of
Statistics has entered a golden age.

Figure 10: Professor and Mrs. Lai with Professor
and Mrs. Howell Tong of London School of Economics
After speeches from attendees congratulating
Professor Lai on his birthday and achievements,
Professor Lai went to the podium and expressed his
appreciation and gratitude to the organizers of the
conference and of the banquet, and thanked everybody who came. He said that as he looked back at
the past 70 years, he felt extremely fortunate to have
(a) exemplary fellow students such as Man Keung
Siu and Kin Lam who had been inspirations to him
when he switched his major to Mathematics and
later when he came to the United States to begin his
graduate study, (b) superb teachers at Hong Kong
University and Columbia University from whom he
received an excellent education and learned how
to do research, (c) talented students at Columbia
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A Conversation with Karl E. Peace
Naitee Ting
Editorial: This article, written by Dr. Naitee Ting,
highlights his interview with Professor Karl E. Peace
who has made remarkable contributions to the growth
of ICSA.

Realizing how important ICSA and attendant
activities were to JP and believing that ICSA having a central oﬃce would contribute greatly to the
growth of ICSA, I petitioned the ICSA Board at the
2006 ICSA meeting at the University of Connecticut
to establish and incubate the central oﬃce of ICSA
(OICSA) within the Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health (JPHCOPH) at Georgia Southern University (http://news.georgiasouthern.edu
/2007/09/11/georgia-southern-welcome
s-new-international-partner/). The Board
accepted my proposal and OICSA has been housed
within JPHCOPH since. Dr. Lili Yu, Associate Professor of Biostatistics at JPHCOPH is the faculty
representative to that oﬃce and oversees its activities along with help from a Biostatistics graduate
student who is supported by a grant from the ICSA.
Ruth Whitworth provides valuable IT support to
the oﬃce.
Finally, from 2006-2008, I interacted with several ICSA members in establishing the ICSA Statistics in Biosciences journal. I have been recognized on
two diﬀerent occasions by receiving the ICSA President's Award for contributions to ICSA.
Please share some stories between you and JP Hsu.

Figure 1: Professor Karl E. Peace in oﬃce
How did you involve in ICSA activities?
I ﬁrst became aware of the eﬀort to establish an
International Chinese Statistical Association during
a walk with Fred Leone at the 1986 JSM in Chicago.
Thereafter, Jiann-Ping (JP) Hsu apprised me of related activities. She and I had numerous discussions about the functions and logistics of establishing the ICSA.
Following JP's passing in February, 2004, I made
a donation to the ICSA to establish in perpetuity the
JP Hsu Biostatistical and Regulatory Sciences Invited
Session at ICSA annual meetings. The donation provides a travel grant to attend ICSA and present at
the Session for the student who submits the paper
deemed best by an ICSA review committee (http:
//icsa.org/awards/jphsu_award.html).
© www.icsa.org

JP and I worked together at several companies
and on many professional organization projects.
For example, we both worked for SmithKline and
French (SK&F) Labs in Philadelphia, at ParkeDavis/Warner-Lambert (PD/WL) in Ann Arbor,
and at Biopharmaceutical Research Consultants,
Inc. (BRCI) in Ann Arbor. We also interacted
via projects within the Biopharmaceutical Section
of the ASA, within the Biopharmaceutical Applied
Statistics Symposium, within ICSA and within the
now defunct Biostatistics Subsection of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
Perhaps I should tell you about how we met.
I joined SK&F Labs in August 1982. One of the
clinical development projects assigned to me was
the oral gold compound Auranoﬁn that was under review by FDA for the treatment of Rheumatoid
Arthritis. I began to receive requests for additional
analyses from Dr. John Harter and Dr. JP Hsu at
FDA. So that is how I ﬁrst became aware of the name
JP Hsu and who she was. The ﬁrst time we met was
in Toronto at JSM in 1983. I attended a session on
positive controlled trials at which JP spoke (as did
Satya Dubey, Kathleen Lamborn and Lloyd Fisher).
Following the session, I introduced myself to JP and
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requested a copy of her presentation.
In 1986 as Director of Research Statistics at SK&F
I placed advertisements to ﬁll four new PhD positions to provide support to the basic research division. JP applied for one of those positions and was
hired. I left SK&F a few months later and joined GD
Searle as Senior Director of Gastrointestinal Clinical
Studies. JP and I continued to stay in touch and she
became a member of two of the Biopharmaceutical
Section (of the ASA) Work Groups that I chaired.
In 1988 as VP of Technical Operations at ParkeDavis/Warner Lambert (PD/WL) in Ann Arbor, I
hired JP as Manager of Biostatistics. She went on
to Schering-Plough and then to Proctor & Gamble in management positions following my leaving
PD/WL in 1989 to found and grow Biopharmaceutical Research Consultants, Inc. (BRCI).
In 1992, with BRCI on sound ﬁnancial footing,
I hired JP as VP of Operations. We were married
in June, 1993 and in August, 1994 we had a nice
11 year reunion of sorts at JSM in Toronto, during which we enjoyed a live performance of "Little Miss Saigon." We both enjoyed Canada, particularly Toronto, Montreal and the Deerhurst resorttwo hours North of Toronto.
In 1998, I gave BRCI to JP. Although, I was
available to her as needed in running BRCI, freeing
myself of direct responsibilities allowed me to begin developing biostatistics and public health programs at my undergraduate alma mater: Georgia
Southern University - in addition to building our retirement homes in Southwest and Northwest Georgia. One of my most prideful memories of JP occurred at a dinner party we hosted at our Georgia
Mountain home - following its completion in 1998.
A lady asked her: "JP why did you wait so long to
get married?" She said: "I was waiting for the best!"
As you may know, JP was a student of the
late Chin-Long Chang. We enjoyed lunch with Dr.
Chang at ICSA held at Georgetown University in
1999. He told me that JP was one of his best students. In fact, you may recall during his presentation he mentioned that one of his students solved
a diﬃcult problem that enabled their research to
move forward. Since that result was very useful, he
called it 'a useful lemma.' JP was that student.
JP and I enjoyed traveling. We especially enjoyed Yellowstone and Yosemite National Parks and
our homes in Michigan and North and South Georgia. We also extended our stay when attending
professional meetings in major cities such as: San
Diego, San Francisco, Chicago, Boston, Toronto,
DC, Orlando, New Orleans, Auckland, Sydney,
Seattle, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Denver, …
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JP was a wonderful person, very intelligent,
beautiful, gracious and caring. In fact in endowing The Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health as
a tribute and an enduring celebration of JP's life, I
characterized her as having "a zeal for excellence,
consideration of others, intelligence and scholarship, honesty, kindness and humility" (http://jp
hcoph.georgiasouthern.edu/about/hsu/).
I'll end by saying that I often remarked to JP:
"Dr. Hsu, every time I think of you I smile." I'm still
smiling 11 plus years after her passing. Those interested may ﬁnd additional detail in my autobiography: Paid In Full available at http://www.plowb
oy-press.com/. There is also an article about JP
in Chinese at http://www.alum.ntu.edu.tw/
wordpress/?p=1235.

Figure 2: Professor Jiann-Ping Hsu
JP made important contributions to ICSA, can you
list a few?
JP was very proud of the ICSA and a strong supporter of its activities. She supported ICSA activities of her direct reports. She was a member of the
ICSA Board of Directors from 1991-1993 and from
1997-1999. She was also Biometrics Section Chair in
1995.
Although not an ICSA activity, it should be
mentioned that JP was very active as a member of
the ASA Committee on Women in Statistics. She
performed many analyses of data to support objectives of that Committee.
I heard some stories about your childhood; would
you please tell us about your childhood?
This is a challenging question, not easily answered. I grew up in a very impoverished environment. Between them, my parents went to school
less than ﬁve years. My father quit school in the
second grade and my mother made 6 grades the
three years she attended school. From my birth to
graduating from high school, we lived in 9 diﬀerent
© www.icsa.org
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share-cropping tenant homes - none of which had
indoor plumbing and only the last one had electricity (a single light bulb suspended from the ceiling
in each of the three rooms). An open dug well was
the source of water and an outhouse or privy served
as a toilet. I, my parents and three siblings lived oﬀ
a loan of $50 per month from the farm owners (the
$600 cumulative yearly loan had to be repaid from
our share of the harvest). I am the ﬁrst on either side
of my family tree to graduate from high school and
college, or earn graduate degrees. I am still the only
native Baker County Georgian to earn a PhD.

Figure 3: Professor Peace as a high school junior
Not only did poverty make life diﬃcult, but so
did the verbal and physical abuse I received from
my father. He denied paternity and I as well as my
mother were often the objects of his violent rages.
In contrast, my mom was gentle and loving and
sheltering. Whereas my father wanted me to quit
school and work in the share-cropping ﬁelds, my
mom strongly encouraged my educational pursuits
often saying: "Education is something no one can
ever take away from you."
Growing up, I wrestled a lot with my inner feelings - a struggle between the lion and the lamb.
(Six decades later, a struggle still exists, but more
so along the lines of scientist versus humanist.) It is
understandable that in my early teens I had quite a
chip on my shoulder and did not apply myself academically - almost failing the ninth grade. At the
beginning of the 10th grade I resolved to excel academically and become what I wanted to be through
education and hard work. The near term impetus
was the recognition that my, my mother's and my
© www.icsa.org
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siblings survival would depend on me becoming
their protector and provider.
Please let us know how your childhood experiences helped shape who you are today.
My experiences when I was growing up helped
shape what I have accomplished and who I am today. They enabled me to realize that one can accomplish whatever one chooses if he/she is willing to
work hard enough. Frankly, I've never met a problem I couldn't solve by throwing more work at it.
Having the opportunity to provide for my mom and
siblings while still in undergraduate school enabled
me to experience ﬁrsthand the internal rewards of
knowing that your eﬀorts have improved the quality of life of loved ones. Certainly most of my accomplishments reﬂect eﬀorts to create opportunities that enable others.
In large part, I see my life as a protector and in
ﬁlling gaps or needs in education and health. In undergraduate school, with the help of a Georgia State
Teacher's Scholarship and working 7 diﬀerent parttime jobs I was able to earn a BS in Chemistry and
provide partial support for my younger siblings and
mother - who underwent breast cancer surgery during my senior year. Then following receiving the
MS in Mathematics (in 10 months from Clemson),
I began teaching at my undergraduate alma mater
Georgia Southern College and made a home for my
mom and younger siblings. This enabled my siblings to go to college and the quality of my mom's
life to improve. (I provided support for my mother
the last 31 years of her life.)
In 1991, recognizing that there was a need for a
new applied journal for statisticians working in the
pharmaceutical industry to submit their scholarly
applied research, I founded the Journal of Biopharmaceutical Statistics (JBS) through Marcel-Dekker and
served as Editor-in-Chief the ﬁrst 10 years of its existence. Surely, JBS is considered as a top peer reviewed applied statistical journal and has been under the able hands of Dr. Shein-Chung Chow as
Editor-in-Chief the last 10+ years.
In 1994 I founded the Biopharmaceutical Applied Statistics Symposium (BASS) as a way of generating papers for JBS during its early years, providing a forum for biopharmaceutical researchers
to share insights to their research and to raise funds
to support graduate work in biostatistics. BASS
was enormously successful in achieving all three of
these goals. BASS has supported more than 50 students in obtaining either their masters or doctorate
degrees in biostatistics.
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In 1998 when preparing to give the graduation
address at Georgia Southern University (GSU), I
discovered that there were no biostatistics degree
programs nor any school or college of public health
in the entire university system of Georgia (consisting of 33 colleges and universities). I resolved that
I would do what I could to address both those gaps
and shortages. I asked the President of GSU to
allow me to develop a Master's degree program
in Biostatistics. With his approval, working from
Michigan I collaborated with Dr. Charles Hardy
who was on campus at GSU and over a two-year
period the MPH in Biostatistics was approved (the
summer of 2000). I returned to GSU Fall of 2000
on a part time basis to grow the MPH in Biostatistics, develop a Center for Biostatistics and lay the
groundwork for a College of Public Health. All
three goals were met but JP's battle with breast cancer hastened the establishment of the ﬁrst College of
Public Health in the USG. The Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health was approved by USG Board
of Regents in January of 2004, just three weeks before JP passed. She was aware of the existence of the
school that bore her name prior to her passing.
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nor should they try to rest on their laurels. What's
past is past. What matters is what we do constructively and for the good of humankind from this
point forward - bringing from the past that which
contributes to our eﬀectiveness and humanity.
What will be your outlook for the future of ICSA?
To the extent that the past foretells the future,
the outlook for ICSA is great. ICSA is already an
international organization with chapters in some
countries. ICSA may want to expand that model to
establish chapters in other countries.
ICSA could generate more funds by developing
a placement function for statisticians and biostatisticians. I think the membership would support this
eﬀort, but it will require dedication by a group of
ICSA members to ensure its success. These additional funds could be used to support students in
their graduate studies of statistics or biostatistics particularly from impoverished areas of the world.
The funds could also be used to support additional
personnel and functions of the OICSA as will be the
need as ICSA continues to grow in membership and
in activities.
Your career covers academic and industry; please
describe the similarities and diﬀerences between
these two types of careers.

Figure 4: Professor Peace by his portrait in JPHCOPH
Other educationally or health related gaps that
I have tried to ﬁll are: the creation of 4 eminent endowed scholar chairs in biostatistics at GSU/JPHCOPH, UC Berkeley and the Medical College of Virginia; 20 scholarship endowments at those three
universities; an academic center at the Boys and
Girls Club of Bulloch County, Georgia; ﬁnancial incentives for students at Baker County School (elementary - high) to excel academically; and donations of time, talent and treasure to the SW GA Cancer Coalition as well as to many other charitable organizations. Pen ultimately, I think one can never
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From observation, I think there are more diﬀerences than similarities. Statisticians in industry provide at least a full day of quality productivity every
day of the week. As such they have little time to engage in 'water fountain' or 'boots on the oﬃce desk'
gossip. Industry statisticians know that they will be
rewarded commensurate with quality productivity
- and not by trying out for the 'cheer-leading squad.'
In general, many academicians may have too much
time on their hands.
I don't mean to gainsay the importance of university biostatisticians who teach. There are and
have been many superb university biostatisticians.
Two who come to mind are the late Marvin Zelen
and Gary Koch. Both were/are outstanding teachers who combine theory with their own practical
experience gained from consulting with industry.
So I think that the best teachers of biostatistics are
those who have a lot of direct experience in the design, conduct, analysis and interpretation of real
world experiments, and who have learned how to
deal with the myriad of logistical problems that
arise. Their knowledge base stemming from academic course work must be supplemented by participatory applications.
© www.icsa.org
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Speaking of knowledge as being one of the prerequisites for being a good teacher, I'm reminded
of an incident in undergraduate school. As a condition for acceptance of a Georgia State Teacher scholarship, I had to agree to follow a BS in Education
degree program in Mathematics (although by taking an overload I changed my major my last quarter
and graduated with a BS in Chemistry). Students in
such a program had to take several courses in Education - such as Educational Methods. The professor in this course remarked to the class one day: "I
don't have to know the subject matter in order to
teach a course on the subject, because I know how
to teach!" Amazing, indeed!
In addition to knowledge of subject matter and
applied experience being crucial to eﬀective teaching of biostatistics, so also are compassion and caring for students and having a passion for teaching and mentoring. To me, teaching and parenting are closely aligned. A short summary of my
view toward parenting is 'gentle nudging while always protecting.' As a parent one nudges oﬀspring
toward opportunities for self-discovery within a
framework of security. The goal is for the oﬀspring
to become an independent adult capable of being
a productive member of the workforce and making
contributions to society. These are the same goals
of a teacher or mentor. Many doctoral graduates
in biostatistics elect to pursue an academic teaching position, while others pursue a career in industry. I would advise biostatistics students to search
their heart and soul honestly. If you have a passion
for teaching students, then a position in academia
could be pursued. However, if your passion is solving real-world problems, then industry might be a
better career ﬁt.
What other advice do you have for young statisticians?
My advice to young statisticians is to learn as
much as you can about statistical theory and applications and become as proﬁcient as possible in statistical analysis software - particularly SAS and R.
Realize that what you know at one point in time is
just a snapshot of what you'll need to know in the
future to become and continue to be an expert statistician. Learning is lifetime. Learn all you can about
areas of application in which you will consult as a
statistician. Statisticians cannot hope to be successful if they aren't able to converse with substantive
area scientists or physicians.
Review the accomplishments, advices and
philosophies of great statisticians; e.g. Chin-Long
Chang, Marvin Zelen, Richard Simon, Gary Koch,
© www.icsa.org
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and so many others. To be successful, a statistician must convey to clients that they truly want to
help solve real world problems. In doing so, they
must develop critical thinking skills and be able
to communicate to non-statisticians statistical concepts and methods in words, not in formulae! The
article in Amstat News in March of 2012 by Don
Berry provides excellent advice for both young and
not so young statisticians.

Figure 5: Professor Peace with dogs: Jiann-Jiann
and Ping-Ping at SW GA Creekside home
Examine your views on your purpose in life. I
very much identify with Emerson, Shaw, Roosevelt
and Vivekananda:
"The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful,
to be honorable, to be compassionate, to have it make some
diﬀerence that you have lived and lived well." "To appreciate beauty; to ﬁnd the best in others; to give one's self;
to have played and laughed with enthusiasm, and sung
with exultation; to know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived... This is to have succeeded." Ralph Waldo Emerson
"This is the true joy in life, the being used for a purpose
recognized by yourself as a mighty one; the being a force
of nature instead of a feverish little clod of ailments and
grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself to making you happy. I am of the opinion that my life
belongs to the whole community and as long as I live it,
it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can. I want to
be thoroughly used up when I die, for the harder I work
the more I live. I rejoice in life for its own sake. Life is no
"brief candle" to me. It is a sort of splendid torch which
I have got hold of for the moment, and I want to make it
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Figure 6: Professor Peace, son Chris, Chief Adams, Chris' wife Ashley, Grandniece Shannon, Grandson
Henry, Amy-Kate (Granddaughter Camden's friend) and Camden had Chief George bless the Whiteplains
farm in Hanover County, VA, during Thanksgiving, 2013.
burn as brightly as possible before handing it on to future
generations." - George Bernard Shaw
"It is not the critic who counts, nor the man who points
how the strong man stumbled or where the doer of deeds
could have done them better. The credit belongs to the
man who is actually in the arena; whose face is marred by
dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly... who
knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and
spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at best, knows
the triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst,
if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his
place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who
know neither victory nor defeat." - Teddy Roosevelt
"We are responsible for what we are, and whatever we
wish ourselves to be, we have the power to make ourselves.
If what we are now has been the result of our own past
actions, it certainly follows that whatever we wish to be
in the future can be produced by our present actions; so
we have to know how to act." - Swami Vivekananda
Finally, if humility is not an innate characteristic,
learn to be humble!
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At the later stage of your career, you continue
to make important contributions to communities.
Can you please share a few of the projects you are
currently involved with?
There are several, but I'll focus on three: Baker
County (Georgia) School Academic Achievement,
Cancer Screening in Baker County (Georgia) and
Boys and Girls Club of Bulloch County (B&G C of
BC). The ﬁrst two connect me back to the environs
of my youth. I was born and raised in Baker County,
Georgia, graduating from high school there 56 years
ago. Baker County was and still is one of the poorest
and smallest (population wise) counties in Georgia,
with farming as its only industry.
For about the last quarter of the last century, Baker County could not aﬀord to have a
high school. Students were schooled at adjoining
Mitchell (Camilla) County schools. Early in this
century, schools returned to Baker County. The
schools struggled for the next 10 years in terms of
academic achievement and ineﬃcient administration. Five years ago, Baker County kids ranked low© www.icsa.org
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est among Georgia's 189 school districts in terms
of every measure of academic achievement - and
ranked ﬁrst in terms of costs per student! A small
group of interested citizens became very involved
in trying to right the ship. Successes were: the
election of new members of the Board of Education who swore to productivity in the best interests
of the kids and replacing the principal and superintendent with a younger and very capable man.
Further, I created the Elsie Mae Cloud Peace (my
mother) Academic Achievement awards that provide ﬁnancial rewards for the top three academic
performers in the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grades.
Just last year, the Principal and Superintendent received a letter of congratulations in greatly improved academic achievements from the State Department of Education! I also created 5 scholarship endowments at Georgia Southern University
speciﬁcally for Baker County school students.

ment was noted nationally as Dr. Hotz as well as
some of Baker County's citizen participants were interviewed by Sanya Gupta of CNN. In my opinion,
Dr. Hotz has done more to bring improved healthcare to the rural and impoverished counties of SW
Georgia than anyone I know.
Finally, I have done a lot of work for the Boys and
Girls Club of Bulloch County (which is the home
of Georgia Southern University and the Jiann-Ping
Hsu College of Public Health). I've worked closely
with them over the last 12 years. Apart from considerable ﬁnancial support, I have also given of my
time and talent. We have greatly improved their
computer support system including data base management, and instituted more appropriate statistical analyses of data collected - particularly on academic performance, which has helped to document
the very positive eﬀect membership in the B&G C
of BC accrues. I often give lectures there on topics
such as "Having fun with numbers", "The beauty of
mathematics" and "Numbers in Nature." The B&G
C of BC created the Karl E. Peace Center for Academic Achievement in appreciation of my contributions.
Owing in part to a ﬁre that decimated their facilities the B&G C of BC is now in need of a new home.
The best plan is to raise funds to build a new facility. I will support that eﬀort to the extent that I am
able. To paraphrase, Father Flagman, who founded
Boys Town in Nebraska, 'no man ever stands so tall
as when he stoops to help a kid.'
Any other thoughts?

Figure 7: Professor Peace working on his 1948
Chevy 5-window pickup truck
A few years ago, working with my friend, Dr.
Jim Hotz (the subject of the book and movie: Doc
Hollywood), we developed a cancer screening protocol speciﬁcally for Baker County citizens. The objective was to achieve the top cancer screening rates
in the nation for Baker County citizens. Working
through the SW Georgia Cancer Coalition in nearby
Albany, Georgia with some ﬁnancial support from
me, we accomplished our goal. Our accomplish-
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Yes. Do more. Create a hand-up for others
and in doing so contribute to the uplifting of humankind. To paraphrase the Poet Robert Browning: 'One's reach must always exceed ones grasp
else what's a Heaven for?'

Naitee Ting, Ph.D.
Biostatistics
Boehringer-Ingelheim
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Questions I Was Asked - Xiamen, China
Michael S. Waterman
Editorial: Professor Michael S. Waterman is one of
the founders and current leaders in the area of computational biology and bioinformatics. He focuses on
the creation and application of mathematics, statistics and computer science techniques to molecular biology, particularly to DNA, RNA and protein sequence
data. Professor Waterman is an elected member of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1995),
the National Academy of Sciences (2001) and the National Academy of Engineering (2012). He is also an
elected Foreign Member of the French Académie des
Sciences (2005) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(2013). He was awarded the 2015 Dan David Prize
for his contributions to the ﬁeld of bioinformatics. We
would like to thank Professor Bin Yu for her great recommendation of this article and help in acquiring the
permission from Professor Waterman.
This article summarizes the interesting and inspirational conversations between Professor Waterman and
students from Xiamen University during his summer
trip to Xiamen in 2015.

On June 19, 2015 I attended "The Conference
on Bioinformatics and Intelligent Information Processing" in Xiamen China. Xiamen is a beautiful
costal city with an impressive history, although almost anywhere in China has a long and therefore to
an American an impressive history. I gave the ﬁrst
and only non-Chinese language lecture at the conference. The conference was held in a Days Hotel
that is the Chinese hotel chain aﬃliated with Days
Inn from the USA. Whereas the USA Days Inn Motels are not luxury accommodations, this Days Hotel in Xiamen was a 4 Star establishment. It fascinates me when a company reinvents itself like this.
(Pizza Hut in China is another example of this phe48

nomenon.) In the three days I stayed in the hotel, I
saw no people who were not East Asians, and even
on Gulang Island, a famous tourist attraction, I only
saw one other non East Asian person.
Prof. Xuegong Zhang, my friend from Tsinghua
University in Beijing, was an organizer of the conference. During my visits to Tsinghua, Xuegong has
often set up meetings with groups of students. So
he suggested to faculty at Xiamen that they take advantage of my presence for a similar event. Prof.
Ying Wang from Xiamen University was the organizer. They called it a "salon" and in the evening after dinner we went to the University campus. I was
told later that due to me being an English speaker,
the faculty were concerned if any students would
attend and if they did whether they would participate by asking questions.
The session had about 50 students; they ﬁlled
the room completely. Ting Chen, my colleague
from USC for many years, began the event. He
spoke in Chinese and during the evening whenever
needed he translated questions into English and the
answers back into Chinese, although this was not
required too often. (I am embarrassingly and hopelessly deﬁcient in speaking or understanding the
Chinese language.)

The students had found my USC website and
harvested some photos in a folder labeled "Oﬀ-Job
Photos" and had some of them cycling onto a screen.
They were impressed by the outdoor photos and
had one of me with cross-country skis strapped
to my back and snowﬂakes on my down jacket
and beard which they labeled "Desert Adventure."
I think the main message they got just from looking
my website was that I have interests and activities
far outside of research and academics.
Ting spoke in Chinese at the beginning to intro© www.icsa.org
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duce me and my career, saying that after that, I'd
speak for a while and then he'd open it up for questions. In fact he did not go on too long before a hand
went up and a student said, "Excuse me, I have a
question." And this went on non-stop for the rest
of the evening. Unfortunately there is no transcript
or recording so what I describe below are just the
questions and answers I recall. All are approximations of course, and we all know how memory alters
what actually happened. It is easy for a person in
my position in such a situation to be pompous and
lofty and that may even be revealed below. I try to
be straight, direct and sincere, and not to pretend I
know things I do not.

Conversations
Joyce had two questions she had prepared and written out, and she came back later with more. The second time I told her other hands were up from people who had not asked a question and she'd have to
wait. The students all said, "No, no, let her ask!" So
we were all enjoying Joyce's participation.
Joyce: When did you know that you were a scientist?
Answer: Not until university. In the 7th grade at
12 years old, I found out something existed called
chemistry but I could not ﬁnd any good material
about any scientiﬁc topic until I got to university.

Question: How can you balance personal interests with
study and research?

Joyce: So I think you became a scientist when you were
12.

Answer: We all know people who manage this
gracefully. And there is also the balance between
family life and work. My own life is not a good
example because I have had periods for example,
where I spent all my energy on the outdoors and
hiking, and other times when I spent almost every waking hour doing research and study. This is
probably not a good example for your life, but it is
possible to go from extreme to extreme.

Answer: This was a very smart observation, because although I could not access any decent scientiﬁc text until I was at university, the knowledge
that science was out there in the world changed my
relationship with everything. "Why?," although always entirely unanswered, became a central focus
in my life.

Question: If one person takes everything as a task and
tries very hard to do things well but without much interest, is that person suitable for research?
Answer: I cannot imagine doing successful research
without a driving interest. Perhaps it would be a
better idea to ﬁnd a goal such as making money
that is desirable, and then ﬁnding ways to achieve
that. In other words ﬁnd an interest (which might
not be research). But I believe any topic we learn
enough about is interesting in the end. Often we are
not interested in something because we don't know
enough about it yet.
Question: I do not recall this question precisely but
it was about ﬁnding information for their research.
Answer: Students today are more expert on using
Google and Baidu than I ever will be! So I should
be asking you. Sorting out reliable information is an
issue and in science we should ﬁnd original sources
and study them.
About this time the one child in the room raised her
hand and said crisply, "I have a question." Actually
© www.icsa.org
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Question: Your life has been successful but there must
have been diﬃcult times. Tell us about one of them and
how you handled that.
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ness regarding food was his complete dismissal of
all Asian food.
Question: What about Gian-Carlo and Chinese food?

Answer: What a tough question! There have been
many such times, and I had to think to pick something appropriate and not too embarrassing! I
choose my masters thesis where my adviser gave
me a something to prove that was wrong in a very
uninteresting way. He was unable to suggest anything else and it was a crisis for me. Without a
masters degree, my life as I saw it developing was
blocked. Eventually I found by myself a problem
in the same area of statistics and managed to solve
it. My adviser couldn't even tell that the work was
good although others did. A few years later I published the result in a very good journal. I learned
from this that I needed to choose to be around people who were more capable!
As I said above the students found my website. On
it are a few chapters about my New Mexico experiences with two chapters about my friend, the
great mathematician Gian-Carlo Rota. In one chapter I speak of his love of fancy restaurants and good
food. I remark that I thought his greatest weak50

Answer: I could only repeat what I wrote in the
chapter. Perhaps being a sophisticated Italian and
European caused this - I cannot explain it. But he
was wrong on this.
Question: Gian-Carlo said to you, "You know too
much." What did he mean?
Answer: This one I can answer. Gian-Carlo once
proposed that we write an article explaining biology to mathematicians. I did not have time when
he proposed it but kept it in mind. Finally when
I did, he made that Rota-esque remark. What he
meant was that I had learned too much biology to
allow me to write a paper readable and useful to
those who did not know biology. It never occurred
to me that anyone would ﬁnd my telling of this story
mysterious or obscure.
Question: I enjoy life Xiamen so much, but I have not
much interest in major learning, what should I do?
© www.icsa.org
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Answer: This is a diﬃcult question for me to answer. There are many lives to live other than those
of university and research.
A student asked a question in Chinese and it took
quite a while to answer. What I said in discussion
was not satisfactory to him. His was a version of
the God question, how to reconcile religious beliefs
with science and biological theory. It was made
more awkward because my friend Ting is deeply religious and also disbelieves evolution.
Answer: I take no position on the origin of the
universe or even the origin of life. But I do believe evolution happens today and what we observe
in the living world is the result of the evolutionary process. It is captured in Dobzanzky's great
quote "Nothing in biology makes sense except in
the light of evolution." Men have selectively breed
corn, dogs, horses etc and obviously (to me at least)
we have modiﬁed biological organisms for our use.
But this was all seat of the pants guesswork until
Darwin told us how to view the world via the lens
of natural selection. That along with knowledge of
genetics and DNA sets us up for the modern understanding of the biological world. This was not
convincing either to Ting or the student. When I
pointed out that our supposedly uniquely human
traits such as tool making are shared with other animals - not that we are not diﬀerent from them - the
student mentioned having a soul as a counterexample. I did not ask for a scientiﬁc deﬁnition of the
soul. People will believe what they will and I am
ﬁne with that so long as I am able to do the same.
Question: Hard work or interests, which is more important.

Conversations
Question: How can you make enough money in the
modern world?
Answer: Money was never of great importance to
me. I want enough money to be healthy and secure,
and beyond that I just want an interesting life.
Question: Are you happy now and how about your happiness compared to that of 10 years ago?
Answer: I had to think about this one. I am happy
and contented now and probably that is not much
diﬀerent from 10 years ago. I did not think to give
one of my favorite sayings, "The secret to happiness
is low expectations."
While writing this account, I recalled more than I
thought I would and I got help from Ting, Ying and
some students. In the question about locating information about research topics I wish I had said
more. As must be clear I greatly enjoyed the spirited
and interesting exchange. A Xiamen faculty member sitting in said afterwards that 10 years ago such
an event would have had very little student participation. This is a positive sign for the students and
for China. They are actively thinking about their future and I think they will engage it creatively. Just
to be alive and actively engaged with the world is a
great prize, as I tried to say, and there is no formula
for a great life!

Michael S. Waterman, Ph.D.
University Professor
Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences
University of Southern California

Answer: Both!

© www.icsa.org
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Scientiﬁc Writing
Hans Rudolf Künsch
As a reader of this column, your mother tongue is
most presumably Chinese. This gives you a substantial disadvantage when you have to communicate results of your work or submit a research proposal. Besides reasons related to the content of a
manuscript, also careless preparation or poor use
of English often lead to rejection in the peer review
process. This disadvantage is not only towards native English speakers, but also to those with French,
Spanish or German as mother tongue since these
languages share many words and grammatical concepts with English.
Writing papers involves many phases. Typically, you start with a brainstorming phase where
you collect all your ideas, search for additional literature, look for examples, check your proofs, consider which notation to use, decide about where
to submit, etc. In this phase, you need not care
about grammar or style - perfectionism is a danger
that takes your attention away from the important
things. In the next phase, you produce a coherent
ﬁrst draft. Now the logical ﬂow of your arguments
is important, and language is essential to help the
reader see how the ideas and concepts connect. If
this is clear to yourself, writing will become easier.
Too much perfectionism is however still a danger
that gets you stuck at a minor issue. The third phase
is editing where feedback from colleagues or a mentor, self-criticism and perfectionism are important.
Nobody becomes a good writer overnight, you
have to get training and help.
Most universities have some scientiﬁc writing courses, and
also NISS/ASA/IMS oﬀer such an opportunity at
the JSM. Check http://www.amstat.org/mee
tings/jsm/2016/psd.cfm in March for opportunities this year.
In addition, there are many useful tools available on the web. Here is a partial and subjective
list:
• http://www.oxforddictionaries.com
/
An authoritative and comprehensive EnglishEnglish dictionary online. Includes a thesaurus (collection of synonyms).
• http://www.ozdic.com/
A collocation dictionary of general English. If
you are uncertain which preposition a word
takes, which adjectives are frequently used
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with a certain noun, or which noun and verb
combinations sound acceptable, this is the
page to visit.
• http://www.springerexemplar.com/
Searches all Springer's online publication
archives and presents your word or phrase
in its immediate context, along with information about frequency by country, etc. Use this
to check collocations, especially for scientiﬁc
terms.
• http://cn.linguee.com/
A useful resource for translating; the site
presents translations in context, so you can see
who uses which translation of your term and
how.
• https://owl.english.purdue.edu/s
itemap/
A large resource for general academic writing,
including some good advice about punctuation, etc.
• http://www.oxfordlearnersdiction
aries.com/wordlist/english/academ
ic/
A list of most used words in academic texts
that can help you to extend your vocabulary
for scientiﬁc writing.
• https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/
transw.html
Gives an overview of transition words that
connect one idea to the next.
If writing English is diﬃcult for you, avoid the
trap of plagiarism. When you believe that someone
else has explained an idea so much better than you
ever could, or when you have spent a lot of time
and eﬀort for writing the introduction to your last
paper, copying this material into your draft seems
most eﬃcient. However, this is not acceptable without the use of quotation marks and appropriate reference. If you just make some trivial modiﬁcations
to hide that you copied this material, it becomes
worse. Since many journals now use some plagiarism detection software, the chance to be caught is
high.
Another way to improve your writing skills is to
read English also in your free time. Popular science
books are particularly suitable since they use a style
that is similar to academic writing and the authors
© www.icsa.org
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often have a talent to explain concepts in simple language. Something will stick if you read regularly,
and it can also be fun.
If you are despairing about the diﬃculties to
write good English, you can console yourself that
it is suﬃcient to explain rational concepts in a logical way. There is no need to use poetry or humour
in a scientiﬁc paper. Still, Asians are able to achieve
even such higher levels of mastery of the English
language, as illustrated by the following story about
Okakura Kakuzo (1862-1913), a Japanese art scholar
and writer. In 1903 he was visiting Boston together
with three Japanese painters, and one day when
they walked through the streets of Boston in their
traditional clothes, he was asked by an American

Terence's Stuﬀ
"What sort of 'nese are you people? Are you Chinese, or Japanese, or Javanese?". Okakura replied
"We are Japanese gentlemen. But what kind of 'key
are you? Are you a Yankee, or a donkey, or a monkey?"

Hans Rudolf Künsch, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Seminar für Statistik
ETH Zürich
Switzerland

Memoirs
Terry Speed
Editorial: Professor Terry Speed has made seminal contributions to bioinformatics, statistical genetics,
analysis of designed experiments, graphical models and
Bayes networks. He has been recognized internationally as THE expert on the analysis of microarray data.
In 2013, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society
and received the Australian Prime Minister’s Prize for
Science. Professor Speed was the President of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 2004. We would
like to express our appreciation to Professor Bin Yu for
her initial idea and help in reprinting Professor Speed’s
IMS Bulletin column and to the ICSA President MeiLing Ting Lee and the Past President Wei Shen for
their strong support to the column.

published Reminiscences of a Statistician: The company I kept. I thought it was a delight. Intimate portraits are presented of over 60 mathematicians and
statisticians, one of whom was Pao-Lu Hsu (Xu Baolu), without doubt the greatest mathematical statistician to come from China.

This is a reprint from a memorial article about Professor Pao-Lu Hsu published in the IMS Bulletin (Volume 37, Issue 5, June 2008) with authors’ permission.
Since 2012, the ICSA Pao-Lu Hsu Award has been presented to an individual under the age of 50, who makes
inﬂuential and fundamental contributions to any ﬁeld
of statistics and probability, and exempliﬁes Hsu’s deep
involvement in developing statistics and probability research with signiﬁcant impact on education.
I have always enjoyed reading memoirs, biographies and obituaries, and I really like the "conversations" series in Statistical Science. I'm curious about
peoples' experiences: where they came from, what
they did, what they went through, and where they
ended up. Recently my colleague Erich Lehmann
© www.icsa.org

Hsu was born in 1910 in Peking, into a family from the lake city of Hangzhou, where the ﬁrst
meeting of IMS China took place. The bare facts of
his life are readily available, for example, in a short
note in the Annals published nine years after his
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Terence's Stuﬀ
death in Beijing in 1970, and in a few other places. A
translation of a tribute written by two of his Peking
University mathematical colleagues and contemporaries for a memorial meeting after his death, can
also be found in his Collected Papers. These appeared
in 1982, edited by his student Kai Lai Chung. More
can be found in the biography Neyman by Constance
Reid, in remarks by Kai Lai Chung in the Collected
Papers and in his own book Chance & Choice: Memorabilia, and in a few other places, such as Statistical
Science "conversations".
Hsu was a mathematician, probabilist and
mathematical statistician of great power and versatility. Neyman ranked him alongside Wald, and after looking at his papers, one must agree. The depth
and breadth of his contributions are truly impressive. He obtained his BSc degree at Tsinghua University in 1933, after which he worked for two years
as an assistant at Peking University. He then went
to England, spending the period 1936-40 at University College, London, studying under Neyman, at
the same time visiting Cambridge, presumably to
study more mathematics. He took a University of
London PhD in 1938, and a DSc in 1939, and, according to Neyman, then spent a year with Hademard in Paris before returning to China in 1940.
The Sino-Japanese War had broken out in 1937, and
Peking University had moved to Kunming, in Yunnan province, so Hsu went there. Among others,
he taught Kai Lai Chung, who later wrote, "Some
of the old [mathematical] volumes ... were kept in
caves to preserve them from air raids. (We did not
actually live in caves, but frequently had to run to
them for hours at a stretch under raids or alerts.)"
During World War 2, in his letter to Neyman, who
by then was in Berkeley, Hsu mentioned starvation. Neyman worked hard get Hsu to visit him,
and when this ﬁnally happened, it was a joint visit:
a semester at Berkeley, to be followed by one at
Columbia with Hotelling, Wald and others. Hsu
arrived in the summer of 1945, and taught during
the Fall semester. Among other things, he gave
Erich Lehmann his PhD thesis topic, and took part
in the First Berkeley Symposium on Probability and
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Statistics. After his semester in Columbia, where he
started as thesis advisor to Al Bowker, he moved
with Hotelling to Chapel Hill, and spent the next
year there. Bowker followed.
In 1947 Hsu departed for China once more, permanently. He left behind a very strong and positive impression, and some lecture notes that were to
inspire Ingram Olkin and Walter Deemer to write
a paper. They could only get in touch with Hsu
via E.S. Pearson in England, for the United States
did not have any relations with China and so letters could not be sent directly from one place to the
other. Eventually he replied, saying he did not want
to be a co-author, but did want to include a few lines
at the end. This communication seems to be the last
between Hsu and anyone in the US.
In 1969, Neyman was planning the Sixth Berkeley Symposium, and wondered what had become
of Hsu. No-one there had heard from him since he
returned to his native land in 1947. Shortly after
that Symposium, Neyman made an eﬀort to contact
Hsu, only to learn that he had died in 1970. The only
account of his last 23 years in China is that given
by his Beijing colleagues in his Collected Papers. We
learn of chronic tuberculosis soon after he returned
to China, of his hospitalization, and his refusal to
go overseas to recuperate. We are told that he continued his teaching and research from his home, on
a very wide range of topics, and that he was a devoted and beloved teacher. It is clear that he suffered greatly during the Cultural Revolution, and
died before it ended.
We should remember and honor Pao-Lu Hsu as
one of the giants of our ﬁeld.
Terry Speed, Ph.D.
Professor and Lab Head
Bioinformatics Division
Walter & Eliza Hall Institute of
Medical Research
Parkville, Victoria
Australia
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2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium
Committees
Executive Committee
• Yichuan Zhao, Chair of Organizing Committee and Program Committee, Co-Chair of Local Committee, Georgia State University
• Zhezhen Jin, Program Book Committee Chair,
Columbia University
• Jian Chen, Local Committee Co-Chair, Suntrust, Atlanta
• Nelson Chen, Treasurer, Emory University
• Yi Li, Student Paper Award Committee Chair,
University of Michigan
• Peter Song, Short Course Committee Chair,
University of Michigan
• Gang Li, Fund Raising Committee Chair,
Johnson & Johnson

Local Committee
• Jian Chen, Co-Chair, Suntrust, Atlanta
• Yichuan Zhao, Co-Chair, Georgia State University
• Nelson Chen, Treasurer, Emory University
• Jie Chen, Georgia Regents University
• Yijuan Hu, Emory University
• Ping Ma, University of Georgia
• Yajun Mei, Georgia Institute of Technology
• Sherry Ni, Kennesaw State University
• Jing Zhang, Georgia State University

Program Committee
• Yichuan Zhao, Chair, Georgia State University
• Li-Shan Huang, National Tsinghua University, Taiwan
• Xiaoming Huo, Georgia Institute of Technology
• Qi Jiang, Amgen
• Gang Li, University of California, Los Angeles
• Mei-Ling Ting Lee, University of Maryland,
College Park
• Aiyi Liu, National Institutes of Health
• Shiyao Liu, Genentech
• Qi Long, Emory University
• Wenbin Lu, North Carolina State University
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Xiaolong Luo, Celgene
James Pan, Janssen R&D
Liang Peng, Georgia State University
Yongming Qu, Eli Lilly and Company
Fei Tan, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Tony Sun, University of Missouri
Haonan Wang, Colorado State University
Samuel Wu, University of Florida
Yujun Wu, Sanoﬁ
Li-an Xu, Bristol-Myers-Squibb
Yunling Xu, FDA
Bo Yang, Vertex
Lijian Yang, Suzhou University
Lilly Yue, FDA
Wei Zhang, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Yunpeng Zhao, George Mason University
Jin-Ting Zhang, National University of Singapore
Jun Zhao, Abbvie
Hongjian Zhu, University of Texas School of
Public Health

Program Book Committee
• Zhezhen Jin, Chair, Columbia University
• Xiaoyi Min, Georgia State University
• Yunxiao Chen (student), Columbia University

Student Paper Award Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yi Li, Chair, University of Michigan
Guang Cheng, Purdue University
Yixin Fang, New York University
Haoda Fu, Eli Lilly and Company
Steve Qin, Emory University
Hongkun Wang, Georgetown University

Short Course Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peter Song, Chair, University of Michigan
Yi Pan, CDC
Limin Peng, Emory University
Lihong Qi, University of California, Davis
Song Yang, NIH
Zhigang Zhang, Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center
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Fund Raising Committee
•
•
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•

Gang Li, Chair, Johnson & Johnson
Jason Liao, Novartis
Zhaoling Meng, Sanoﬁ
Hongliang Shi, Blueprint Medicines
Li Zhu, Amgen
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Webmaster
• Conference Web
Haitao Huang and Tu Tran, Georgia State University
• ICSA Web
Chengsheng Jiang, University of Maryland,
College Park

Shortcourses at 2016 ICSA Applied
Statistics Symposium
There will be 3 one-day shortcourses and 6 halfday shortcourses at the 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics
Symposium:
1. Quantile Regression Methods for Applied
Statistics (Marco Geraci); one day.
2. Advancing Drug Development through Precision Medicine and Innovative Adaptive Designs: Concepts, Rationale, and Case Studies (Sandeep Menon, Weidong Zhang & Jing
Wang); one day.
3. Applied Nonlinear Statistical Methods (Timothy E. O'Brien); one day.
4. Statistical Methods and Software for Multivariate Meta-Analysis (Haitao Chu & Yong
Chen); half day.
5. Analysis of Complex Omics Data using
System-Based Approaches (Shuangge Ma);
half day.
6. Applied Meta-Analysis Using R (Yan Ma &
Ding-Geng Chen); half day.
7. Noninferiority Testing in Clinical Trials: Issues and Challenges (Tie-Hua Ng); half day.
8. Propensity Scores and Causal Inference (Wei
Pan & Haiyan Bai); half day.
9. Analysis of Large and Complex Networks
(Zheng Tracy Ke); half day.

Quantile Regression Methods for
Applied Statistics
Presenter: Marco Geraci, University of South Carolina.
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Course Length: One day
Outline/Description: Quantile regression (QR) is a
statistical technique for the analysis of conditional
quantile functions -- models in which quantiles of
the conditional distribution of the response variable
(e.g., the median or the 5th centile) are modeled as
functions of a set of predictors. QR is capable of
handling complex eﬀects on the location, scale and
shape of a distribution. Unlike mean regression, no
parametric assumption about the shape of the error
distribution is needed.
This course will provide an introduction to principles of and methods for QR analysis. It will
cover the basics as well as more advanced methods (models for count and binary data, clustered
data, transformation-based models for nonlinear
and bounded responses). Problems will be motivated by applications in diﬀerent ﬁelds, including epidemiology and clinical research (e.g., growth
charts modeling, assessment of quantile treatment
eﬀects). Examples with data analyses will be illustrated using R software.
References:
• R. Koenker (2005). Quantile Regression, New
York: Cambridge University Press.
• L. Hao and D. Q. Naiman (2007). Quantile Regression, London: SAGE.
About the Presenter: Dr. Geraci is Associate Professor of Biostatistics at the University of South
Carolina (USC). His research interests are in quantile inference, random-eﬀects models, missing data,
and statistical computing. He taught courses on
quantile regression at University College London,
the Royal Statistical Society (RSS) and USC, and
© www.icsa.org
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gave seminars on related topics in numerous universities. Dr Geraci has published peer-reviewed
articles in statistics, cancer epidemiology, physical activity, gastroenterology, nuclear medicine and
higher education. He is the developer of Linear
Quantile Mixed Models (LQMM), that is, QR models for clustered data. He also authored three statistical software packages, including lqmm, an R package for LQMM methods, and Qtools, a collection
of utilities for quantile inference. In 2010, Dr Geraci
was awarded Chartered Statistician by the RSS. He
is Statistical Editor for the Journal of Child Health Care
(SAGE Publications) and member of the Editorial
Board for the magazine Signiﬁcance (Wiley on behalf of the RSS and the American Statistical Association).

Advancing Drug Development
through Precision Medicine and
Innovative Adaptive Designs:
Concepts, Rationale, and Case
Studies
Presenters: Sandeep Menon, Weidong Zhang,
Pﬁzer, Inc.; and Jing Wang, Gilead Siences, Inc.
Course Length: One day
Outline/Description:
Precision medicine has
paved the way for a new era of delivering tailored
treatment options to patients according to their biological proﬁles. In combination with innovative
adaptive design, this has presented drug developers unprecedented opportunities to engage novel
thinking to accelerate drug discovery. In the ﬁrst
part of this course, step-by-step introductions to
basic biology and genetics will be presented, and is
followed by overviews of cutting edge technologies
such as microarray and next generation sequencing
technologies that have been widely used to generate omics data. Built on the basic knowledge of
biology and omics data, key concepts of precision
medicine studies and strategies of how in practice
this novel approach can be applied to drug discovery will be discussed. In addition, statistical considerations and challenges posed in omics data such
as data normalization, statistical modeling and interpretation will also be discussed. Examples are
case studies from the instructors' work and from
medical literature. The second part of this course
will introduce a few concepts on Adaptive and
Bayesian Designs focusing on biomarker-adaptive
approach that utilize biomarker information that
© www.icsa.org

may be identiﬁed from precision medicine studies.
Bayesian methods for design and monitoring for
randomized clinical trials will be presented.
Reference: Modern Approaches to Clinical Trials
Using SAS: Classical, Adaptive, and Bayesian Methods.
About the Presenters: Dr. Weidong Zhang is a
trained statistician and a statistical geneticist. At
Pﬁzer, he leads the eﬀorts in precision medicine
and clinical biomarker study focusing on omics
data. In addition, he is a lead statistician in multiple Phase 1 and Phase 2 clinical programs. Weidong is passionate about drug discovery and precision medicine. His research interest focuses on developing new statistical methods in biomarker discovery and precision medicine studies using high
throughput omics data generated from cutting edge
technologies including next-generation sequencing
technology. He obtained his PhD degree in Statistical Genetics and MS degree in Statistics both from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Dr. Sandeep Menon is currently the Vice President and Head of the Statistical Research and Consulting Center at Pﬁzer Inc. and also holds adjunct faculty positions at Boston University and
Tufts University School of Medicine. His group, located at diﬀerent Pﬁzer sites globally, provides scientiﬁc and statistical leadership and consultation to
the Global Head of Statistics and senior Pﬁzer management in discovery, clinical development, legal,
commercial, and marketing.
Dr. Jing Wang received her PhD degree in biostatistics at Boston University in 2013. She is currently a senior biostatistician at Gilead Sciences, Inc.
At Gilead, she has participated in the NDA submission for Fixed-Dose Combination of Sofosbuvir/Velpatasvir for Treatment of Hepatitis C as a
lead biostatistician, and she is currently working on
several global Phase 3 studies for HCV treatment.
Her research interests are in adaptive designs, personalized medicine and multi-regional clinical trial
designs. She has published her work in multiple
statistical journals and books.

Applied
Methods

Nonlinear

Statistical

Presenter: Timothy E. O'Brien, Loyola University
Chicago.
Course Length: One day
Outline/Description: Researchers often recognize
that nonlinear regression models are more applica57
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ble for modelling their physical and medical processes than are linear ones for several important reasons. Nonlinear models usually ﬁt their data well
and often in a more parsimonious manner (typically
with far fewer model parameters). Also, nonlinear models and the corresponding model parameters are usually more scientiﬁcally meaningful. But
selecting an eﬃcient experimental design; choosing, ﬁtting and interpreting an appropriate nonlinear model; and deriving and interpreting conﬁdence intervals for key model parameters present
practitioners with fundamental and important challenges.
This course covers linear regression and generalized linear models (e.g. logistic regression), Gaussian nonlinear models, and generalized nonlinear
models, focusing on applications. Illustrations are
given from bioassay, relative potency and drug or
similar compound synergy useful in biomedical (including pharmacokinetics) and environmental sciences (including toxicology). Caveats are discussed
regarding convergence, diagnostics, and the inadequacy of standard (Wald) conﬁdence intervals provided by most software packages. Extensions to bivariate situations (e.g., for both eﬃcacy and safety
of drugs) and censored (survival) analysis are also
provided, as are implications for experimental design. Implementation using the SAS and R statistical software packages is discussed.
Reference: O'Brien, T.E., Intermediate Methods
in Applied Statistics and Biostatistics, forthcoming
Springer text.
About the Presenter: Tim O'Brien is a tenured professor and graduate director at Loyola University
Chicago. He is a four-time Fulbright awardee, Loyola Master Teacher awardee, Best Paper awardee,
and 2011-12 Jeﬀerson Science Fellow (US State
Dept., USAID), and a member of ASA, ENAR, RSS
(elected) and ISI (elected). His PhD dissertation
(NCSU, 1993) and research focuses on robust optimal design, generalized and normal nonlinear
modelling especially in assessing potency and synergies, and predictive analytics. Dr. O'Brien has
published over 50 research articles and book chapters, and engages in extensive statistical consulting
in industry (Amgen, BMS, BASF, Chiron, Glaxo,
J&J, Janssen, Novartis), research institutes (IDI,
INRA, INSERM, NIH, USAID), national and international universities, and various I/NGO's (Battelle, PHPT). Chosen as an American Statistical Association Travelling Short Course, this course has
been given 21 times in 12 countries to over 650 participants.
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Statistical Methods and Software
for Multivariate Meta-Analysis
Presenters: Haitao Chu, University of Minnesota,
and Yong Chen, University of Pennsylvania.
Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: Comparative eﬀectiveness
research is aiming at informing health care decisions concerning the beneﬁts and risks of diﬀerent diagnosis and treatment options. The growing
number of assessment instruments and treatment
options for a given condition, as well as the rapid
escalation in their costs, has generated the increasing need for scientiﬁcally rigorous comparisons of
diagnostic tests and multiple treatments in clinical
practice via multivariate meta-analysis. The overall
goal of this short course is to give an overview of the
cutting-edge and robust multivariate meta-analysis
methods to enhance the consistency, applicability,
and generalizability for meta-analysis of diagnostic
tests and multiple treatment comparisons. A number of case studies with detailed annotated SAS and
R codes will be presented.
The outline is as follows: (1) Methods and
Software for Meta-analysis of Diagnostic Tests (2
hours): (a) When the reference test can be considered as a gold standard (1 hour): Bivariate general linear mixed and generalized linear mixed
models; Trivariate model that accounts for disease prevalence; Alternative parameterizations; (b)
When the reference test cannot be considered as
a gold standard (1 hour): Random eﬀects models; Bayesian HROC Models; Uniﬁcation of the previous two models. (2) Methods and Software for
Meta-analysis of Multiple Treatments Comparisons
(2 hour): (a) Contrast-based network meta-analysis:
(1 hour); (b) Arm-based network meta-analysis: (1
hour).
Reference: It will be based on co-instructors' recent
multiple publications.
About the Presenters: Dr. Chu's methodology
research focuses on comparative eﬀectiveness research, meta-analysis and diagnostic test accuracy
studies, and he has been working on meta-analysis
for more than ten years. He has published over 125
peer-reviewed manuscripts, including over 25 on
systematic reviews and meta-analysis in top ranked
statistical and medical journals such as JASA, Biometrics, SIM, SMMR, Clinical Trials, JNCI, AIDS
and AJE, and coauthored three R packages pcnetmeta, mmeta and xmeta. Dr. Chu's research on
meta-analysis has been supported by FDA, AHRQ,
NIAID, NIDCR and NLM.
© www.icsa.org
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Dr. Yong Chen has been working on the ﬁeld
of meta-analysis since 2008. He has published over
50 peer-reviewed manuscripts, including 15 on statistical methods for meta-analysis in top statistical journals such as Biometrics, JRSS-C, SIM and
SMMR. He is one of the main contributors R mmeta
and xmeta. His research has been supported by
both AHRQ and NIH.

Analysis of Complex Omics Data
using System-Based Approaches
Presenter: Shuangge Ma, Yale University
Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: Omics data on complex
diseases are now commonly encountered by researchers in academia, biopharmaceutical companies, and government agencies. They are featured
with extremely high dimensionality and complex
interconnections among measurements, and are a
unique but popular type of big data. For the analysis of complex omics data, classic statistical approaches, which focus on individual and groups of
variables, are insuﬃcient. Instead, it is necessary
to take a system perspective. In the recent literature, system-based methods have been developed,
however, have not been systematically introduced.
This short course targets to ﬁll this gap. In this
course, I will survey the newly developed systembased methods for the analysis of complex omics
data, with an emphasis on methodological development and applications. Topics to be covered will include: (1) Background of omics data, with brief discussions on experiments (that generate such data),
data collection, processing, and management. (2)
A brief survey of the existing methods; Discussions
on their insuﬃciency. (3) System-based analysis approaches: (3.a) Principle of system-based analysis;
(3.b) Multiple system-based methods that address
diﬀerent aspects of omics data analysis. There will
be an emphasis on network-based analysis. Both
single-layer and multiplex network analysis methods will be discussed; (3.c) Brief discussions on implementations, software packages, and examples;
(3.d) Pros and cons of system-based analysis approaches. (4) Discussions on unsolved problems
and future directions.
Reference: Slides and reading materials will also be
made available.
About the Presenter: Shuangge Ma is associate
professor of biostatistics. He is a Fellow of ASA
and Elected Member of ISI. His research interests
© www.icsa.org
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include genetic epidemiology, statistical genetics,
semiparametric analysis, and survival analysis. He
has published over 100 journal articles, 14 abstracts,
and 2 books. He has oﬀered over 100 presentations at major conferences and university seminars.
He has been conducting research on the analysis
of omics data for over ten years. On the systembased analysis, he has published in Bioinformatics,
Genetic Epidemiology, Annals of Statistics, Briefings in Bioinformatics, BMC Medical Genomics,
and other journals.

Applied Meta-Analysis Using R
Presenters: Yan Ma, The George Washington University, and Ding-Geng (Din) Chen, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: Meta-analysis is the art and
science of synthesizing information from diverse
sources to draw a more eﬀective inference. With rising cost of medical and health research, many clinical studies are carried out with small sample sizes
resulting in low power for detecting clinically useful eﬀect size. This phenomenon has increased the
chance of producing conﬂicting results from diﬀerent studies. By pooling the estimated eﬀect sizes
from each of the component studies through metaanalytic methods, information from larger number of patients and increased power is expected.
Because of its important impact, choice of methods for performing meta-analysis has come under
scrutiny and development of novel methods and
software has become a rapidly growing ﬁeld. This
half-day short course is then designed to present
an overview of meta-analysis from the theoretical
meta-analysis models to their implementations in
the popular public available free software R with a
variety of examples. These examples are compiled
from real applications in medical and public health
literature and the analyses are illustrated by a stepby-step fashion using appropriate R packages and
functions. Topics to be discussed will include:
(1) An overview of systematic review and metaanalysis with examples of published meta-analyses
in medicine. (2) An introduction of R packages for
meta-analysis. (3) Fixed-eﬀects and random-eﬀects
meta-analysis and statistical methods for identifying and quantifying between-study heterogeneity.
(4) Meta-analysis for continuous data and binary
data (odds ratio, risk ratio and risk diﬀerence). (5)
Meta-analysis for rare events: continuity correction
and methods without using continuity correction.
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(6) Reporting guidelines. This course is designed
to familiarize attendees with statistical techniques
and R packages speciﬁc to meta-analysis and enable them to follow the logic and R implementation to analyze their own research data. Prior programming knowledge of R is a plus but not required
for this course. All course contents are covered in
the two books written by the instructors: "Applied
Meta-Analysis Using R" and "Innovative Statistical
Methods for Public Health Research".
References:
• Chen D, Peace KE. Applied Meta-Analysis
with R. Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics
Series, 2013.
• Ma Y, Zhang W, Chen D. Meta-analytic Methods for Public Health Research. Innovative Statistical Methods for Public Health Research. Springer ICSA Book Series in Statistics
(Chen D and Wilson J Eds, 2015).
About the Presenters: Dr. Yan Ma is an Associate Professor of Biostatistics at the George Washington University and was an Assistant Professor
at Weill Medical College of Cornell University. He
has published over 80 peer-reviewed papers and recently received an R01 award from AHRQ for development of statistical methods and health disparities research. In 2010, he was a recipient of Statistics in Epidemiology Young Investigator Award by
the American Statistical Association. In 2012, Dr.
Ma and his collaborators won the esteemed Team
Science Award from the Association for Clinical
Research Training, American Federation for Medical Research, Association for Patient Oriented Research, and Society for Clinical and Translational
Science. Dr. Ma has been invited to give research
talks for his work in meta-analysis at several national conferences and academic institutions. He
developed and taught a new course "Applied metaanalysis with R"� at the George Washington University and recently published with Dr. Chen together
a book chapter on meta-analysis in Springer/ICSA
Book Series in Statistics.
Dr. Din Chen is Wallace H. Kuralt Distinguished
Professor at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and was the Karl E. Peace endowed eminent scholar chair in biostatistics at Georgia Southern University. He has more than 100 referred professional publications and co-authored six books
on clinical trial methodology and public health applications. Professor Chen was honored with the
``Award of Recognition" in 2014 by the Deming
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Conference Committee for highly successful advanced biostatistics workshop tutorials at 4 successive Deming conferences on 4 diﬀerent books that
he has written or co-edited. In 2013, he was invited to give a short course at the twentieth Annual Biopharmaceutical Applied Statistics Symposium (BASS XX, 2013) for his contribution in metaanalysis and received a "Plaque of Honor" for his
short course.

Noninferiority Testing in Clinical
Trials: Issues and Challenges
Presenter: Tie-Hua Ng, Food and Drug Administration.
Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: The objective of a noninferiority (NI) trial is to show that the test treatment
or the experimental treatment is not inferior to the
standard therapy or the active control by a small
margin known as the NI margin. This short course
elaborates the rationale of choosing the NI margin
as a small fraction of the therapeutic eﬀect of the active control as compared to placebo in testing of the
NI hypothesis of the mean diﬀerence with a continuous outcome. This NI margin is closely related to
M1 and M2, the NI margins discussed in the FDA
draft guidance on NI clinical trials issued in March
of 2010.
This short course also covers fundamental concepts related to NI trials, such as assay sensitivity,
constancy assumption, discounting and preservation. As time permits, this short course (i) explains
the diﬀerences between ﬁxed-margin and synthesis
methods, (ii) addresses the issues of switching between superiority and noninferiority, (iii) discusses
gold-standard design and the equivalency of three
or more treatment groups, (iv) investigates the roles
of intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses, and
(v) presents an extended example of thrombolytic
therapies.
Reference: Ng, T-H. (2014). Noninferiority Testing
in Clinical Trials: Issues and Challenges. Boca Raton, FL: Chapman & Hall/CRC.
(http://www.crcpress.com/product/isb
n/9781466561496)
About the Presenter: Tie-Hua Ng, Ph.D. (Statistics from the University of Iowa in 1980) held several positions before joining the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1987. He left the FDA in
1990 to work for the Henry M. Jackson Foundation.
© www.icsa.org
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In 1995, he returned to the FDA, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER). He is currently a team leader supporting the Oﬃce of Blood
Research and Review within CBER. Over the past
23 years, he had made numerous presentations at
professional meetings and published extensively in
the area of active controlled/noninferiority studies.
He oﬀered four half-day short courses from 2009
through 2012. As a result of these eﬀorts, he is the
sole author of a book entitled "Noninferiority Testing in Clinical Trials: Issues and Challenges"� published in December 2014.

Propensity Scores and Causal Inference
Presenters: Wei Pan, Duke University, and Haiyan
Bai, University of Central Florida.

courses on propensity score methods at national
conventions of major professional associations.
Dr. Haiyan Bai is an Associate Professor of
Quantitative Research Methodology at the University of Central Florida. Her interests include
propensity score analysis, resampling methods, research design, measurement and evaluation, and
the applications of statistical methods in the educational and behavioral sciences. She has published
a book on resampling methods as well as numerous articles in refereed journals, and has served on
the editorial boards of several journals. Dr. Bai
has also given over 10 professional development
courses and organized many workshops on propensity score methods at national and international
conferences.

Analysis of Large and Complex
Networks

Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: Based on the causal inference
framework, through lectures and hands-on activities, this shot course will introduce basic concepts
of propensity score methods, including matching,
stratiﬁcation, and weighting; and the use of R packages such as MatchIt. Packages of propensity score
methods in SAS, Stata, and SPSS will be also brieﬂy
introduced. This course is appropriate for applied statisticians in industries, government, and
academia. Participants will learn why and when we
need propensity score methods for making causal
inference from observational studies on big data
and how to perform propensity score methods using available software packages on samples from
large-scale national databases.
Reference: Pan, W., & Bai, H. (Eds.). (2015).
Propensity score analysis: Fundamentals and developments. New York, NY: The Guilford Press.
About the Presenters: Dr. Wei Pan is an Associate
Professor and Director of the Research Design and
Statistics Core in the School of Nursing at Duke University. His research work focuses on causal inference (propensity score analysis, resampling, power
and eﬀect size); advanced statistical modeling (multilevel, structural, and longitudinal); meta-analysis;
psychometrics; and their applications in the social,
behavioral, and health sciences. He has published
numerous referred journal articles on both methodological and applied research studies and edited a
book, entitled "Propensity Score Analysis: Fundamentals and Developments."� Dr. Pan has also organized and taught many professional development
© www.icsa.org

Presenter: Zheng Tracy Ke, University of Chicago.
Course Length: Half day
Outline/Description: The emergence of large online social networks (e.g., FaceBook, LinkedIn) has
motivated a great deal of research interest in network data analysis. This short course gives an
overview of frontier problems and methods for
large networks, especially large social networks.
1. Overview of the area of social networks. Identify interesting scientiﬁc problems. Discuss
potential scientiﬁc impacts.
2. Models/methods/theory. Review static and
dynamic network models (with a focus on
the stochastic block model and its variants).
Overview recent methods for problems such
as community detection and link prediction
(e.g., the method SCORE for community detection). Discuss theory and mathematical
tools.
3. Real data analysis. Showcase and discuss a
data set of the coauthorship and citation networks of statisticians. It is based on about
60,000 published papers in 20 top statistics
journals in 1980-2015.
References:
• E. Kolaczyk and C. Gabor (2014). Statistical
analysis of network data with R. Springer.
• A. Goldenberg, et al. (2010). A survey of
statistical network models. Foundations and
Trends in Machine Learning.
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• P. Ji and J. Jin (2016). Coauthorship and Citation Networks for Statisticians. Annals of Applied Statistics, to appear.
• M. Newman (2010). Networks: an introduction. Oxford University Press.
About the Presenter: Dr. Ke is currently Assistant
Professor of University of Chicago, Department of
Statistics. In collaboration with Pengsheng Ji (Uni-
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veristy of Georgia) and Jiashun Jin (Carnegie Mellon University), she is collecting and cleaning a data
set of coauthor/citation relationship of statisticians.
The project has two phases. In Phase I, Ji and Jin
have collected a smaller data set (4 journals in a 10year period), and the results will appear in Annals
of Applied Statistics as a discussion paper. In Phase
II, the team will collect a data set 15-20 times larger
than that of Phase I.

2016 ICSA Student Paper Awards and
Travel Grants
The 2016 Applied Statistics Symposium by the International Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA)
will be held on June 12-15, 2016 at Hyatt Regency
Downtown Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia. This will be
the 25th annual symposium for ICSA.
To encourage student members of ICSA to participate and to share their research at the Symposium, ICSA will oﬀer Student Paper Awards and
Travel Grants for outstanding student papers.
Qualiﬁcation: The applicant must be an ICSA
member at the time of manuscript submission, a
doctoral degree candidate in any term during the
academic year of 2015-2016 at an accredited institute, and be able to register and present the research
work at the 2016 Applied Statics Symposium.
Manuscript Requirement: Manuscript should be
prepared double spaced using Biometrics or JASA
guidelines for authors. Excluding tables and ﬁgures, the manuscript must be no more than 20
pages, with at least one-inch for all margins and
no smaller than 12-point font. The research work
must be relevant to application in a variety of ﬁelds
including biomedicine, ﬁnance, business, etc. The
manuscript may be co-authored with a faculty advisor and/or a small number of collaborators, but
the student must be the leading author.
Submission of Manuscript: Manuscript should
be received no later than March 15, 2016. The submission should include:
• A cover letter;
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• A separate title page with author(s), institutional aﬃliation, mailing address, phone/fax
numbers and email address;
• A separate page of abstract;
• A blind copy of the manuscripts without author information or aﬃliation;
• A copy of the ICSA membership application
form for non-members. (Membership application/renew forms can be found from ht
tp://www.icsa.org.)
All materials should be packaged into one .zip
ﬁle and sent by email to ICSA Student Award Committee at yili@med.umich.edu.
Withdraw and Disqualiﬁcation: Applicants are
free to withdraw their submissions at any time.
However, if the same paper is also submitted for
other competitions and wins other award(s) before the ICSA announces the winners for the symposium, the author should notify the committee
timely and withdraw the paper.
Review and Selection Process: Members of
the Student Award Committee will receive blind
manuscripts from the Committee Chair and review
them based on the following criteria:
• The manuscript should be well motivated by
an application to the speciﬁc ﬁeld(s);
• The methodology developed should be applicable to the motivating problem. Inclusion of
an application to a practical study will be favorably considered;
© www.icsa.org
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• Organization and clarity of the presentation
will be considered as well.
Awards: Up to eight student award winners (ﬁve
Student Travel Awards, one Jiann-Ping Hsu Pharmaceutical and Regulatory Sciences Student Paper
Award, and two ASA biopharmaceutical Awards)
will be selected. Each winner will receive a plaque,
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an award for travel and registration reimbursement
up to $1,000 or a cash award of $550, whichever
is bigger, as well as a free registration for a short
course. Winners will be notiﬁed around April 30,
2016.
Student Award Committee Chair: Yi Li, University of Michigan, yili@med.umich.edu.

The 10th ICSA International Conference
Young Researcher Travel Awards
The 10th ICSA International Conference will be
held from Monday, December 19 to Thursday, December 22, 2016 at Xuhui campus of Shanghai Jiao
Tong University, Shanghai, China. For more detailed information, please visit the conference website at http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conf
erence/2016icsa/.
Young researcher participation is a signiﬁcant
component of the 10th ICSA international conference. To encourage young researchers to participate and share their research at the conference, the
conference program committee will oﬀer Young Researcher Travel Awards.
Sponsors: In addition to International Chinese
Statistical Association (ICSA), the award is cosponsored by American Statistical Association
(ASA), the International Society for Biopharmaceutical Statistics (ISBS), and International Society for
Bayesian Analysis (ISBA).
Qualiﬁcation: (i) The applicant must be a member of at least one of the associations (ICSA, ASA,
ISBS, and ISBA) at the time of manuscript submission; (ii) the applicant must be a junior researcher
who obtained his or her PhD or equivalent degree
after December 1, 2011, or a postdoc during the fall
2016 at an accredited institute, or a doctoral degree
candidate in any term during the academic year of
2016-2017 at an accredited institute; and (iii) the applicant must be able to register and present the research work at the 10th ICSA International Conference.
Manuscript
Requirement: The
manuscript
should be prepared double spaced using Biomet© www.icsa.org

rics or JASA guidelines for authors in English. Excluding tables and ﬁgures, the manuscript must
be no more than 20 pages, with at least one-inch
for all margins and no smaller than 12-point font.
The research work must be relevant to application in a variety of ﬁelds including biomedicine,
ﬁnance, business, and statistical data science, etc.
The manuscript may be co-authored with a small
number of collaborators, but the applicant must be
the leading author (ﬁrst or corresponding author).
The manuscript must not be published or accepted
at the time of submission.
Submission of Manuscript: Manuscript should
be received no later than 11:59 PM, US EST, June
1, 2016. The submission should include:
• A cover letter including the submission information and acceptance status if you have submitted your paper to the conference (either to
an invited or contributed session);
• A separate title page with author(s), institutional aﬃliation, mailing address, phone/fax
numbers and email address;
• A separate page of abstract;
• A blind copy of the manuscripts without author information or aﬃliation;
• At least one certiﬁcate of the good standing
membership status of ICSA, ASA, ISBS, and
ISBA; and
• A supporting letter from the supervisor or the
department head/chair for a non-student applicant including the postdoc, asserting the eligibility (the date of the PhD degree or the
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status of postdoc), or an academic advisor for
a student applicant, asserting the applicant's
student status and leading authorship.
All materials should be packaged into one .zip
ﬁle and sent by email with subject "Young Researcher Award Competition" to the coordinator
of the Young Researcher Award Committee at
lin.fei@uc.edu.
Withdraw and Disqualiﬁcation: Applicants are
free to withdraw their submissions at any time.
However, if the same paper is also submitted for
other competitions and wins other award(s) in any
other major statistical conferences such as JSM 2016,
2016 ISBA World Meeting, and the 25th ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium etc. before the winners
will be announced for the conference, the applicant should notify the award committee timely and
withdraw the paper.

• Ying Lu, Stanford University
ylu1@stanford.edu
Committee Coordinator:
• Lin Fei, University of Cincinnati
lin.fei@uc.edu
Committee Members:
• Haim Bar, University
haim.bar@uconn.edu

of

Connecticut,

• Mário de Castro, Universidade de Sao Paulo,
Brazil, mcastro@icmc.usp.br
• Dongseok Choi, Oregon Health & Science
University, choid@ohsu.edu
• Yili Hong, Virginia Tech, yilihong@vt.edu
• Yveon Huang, University of Maryland Baltimore County, yihuang@umbc.edu

Review and Selection Process: Members of the
Young Researcher Award Committee will receive
blind manuscripts from the Committee Chair/Coordinator and review them based on the following
criteria:

• Jun Li, University of California, Riverside,
jun.li@ucr.edu

• The manuscript should be well motivated by
an application to the speciﬁc ﬁeld(s);

• Sheng Lou, University of Texas Houston,
sheng.t.luo@uth.tmc.edu

• The methodology developed should be applicable to the motivating problem. Inclusion of
an application to a practical study will be favorably considered; and

• Satoshi Morita, Kyoto University, smorita@ku
hp.kyoto-u.ac.jp

• Organization and clarity of the presentation
will be considered as well.
Awards: Up to twelve young researcher award
winners will be selected. Each winner will receive
a plaque sponsored by SJTU, an award for travel
and registration reimbursement up to 4,800 RMB
(approximately 800 US dollars subject to change
in exchange rates) or a cash award of 4,000 RMB,
whichever is bigger. Winners will be notiﬁed
around August 1, 2016.
Young Researcher Award Committee
Chair:
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• Weidong Liu, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
weidongl@sjtu.edu.cn

• Peter Qian, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
peter.qian@wisc.edu
• Alexandra M. Schmidt, Federal University of
Rio de Janeiro, alex@im.ufrj.br
• Xin Shi, Manchester Metropolitan University,
UK, X.Shi@mmu.ac.uk
• Dejun Tang,
Novartis,
jun.tang@novartis.com

China,

de-

• Ouhong Wang, Amgen, China, owang@amge
n.com
• Joong-Ho Won, Soeul National University,
wonj@stats.snu.ac.kr
• Yuping Zhang, University of Connecticut,
Yuping.zhang@uconn.edu

© www.icsa.org
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The First Eastern Asia Meeting on Bayesian Statistics
(A Satellite Meeting of the 10th ICSA International Conference)
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China, December 18, 2016
The First Eastern Asia Meeting on Bayesian Statistics, a satellite meeting of the 10th ICSA
International Conference, will be held at Xuhui campus of Shanghai Jiao Tong University
(SJTU), Shanghai, China, Sunday, December 18, 2016, which is just one day before the
10th International Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA) International Conference, which
will be held at the same campus, December 19-22, 2016. This satellite meeting is sponsored
by the International Society for Bayesian Analysis (ISBA) and the Department of
Mathematics, SJTU. The purpose of this satellite meeting is to promote modern Bayesian
statistics in Eastern Asia, particularly in China, and to promote collaboration between
ISBA and ICSA, especially, ICSA-Shanghai Committee, and others. There will be
invited tutorials, invited sessions, and contributed sessions/posters on Advances in
modern Bayesian statistics, High-dimensional Bayesian statistics, and Modern
Bayesian computation. Inquiries and questions may be addressed to Jaeyong Lee,
Chair, the Scientific Program Committee, via email at leejyc@gmail.com. Please visit
the 10th ICSA International Conference website:
http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conference/2016icsa/Default.aspx
for more information.
Size of this Satellite Meeting and Registration Fee: The number of participants is limited
to 100. The registration fee is $130 including the banquet for those who will attend the
satellite meeting only and $30 (covering the cost of banquet) for those who have registered
for the 10th ICSA International Conference.
Scientific Program Committee:
Cathy W.S. Chen, Feng Chia University, chenws@mail.fcu.edu.tw
Ming-Hui Chen, University of Connecticut, ming-hui.chen@uconn.edu
Michele Guindani, UT MD Anderson Cancer Center, micheleguindani@gmail.com
Jaeyong Lee (Chair), Seoul National University, leejyc@gmail.com
Yasuhiro Omori, University of Tokyo, omori@ja2.so-net.ne.jp
Alexandra Mello Schmidt, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, alex@im.ufrj.br
Mike Ka Pui So, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, immkpso@ust.hk
Dongchu Sun, University of Missouri, sund@missouri.edu
Dejun Tang, Novartis, dejun.tang@novartis.com
Local Organizing Committee:
Dong Han (Chair), Shanghai Jiao Tong University, donghan@sjtu.edu.cn
Shan Luo (Co-ordinator), Shanghai Jiao Tong University, sluomath@sjtu.edu.cn
Jinguo Xian (Webmaster), Shanghai Jiao Tong University, jgxian@sjtu.edu.cn
Jie Hu (Local Contact), Shanghai Jiao Tong University, icsa2016@sjtu.edu.cn
© www.icsa.org
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China Statistics Conference
Qingdao, China

June 24 – 25, 2016

The 2016 China Statistics Conference will take place, June 24-25, 2016, in Qingdao, a beautiful city in northern
China. The Conference is organized by the Committee of ICSA Shanghai, Qingdao CDC, and University of
Qingdao. It will be held on the campus of University of Qingdao.
The objective of the conference is to facilitate the exchange of recent research and developments in modern
statistical methods under the age of big data to create opportunities for collaborations that will channel efforts
into new directions for further research.
The conference will contain invited sessions only. Lead statistical processionals in Mainland China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, the United States, and other countries will present their latest research work, which will cover
a broad range of statistics including mathematical statistics, applied statistics, biostatistics, and statistics in
finance and economics. For more information, please contact Dejun Tang (dejun.tang@novartis.com).
We are looking forward to your participation!

Call for Invited Session Proposals:
We sincerely welcome your proposals for the invited sessions. A session will be 90 minutes and include 3 or
4 speakers. Please include the names and affiliations of the session chair and speakers with the presentation
titles. Please submit your proposals to Dr. Ouhong Wang (owang@amgen.com) or Dr. Yankun Gong
(yankun.gong@novartis.com) no later than March 15, 2016.
Program Committee & Local Organizing Committee
2016 China Statistics Conference

Program Committee: Feng Chen (Nanjing Medical University) • Jie Chen (Novartis) • Hengjian Cui (Capital Normal University) • Zhi
Geng (Peking University) • Dong Han (Shanghai Jiao Tong University) • Huazhen Lin (Southwestern University of Finance and
Economics) • Robert Luo (Pfizer) • Xiaolong Pu (Co-chair, ECNU) • Jun Shao (Co-chair, ECNU) • Dongchu Sun (ECNU) • Dejun Tang
(Co-chair, Novartis) • Ouhong Wang (Co-chair, Amgen) • Qihua Wang (Co-chair, Chinese Academy of Sciences) • Xueqin Wang (Sun
Yat-sen University) • Yanping Wang (Eli Lilly) • Zhaojun Wang (Nankai University) • Jielai Xia (The Fourth Military Medical
University) • Chen Yao (Peking University) • Wei Yuan (Renmin University of China) • Wei Zhang (Boehringer Ingelheim) • Naiqing
Zhao (Co-chair, Fudan University) • Ming Zheng (Fudan University) • Yong Zhou (Co-chair, Shanghai University of Finance and
Economics) • Guohua Zou (Chinese Academy of Science)
Local Organizing Committee: Ruqin Gao (Chair, Qingdao CDC) • Shanpeng Li (Qingdao CDC) • Shaojie Wang (Qingdao CDC) •
Dongfeng Zhang (University of Qingdao) • Ouhong Wang (Amgen) • Yankun Gong (Novartis)
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ICOSDA 2016
International Conference on Statistical Distributions and Applications

October 14-16, 2016 Crowne Plaza Hotel, Niagara Falls, Canada
Web site: http://people.cst.cmich.edu/lee1c/icosda2016/

Call for Paper Presentations
We are pleased to announce the 2nd International Conference on Statistical Distributions and
Applications to be held at Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada on October 14 – 16, 2016.
The scopes of this conference include, but not limited to, the following:
(1) Statistical distributions and applications (2) Statistical modeling
(3) High dimensional data analysis
(4) Bayesian statistics

The types of presentations include (1) General-Invited sessions for general submissions (2)
Topic-Invited sessions organized by scientific committee members, and (3) Student Poster
presentations.
If you are interested in organizing a topic-invited session and serving as a member of the
scientific committee, please contact the conference co-chair, Carl Lee (carl.lee@cmich.edu) by
February 15th, 2016.
Deadlines:
 General-invited paper submission: April 30, 2016
 Topic-invited papers submission (submitted by the session organizer): April 30, 2016
 Student Poster Presentation: April 30, 2016
Submit the title, authors, affiliations and abstracts to Carl Lee using ICOSDA@cmich.edu
Conference presenters are invited to submit the final version of their articles for publication consideration in a
special issue of the Journal of Statistical Distributions and Applications (JSDA) at www.jsdajournal.com.

ICOSDA 2016 Keynote Speakers:
Peter McCullaugh: John D. MacArthur Distinguish Service Professor, University of Chicago, IL
Kjell Doksum: Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Mei-Ling Ting Lee: BRAC Director and Professor, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
Conference Co-Chairs: Ejaz Ahmed, Felix Famoye and Carl Lee
Sponsors: Central Michigan University, MI USA & Brock University, Canada,
International Chinese Statistical Association

© www.icsa.org
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The Canadian Journal of Statistics
Special issue on “Big Data/Large-Scale Data/Dynamic Data and Statistical
Sciences” – Call for Submissions

While the definition of “big data” is evolving over time, there is a consensus that statisticians and
data scientists urgently need to address the emerging challenges, which in return offers a huge
opportunity to demonstrate the power of the statistical sciences. Recent data-acquisition
technologies make it possible to collect many types of big data, including genetic and genomic
data, environmental and climate data, business and administrative data, and online data.
Commonly featured by the “four Vs,” volume, velocity, variety, and veracity, big data are
differentiated from traditional data by multiple characteristics, including their large-scale and
dynamic nature. The standard statistical procedures for model building and inference and
existing computational algorithms are inadequate for such data.
To highlight new research into the emerging issues of big data, The Canadian Journal of
Statistics (CJS) will devote a special issue to the theme of “big data/large-scale data/dynamic
data and statistical sciences.” The issue aims to showcase vibrant research activities on a broad
variety of problems concerning big data and its associated statistical features. We invite you to
submit original research articles and insightful review manuscripts to this special issue.
The submission deadline is June 30, 2016. Please submit your paper through the CJS submission
website, specifying that the submission is for the special issue on large-scale data:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cjs-wiley
All submissions will go through the regular review process.

Richard Lockhart (Guest Editor, Simon Fraser University)
Grace Y. Yi

(CJS Editor, University of Waterloo)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)1708-945X
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A NEW OPEN

ACCESS JOURNAL

CONTEMPORARY
CLINICAL TRIALS
COMMUNICATIONS
A NEW OPEN ACCESS

SISTER JOURNAL OF
CONTEMPORARY
CLINICAL TRIALS
ACCEPTING RESEARCH
ON BOTH RANDOMIZED
AND NON-RANDOMIZED
TRIALS

EDITORS:
Dr. Zhezhen Jin

Columbia University, New York, NY USA

Dr. Zheng Su

Deerfield Institute, New York, NY USA

www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/24518654
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AIMS AND SCOPE
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

Zhezhen Jin
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Zheng Su
Deerfield Institute, New York, NY, USA

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

Julian Abrams
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Vance Berger
National Institute of Health, Rockville, MD, USA
Cindy Cooper
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK
Brian Everitt
King's College, London, London, UK
Luis Garcia-Ortiz
University of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain
Pei He
Genentech Inc, South San Francisco, CA, USA
Li-Shan Huang
National Tsinghua University, Taiwan, Hsinchu City,
Taiwan
Yunzhi Lin
AbbVie, North Chicago, IL, USA
Xiaolong Luo
Celgene Corporation, Summit, NJ, USA
Prakash Satwani
Columbia University, New York, NY, USA
Consolato Sergi
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
Yu Shen
The University of Texas, Houston, TX, USA
Say Beng Tan
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Corrine Voils
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA
Xiaonan Xue
Yeshiva University, Bronx, NY, USA
Anny-Yue Yin
Roche (China) Holding Ltd., Shanghai, China
Ming Zhu
AbbVie, North Chicago, IL, USA
Christos Zouboulis
Dessau Medical Center, Dessau, Germany

Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is an international peer
reviewed open access journal that publishes articles pertaining to all
aspects of clinical trials, including, but not limited to, design,
conduct, analysis, regulation and ethics. Manuscripts submitted
should appeal to a readership drawn from a wide range of
disciplines including medicine, life science, pharmaceutical science,
biostatistics, epidemiology, computer science, management
science, behavioral science, and bioethics.
Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is unique in that it is
outside the confines of disease specifications, and it strives to
increase the transparency of medical research and reduce
publication bias by publishing scientifically valid original research
findings irrespective of their perceived importance, significance or
impact. Both randomized and non-randomized trials are within the
scope of the Journal. Some common topics include trial design
rationale and methods, operational methodologies and challenges,
and positive and negative trial results. In addition to original
research, the Journal also welcomes other types of communications
including, but are not limited to, methodology reviews, perspectives
and discussions.
Through timely dissemination of advances in clinical trials, the goal
of Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications is to serve as a
platform to enhance the communication and collaboration within
the global clinical trials community that ultimately advances this
field of research for the benefit of patients.

TO SUBMIT A

MANUSCRIPT AND FOR
MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
www.elsevier.com/locate/issn/24518654
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Professional Opportunities

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Food and Drug Administration
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICIAN—(multiple positions)
National Center for Toxicological Research
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), National Center for Toxicological Research (NCTR), Division of Bioinformatics
and Biostatistics, in the Office of Research is seeking to fill multiple Mathematical
Statistician positions. The NCTR is located in Jefferson, Arkansas.
The successful candidate will conduct independent research in biostatistics, and will be
actively involved in the development of statistical and data mining techniques for
statistical data analysis in the fields of risk assessment, molecular epidemiology,
biochemical toxicology, genetic and molecular toxicology, microbiology,
neurotoxicology, and nanotoxicology. The candidate will also be involved in providing
statistical support for all the NCTR studies. Knowledge and experience in statistical
analysis of data from precision medicine and omics technologies are a plus.
This position requires a Ph.D. in statistics or equivalent, preference will be given to
candidates with a strong publication record. Benefits include health and life insurance
options, retirement, paid holidays, vacation and sick leave. Preference will be given to
individuals with a demonstrated record of relevant accomplishments. Salary for this
position will be commensurate with experience.
To apply for the position, submit curriculum vitae and a detailed statement of future
research interests to: Dr. James J. Chen, HFT-20, 3900 NCTR Road, Jefferson, AR
72079. Email: JamesJ.Chen@fda.hhs.gov. Applications will be accepted until the
position is filled. FDA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. FDA/NCTR is a smoke free
environment.
The NCTR is located in Jefferson, Arkansas, approximately 30 miles southeast of Little
Rock. NCTR conducts FDA mission-related research that is of critical importance to the
Agency in developing a scientifically sound basis for regulatory decisions. Over 110
Ph.D. scientists, support scientists, on-site-contractors, and administrative staff make up a
dynamic group of professionals in the NCTR organization.
Undergraduate and graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and visiting scientists also
pursue education and research opportunities in a multi-disciplinary team atmosphere. For
more
information
on
NCTR
research
and
training activities,
visit
http://www.fda.gov/NCTR.
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Upcoming Events
ICSA Sponsored Symposiums and
Conferences:
2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium
June 12 - June 15, 2016
Atlanta, GA, USA
http://icsa.org/meetings/symposia/ind
ex.html

ICSA Conference on Data Science
July 2 - July 4, 2016
Dali, Yunnan, China
The ICSA Conference on Data Science will be held
in the beautiful city of Dali in Yunnan, China
on July 2-4, 2016. The conference will cover a
wide range of topics in data science and related
ﬁelds. It also provides an excellent venue for scientiﬁc exchanges and possible research collaborations. The conference website and details will
be available soon. If you have any questions on
the conference, please contact Dr. Zhezhen Jin
(zj7@cumc.columbia.edu).

The 10th ICSA International Conference
on Global Growth of Modern Statistics in
the 21st Century
December 19 - December 22, 2016
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China
http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conferen
ce/2016icsa/Default.aspx

ICSA Co-sponsored Meetings:
The 14th Asia Paciﬁc Bioinformatics Conference
January 11 - January 13, 2016
San Francisco, CA, USA
http://www.sfasa.org/apbc2016/apbc
2016.html

Big Statistics and Data Science
May 27 - May 29, 2016
Renmin University of China, Beijing, China
http://stat2016.china-r.org/
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2016 China Statistics Conference in Qingdao
June 24 - June 25, 2016
Qingdao, Shandong, China
The 2016 China Statistics Conference will take
place, June 24-25, 2016, in Qingdao, a beautiful
city in northern China. The Conference is organized by the Committee of ICSA Shanghai, Qingdao CDC, and University of Qingdao. It will be
held on the campus of University of Qingdao. The
objective of the conference is to facilitate the exchange of recent research and developments in
modern statistical methods under the age of big
data to create opportunities for collaborations that
will channel eﬀorts into new directions for further
research. The conference will contain invited sessions only. Lead statistical processionals in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the United States,
and other countries will present their latest research
work, which will cover a broad range of statistics
including mathematical statistics, applied statistics, biostatistics, and statistics in ﬁnance and economics. For more information, please visit ICSA
website (http://icsa.org/meetings/confer
ences/index.html) or contact Dr. Dejun Tang
(dejun.tang@novartis.com).

The 4th IMS Asia Paciﬁc Rim Meeting
June 27 - June 30, 2016
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
China
http://ims-aprm2016.sta.cuhk.edu.hk/

2016 International Conference on Statistical Distributions and Applications
(ICOSDA)
October 14 - October 16, 2016
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Niagara Falls, Canada
http://people.cst.cmich.edu/lee1c/ico
sda2016/

The 1st Eastern Asia Meeting on Bayesian
Statistics (A Satellite Meeting of the 10th
ICSA International Conference)
December 18, 2016
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China
http://www.math.sjtu.edu.cn/conferen
ce/2016icsa/Default.aspx
© www.icsa.org

Participants of the ICSA
Board Meeting (Left to
Right) Back: Ying Qing
Chen, Ying Lu, Bo Yang,
Zhen Chen, Fang K. Chen,
Wei Shen, Haoda Fu, Gang
Li, Yichuan Zhao, Lanju
Zhang, Zhengjun Zhang,
Heping Zhang, Jiahua Chen,
Zhezhen Jin; Front: Tian
Zheng, Annie Qu, Lynn Kuo,
Grace Yi, Mei-Ling Ting Lee,
Mei-Cheng Wang, Lilly Yue,
Chuhsing
Kate
Hsiao,
Huyuan Yang

↑
← Members attending the ICSA annual banquet
at a local Chinese restaurant in Seattle at JSM
2015
↓

2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium
June 12-15, Hyatt Regency Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
The ICSA 2016 (25th) Applied Statistical Symposium will be held from June 12 (Sunday) to June 15 (Wednesday) in
the city of Atlanta, Georgia. This will be a conference organized by the International Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA). The symposium will start with one day of short courses followed by scientific programs on 13-15th
(Monday to Wednesday), and also include student paper contests and social events.
Keynote Speakers


Dr. Bin Yu, Chancellor’s Professor at University of California, Berkeley, Fellow of American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and Member of National Academy of Science



Dr. David Madigan, Executive Vice President and Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Columbia University



Dr. Paul Albert, Chief and Senior Investigator, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics Branch, National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, National Institutes of Health

Honorable Banquet Speaker


Dr. Michael Eriksen, Regents’ Professor and Founding Dean, School of Public Health, Georgia State University

Important Dates


February 1, 2016: Symposium Registration, Hotel Reservation and Abstract Submission Open



March 15, 2016: Deadline for Student Paper Award Applications



April 1, 2016: Deadline for Online Registration and Abstract Submission (Invited Sessions)



May 1, 2016: Deadline for Abstract Submission (Contributed Sessions)



May 1, 2016: Deadline for Early Registration for Short Course and Symposium

Information about short courses, call for student paper contest and our committee members are described separately in this issue of the ICSA Bulletin. More information could be found on our website http://
www.math.gsu.edu/~icsa/. We have more than 110 invited sessions and will have more contributed sessions.
The city of Atlanta is accessible from most cities across the North America. Downtown Atlanta provides numerous
opportunities of dining, shopping and lodging, etc. In addition, it offers world-class attractions, including the
World of Coca Cola, the CNN Center, and the Centennial Olympic Park within walking distance from the Hyatt Regency Atlanta. We are working hard to make this conference a memorable and worthwhile learning experience
for all participants. We sincerely welcome all ICSA members, and all people interested in applied statistics to participate, submit abstracts to contributed sessions or provide suggestions. Please send any inquiries/suggestions to
Yichuan Zhao at icsa2016program@gmail.com.
The Executive Committee for 2016 ICSA Applied Statistics Symposium

